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hen Windows entered my consciousness years
ago, I was terrified of it, because I thought I
might disable the beast and not be able to recover. But
there was no trouble; Windows 3.1 was robust, there
was an enormous and well written manual and the help
line worked as promised. All went well.
But that was then; this is now and I have had to
"upgrade" - a marketing expression meaning "to shell
out for a new computer" - a 50Mbyte hard disk, 33MHz
386 and 4Mbyte of ram being a bit limiting. This new
marvel was already loaded with Windows 95 and
accompanied by a great tribe of cd-roms, many
containing advertisements and games that anyone aged
over nine has so far found totally incomprehensible.
Telephone support - a major selling point - was
promised but there were no manuals, since the "help"
text was said to be enough. Ha!
It has been my subsequent experience that Windows
95 is the flakiest system yet to be foisted on a receptive
public. It is highly susceptible to wobbly mouse
operation. If your aim is at all uncertain, or the simple
truth is that you don't really know what you are doing,
the most entertaining things can and do happen.
"Shortcuts" appear on the desktop unbidden - they do
on mine, at least - files turn up from nowhere, settings
change without any intervention from me and the
machine has an infuriating habit of locking up.
Then there is its apparent delight in performing
" illegal" operations and implicitly blaming me for them;
following the screen instructions after such a hiccup
doesn't work, so you have to reset the computer, which
means another run of the disk-scanner before it will
consent to do any more work, having lost any you
haven't saved. And the start-up menu: whoever decided
to put Suspend next to Shut Down ought to be
suspended and put down, preferably painfully. You can,
of course, hide it, but you have to find that out after the
first stress-inducing episode of blankness.
Casually ringing the ambitiously named help-line did
little towards postponing an incipient seizure. I tried to
speak to someone for three days, but was faced with a
recording of a silver-tongued young lady every time,
explaining that they were busy and would I please hold
on.
I tried a computer "expert", but found myself
listening to Mozart, who is wonderful, but as a
Windows counsellor not particularly helpful. So I wrote
to my supplier. That is many weeks ago and all I have
yet received is a note to say I will shortly hear from
them. I am becoming used to this prima donna of an
operating system and the cynical way in which it and
computers are now marketed, but cannot help feeling a
little resentful.
Windows 95 gives me the impression of being
hopelessly over-engineered, providing endless different
methods of doing j ust about anything. It appears that
programmers write facilities into it because they can be
done , rather than because users need them. Maybe the
programmers should be taught that simplicity is usually
the winning approach in any branch of engineering.
On-screen help facilities are good, but they cannot
Electronics World i, publi, hed monlhly. By po, t, current is,ue
£2.45, bock i"ues (if available £3.00). Orders, payment, and
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replace well produced manuals, particularly if there is
nothing on the screen. An introductory booklet that
came with the computer - a very slim volume indeed is all right as far as it goes, but it doesn't go anywhere
near far enough. If the simpler Windows 3. 1 needed a
tome, why doesn't this one?
Most of the cd-roms had little to say about themselves
apart from a bit on the cover and some fairly off-hand
help on screen.
Cost is, I assume, the reason for a lack of manuals,
but I do think an effort should be made to provide
something a little more helpful than the booklet on
Windows 95 that is currently sent out, particularly some
help on how to recover from something disastrous like a
blank screen after the boot-up (the F8 procedure at
" Starting Windows 95" gets you out of that one).
Clearly, the computer sellers• army of helpers is hard
put to deal with the clamour for assistance and there is
no reason why they should have to; it is the
responsibility of people like Microsoft to ensure that
there is enough printed instruction to enable customers
trying to earn a living using Windows to do so without
getting themselves in a fix.
Maybe the next version of Windows will be a bit
simpler and a lot less vulnerable, but it seems unlikely.•
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Ne1111 Features
Component Auto-Placer
Pinswap/Gateswap Optimizer
llac~ground Regeneration ot Power Planes •
Enhanced Autorouting with TidV Pass
Full Control ot Schematic Appearance
Extensiue New Component libraries

0

• Produces attractive schematicslike\1ou see inthe' niagazines.
• Netlist, Parts List & ERC reports. • Hierarchical Design, • Full
support for buses including bus pins. • Extensive
·
componenUmodel libranes. ,• Advanced Property Management.
• Seamless integration with s1muiation and PCB design,

PCB Design

Internet access via the three-pinned plug?
ortel's technology for delivering
Internet access over the mains
power cables will be offered by
several power utility companies by
the end of this year.
" We have a considerable number
of customers who are committed to
feasibility trials," said Dr John
Laycock, head of the project at
Nortel in Maidenhead. Commercial
systems could be in place by
September, he claimed. "We'll have
announcements next week for
content providers and partners,"
Laycock added.
Companies that install the system
will be able to offer a wider range of

N

services than just Internet access.
"We intend to do voice in the
future," Laycock said. This would
replace the BT land line, and could
offer several phone lines at once.
Another application, aimed at small
businesses, will back up the
computer's hard disk every night.
And since the user is permanently
connected to the network, a digital
camera can be added for surveillance
of the home or office.
A production version of the Digital
PowerLine technology was
announced by Nortel at CeBIT.
"Last year we announced a first
generation product for verification

and trials," said Mark Main, the
project's marketing manager. This
was based on a card in a pc, but
restricted the technology to
consumers privileged to own a
computer, said Main.
The new unit is separate from other
equipment and can be used with Web
browsers and network computers as
well as standard pcs.
Base-station units will be located at
transformer substations, modulating
data onto the mains.
Each base station handles a ! Mbit/s
data stream. Houses or businesses
that have a link onto the system share
the bandwidth.

• See late news
on page 456.

New light on charging NiCd cells
areful circuit design around NiCd
batteries can be difficult, but not
C
as troublesome as problems caused by

Simulation

• Autom:atic Component Placement. • Rip-Up & Retry
Autorouter with tidy pass. • Pinswap/Gateswap Optimizer &
Backannotation. • 32 bit high resolution database. • Full
DRC and Connectivity Checking. • Shape based gridle ss
power planes. • Gerber and DXF Import capabtlity.

• Non-Linear & Linear Analogue Simulation. • Event driven
Digital Simulation with modelling language. • Partitioned
simulation of large designs with multiple analogue & d191tal
sections. • Graphs displayed directly on the schematic..

EWW January 1997
Write, phone or fax for your free demo disk, or ask about our full evaluation kit.
Tel: 01756753440. Fax : 01756 752857. EMAIL: info@labcenter.co.uk
'
53-55 Main S t, Grassington. 8D23 SAA. WWW; http:1/www.labcenter.co.uk

Fully interactive demo versions available for download from our WWW site.
Call for educational multi-user and dealer pricing - new dealers always wanted.
Prices exclude VAT and delivery. All manufacturer's trademarks acknowledged.

early cell death.
Simple precautions can extend the
working life of rechargeable batteries
dramatically. "You mustn't forget
that most of the public don't have a
clue about battery technology. If they
are going to operate your product, it
needs protecting from unintended
abuse," said John Hutchinson,
engineering director at BayGen, the
wind-up radio company.
The company has just released a
product with an internal NiCd battery
pack and Hutchinson has made it as
idiot-proof as possible.
"There are essentially two ways to
damage a NiCd battery, overcharging
and over-discharging them. Most
commercial products with NiCds, like
hand vacuum cleaners and torches, do
both," said Hutchinson.
Overcharging , according to
Hutchinson, results in electrolyte
evaporation and dendrite growth dendrites are metal crystals that short
out the cell internally.
"The majority of simple products
charge their batteries continuously at
C/5. This abuses them once they are
fully charged and they don't last
long," said Hutchinson.
Conventional wisdom is that C/10 is
a safe rate for continuous charge, but
Hutchinson has come to differ: "C/ 10

may be all right for some hours, but
charging at this rate for hundreds of
hours damages cells." He has found
C/30 completely safe as a continuous
charge current. "I arrived at this
figure initially by talking to a number
of cell suppliers. But it is hard to get a
consistent story. The most that the
makers agree on is that C/10 is worse
than C/20."
C/30 takes around 40 hours to fully
charge a flat cell. This is an
unacceptably long time for BayGen's
application, so some form of
controlled fast charge was called for.
It chose C/5 as a fast charge rate,
terminated by a six hour timer. "AC/5
current completely charges the battery
in six hours, then the charger switches
to a C/30 trickle charge."
Using a timer is not ideal, plugging
the equipment in with an already full
battery results in it being somewhat
overcharged for six hours.
"Sensing battery parameters like
temperature and pressure to determine
when charge is complete is one way,
but the sensors add a lot of cost.
Other schemes use voltage sensing
which isn't too expensive in
hardware, even though you need a
microcontroller."
Problems also occur during
discharge when more than one cell in
a series-connected battery runs out of
charge before the others. "We detect
the battery voltage and disconnect the

Discharge and charge rates of a battery are usually
expressed as a ratio of its capacity. Discharging at
C/10, drawing 400mA from a 4Ah battery for
instance, empties a full battery in 10 hours. As
charge efficiency of NiCd technology is around 1.4,
charging an empty cell at C/10 completely fills it in
around 14 hours.
load with a transistor when it drops
below l V per cell,"said Hutchinson,
"this means that no cell ever gets
reversed."
By limiting overcharge and
overdischarge Hutchinson has made a
product that is unlikely to be returned
because its battery expired within the
warranty period.
Steve Bush, Electronics Weekly

Clearly a torch,
but what's the
handle for?

1
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US skills crisis a myth?

Offender tracking has a £ 1OOm t~g
E

lectronics firms are being asked to
tender for four major contracts,
worth collectively over £100m, to
extend electronic tagging of offenders
throughout England and Wales.
Home Office Ministers have
decided tl]at system t!'lsts in areas such
as Greater Manchester, West
Yorkshire, Berkshire, M iddlesex and
Cambridgeshire have proved a
success.
Despite teetl]ing troubles, Home
Secretary Jack Straw has decided that
the system - whic~ has $hown an 80
per cent success rate for 1000
persistent petty offenders and people
on bail - is ready to go nationwide.
Now his Minister of State, Joyce
Quin, is to let four regional contracts
from 1999 for systems of a
wrist/ankle tag and a receiver linked
to the telephone system.
She said: "Companies from a wiqe
range of relevant sectors including the
security, telecommunications and
electronics industries, are being
encouraged to consider the business
opportunities created by the

increased use of tagging."
The tender details that the four
regional ~ontracts - which will let for
five years with a two year extension
option - will cover a minimum of
4500 offenders and pe worth at least
£100m.
The twq fiqns involved in the
existirig trials - Secuficor and
Geographies - are favourites for the
contracts but a Whitehall source
~tressed that it wa& an open
competition for any company with the
~ec~ssary. techJlical exneiti~e.
·
Firms can bid for one, more or all of
the regionai contracts by the closjng
date qf April 21.

Are 20QO solutions enough?
he DTI is stepping up its
·
awareness campaign for the
Millennium date change problem and
calling on
sectors of the electro11ics
industry to sµpport its initiative.
"The electronics jndustry has-'a
pivotal role to play," said Ian Edison,
acting directpr pf the DTI's Action

T

all

US labour leaders have attacked
high-tech companies' claims that
there is a serious IT skills shortage in
the US.
The Department for Professional
Employees (OPE) has sent a letter of
protest to the US Congress
complaining that US technology
firms' real motivation is not looking
for workers but paying lower wages.
"There is no proven crisis
regarding the demand for IT workers
that justifies the drastic action of
filling these jobs with foreign
workers," said DPE chairman
Morton Bahr. "We should be very
careful about IT employers crying
wolf just to enlarge the labour pool,
depress salaries and benefits, and
undennine working conditiop.s."

2000 programme. The focus for this
activity, which will involve trade
associations and institution& like the
IEE, is the problem of fjnding and
providing a fix for all embedded
clocks.
" It is getting pretty i:;lose to the wire
for many large companies,"said Peter
Wilkinson of Action 2poo.
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Virtual Recruitment Fair - free entry
lectronics World's sister publication
Electronics Weekly has produced the first
ever Recruitment Fair on CD Rom.
The 'Virtual Recruitment Fair' uses 3D
graphics and sophisticated animation
techniques to bring a whole new dimension
to job seeking for electronics eJl!ployees.
Once inside the prestigious life-like venue,
you can complete your CV at registration,
pick up a virtual carrier bag then visit the
impressive array of interactive company
stands in the Main Hall.
Take a seat in the big-screen cinema or
enjoy a moment of tranquillity in the reading
room while you read back issues of
Electronics Weekly from the archives.
From the exhibition stands themselves,
you can: view - and respond to with CV well over a thousand live vacancies; connect
to advertiser web sites; view and print
company brochures; launch slide presentations and watch video footage to find out
exactly what it's like to work for a prospective employer.
Recent research illustrates that some 84
per cent of UK electronics professionals
have access to CD-Rom facilities - over 30
per cent more than have access to the
Internet.
The Virtual Recruitment Fair CD-rom is
distributed free to UK Electronics World
subscribers with this issue. To obtain your

E

free \:OPY - whether you are in the UK or
overseas - write to Grant Allaway,
Recruitment sales, Quadrant House, T he
Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS or fax

your request on 0181 652 3400.
Alternatively, e-mail
grant.allaway@rbi.co.uk. Be sµre to mention
that you are an Electronics World reader.
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MSc Advanced
Microelectronics
for Industrialists

Electronics is
moving fast

Ten sign up for mains Internet

Big brother back-off

en public utility companies in
Europe and Asia have signed up to
use Digital PowerLine (DPL), the
Internet-over-the-mains technology.
Nortel and Norweb
Communications, which developed the
technology, have formed a joint
venture company called NOR.WEB to
further market DPL.
Norweb is itself one of the ten
utilities committed to installing DPL.
Others include Vattenfall and Sydkraft
in Sweden, RWE and EnBW of
Germany, and Singapore Power. These
companies provide electricity services
to 35 million people, all of whom
could potentially use DPL.
"We had an unprecedented response
to the technology," said Steve Pusey,

chief executive of the joint venture.
The company received some 1,500
enquiries when DPL was unveiled last
October. "We narrowed these down to
40 serious leads," he said.
The remaining 30 companies,
located around the world, are currently
in discussion with NOR.WEB with a
view to introducing the fast Internet
technology.
Digital PowerLine uses the existing
mains cables to link homes, small
offices and schools to the Internet at
1Mbit/s. "This is 20 times faster than
the fastest dial-up modem available
today," Pusey said.
NOR.WEB expects the fust services
to roll out by September, with up to
2000 homes connected by the year end.

The US government appears to be
relaxing its position on the use of
powerful encryption products.
Representatives of the FBI and the
Department of Justice testified before
the Senate subcommittee saying they
would not seek key escrow leg islation
which would allow the government to
read encrypted messages.
The subcommittee also heard from
senior high-tech executives. "Strong
encryption is the key to privacy on the
Internet," said MCI Communication's
chief lawyer Tim Casey. "Such
privacy, in tum, is the key to realising
the enormous potential of the Internet
and global electronic commerce."
US high-tech companies have
proposed a voluntary, industry-led
approach to encryption policy rather
then government controls or laws.

Intel outside?

Cyrix has yet to adopt the
instructions. T he two companies
have first to agree whether to use
the same set. "The plan is for Cyrix
and IDT to use the same
instructions as us," said Berglund.
By early next year, AMD pl ans to
release the K6-3D+.
"This integrates the level two cache
on chip which will operate at the
processor clock speed," said
Berglund. He claimed the device will
match the performance oflntel's
Katmai processor.
Cyrix meanwhile seems more
concerned with pushing for cheaper
devices, with its 6x86MX and

MediaGX processors. "In 1998 we
will see a $599 price for a pc," said
Forrest Norrod, a Cyrix senior
director. "The same phenomenon
which swept the consumer market in
the US last year will hit Europe and
Asia this year."
As with AMD, getting devices
manufactured is Cyrix' s biggest
headache. "Volumes are critical - on
our own Cyrix was limited to five or
six mjllion units a year," said Steve
Tobak, v-p of marketing at Cyrix.
Having been acquired by National,
Cyrix's fortunes may change.
The 6x86MX is currently running
through a 0.25µm pilot fab at National.

T

hief pretenders to the Intel
C throne,
AMD and Cyrix,
previewed microprocessors with a
100MHz system bus at CeBIT.
AMD's offering is the K6-3D, to be
launched officially on May 27. Along
with the system bus speed increase, it
has improved floating point
performance to speed up 3D graphics.
"The 3D technology is 24 new
instructions," said AMD's Claes
Berglund. They will do for floating
point what MMX did for integer data,
he said.

Hull to get fast

ADSL phone link
ingston Communications plans to
offer its customers high-speed
interactive services this year using
asymmetric digital subscriber line
(ADSL) technology.
The scheme, involving up to
170 000 customers in the Hull area,
is an extension of a successful pilot
scheme.

K

Government reacts on low r&d spend
The government seems to have hit the panic button on
the UK's high technology r&d performance. With r&d
investment in the civil sector having fallen as a
proportion of gross domestic product for three
consecutive years, the Treasury bas produced a
consultative document to demonstrate its commitment
to using tax incentives to promote r&d investment in
UK firms.
According to the latest official figures, the UK's
investment in research and development fell by two per
cent in real terms in 1996, the third year in a row that
r&d investment has fallen.

Huw Saunders, Kingston
Communications' technology
development director, estimates that
the cost of implementation will
exceed £ 1Om, although this figure is
dependent on customer uptake. "It is
a significant investment for us," he
said.
The ADSL network will offer a
2Mbit/s transfer rate with some
services provided at 6Mbit/s.
A modem fitted in the home will
provide a standard interface to a pc
or set-top box. Initially the modem
will be part of the network and be
supplied to customers by Kingston
Communications in order to retain
control over the network. As
standards are agreed within ADSL,
other connection equipment will be
used. Charges for services are still
under review but it is likely that
payment wi ll be on a subscription
basis.
Meanwhile, BT are pressing ahead
with plans for a trial of ADSL this
summer involving 2000 homes in
west London.

Jointly developed and
provided by
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• Taught entirely on the Internet
• Features remote access to ECAD
design tools at ISDN speed
: ,....
,l
• Tutor support via E-mail, fax
and telephone
• Multimedia PC running
Windows NT

ICAP/4Windows, ICAP for
OrCAD, ICAP for Viewlogic,
ICAP for Protel

capability (e .g., biggest parts
libraries available). Use lntusoft's
own schematics or integrate
intimately with your own OrCAD,
Viewlogic or Protel schematic.

For more information contact: Roy Attwood,
IGDS Co-ordinator, Bolton Institute, Deane Road,
Bolton, Lancashire BL3 SAB.

•

Tel 01204 903667 Fax 01204 370916
For full details see our Web site:
http://www.unn.ac.ulclami
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ICAP/4Power, ICAP/4RF
For professional Power
designers or RF designers,

I ·~'1119 I

includes a ll the above plus
specialised power or RF libraries.

E-mail: r.attwood@bolton.ac.uk
C/llUE NO. 110 ON llll' l Y CAllV

Easy to learn and reduced in comp xity, a _~dmpjet ,
•
integ rated, s imulation system, which ircludesour 5th g _ . _
schematic e ntry tool, simulates unlimited size circuits (i G,, .G,
Operating Point, Transient, Fourier, T~mperafur ~ ar,a.Metrfo
1
"What-If' analyses, Mechatronic simul~tions';'imeracfl e
'
analyses, parameter sweeping) has cbm11-n,p'lrteehh<1el!!mris·i,e.epte1=----'
model libraries (over 3000 parts) and is powerful enough to
tackle all of your system, board, and IC level circuit jobs (power,
rf, mixed s igna l, mechanical, filters, ASICs, etc).

The Professional 's Analog/
Mixed Mode tool with much more

Course starts mid-May and early Nov. 1998
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DSP like a microcontroller?

BASIC Stampsreprogrammable stamp sized computers

Texas Instruments has announced a
single-processor dsp chip with
microcontroller-like capabilities.
"This is a dsp designed to perform
well in areas where microcontrollers are
strong, like code density, support for the
C language, and i/o and interrupt
handling," said Jean-Marc Darchy, Tl' s
European marketing and applications
manager. "Our new core has ten per cent
better code density running C than the
ARM7TDMI, which is the industry
benchmark."
Called the TMS320C2000 architecture,
the dsp core is said to be all-new. It will
offer I OOMips performance at 3V using
a 0.25µm process. TI is reluctant to talk
about power consumption in cores but
Darchy said: "The [older] C20x family
consumes l . lmA/Mips. The 2000 will
be less, perhaps 0.8mA/Mips."
The first product will be a dedicated
hard disk drive processor. "We are
waiting to see how the industry
receives this before we decide what
other applications to aim the core
at," said Darchy.
•

Easy to use BASIC language
• 8 or 16 Input/Output lines each 20mA capab ility
• 80 or 500 Program lines
• Re-programmable thousands of times from PC
or Mac • 5-12vDC Supp ly. Stamps from £25.00 each.
Development Kits including programm ing software,
Stamp, Cable, Project Board and 25+ Application
notes from £79.00.
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for Power Design, RF Design or for
Analog Test Automation
You can use OrCAD®, ViewlogicID, Proter or
lntusoft for schematic entry
ICAP/4Rx
\5

This innovative new programme, which has been
developed with the support of EPSRC, offers the
opportunity to keep you at the forefront of the
latest developments in microelectronics without
losing time at work.
No matter what your location in the UK, the course
will come to you via a high spec PC for study when
it suit s you.

Wires that contt:ct appro x 5% when heated
leg 250mA curr nt) -120 page Project book
and 3 one me re lengths of wire. £40.00
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Design Validator
Uses the lsSpice4 simulator to
automatically test and record circuit
behavior, with easy to set limits and
alarms that monitor design progress.

15

~.,_, • Test Designer

The analog ATE specialist's tool. The first
and only comprehensive and srructured
ap proach to Analog & Mixed Signal Design
tf.-nrvm ''""
& Test Automation. Produces acceptance test
designs and fault diagnostics. Includes
interactive and automatic methods for test sequencing and test
synthesis .
OM

num..,ooefl
den_eoefl
ouUc

31415

1.31,

STAMP BUG

We offer regular Hands-On Tutorial SPICE semina rs in Cambridge or
(for sufficient numbers) at user sites, as part of our comprehensive
customer support systems.

Autonomous roving insect using the BASIC Stamp
as its " brain". Approx 300mm overall length .
KITS FROM £29.00 ~.....-,
~ -'-- ;, ., •

We offer FREE Test Designer DEMONSTRATION/
SEMINARS in Cambridge. CALL US TO BOOK IN.

,r-- ·~-1

- ~

'-1 (1

Z ~ t

LYNX ARM
5 Axis robot arm kit; approx size 300mm.
Control from any serial comms port or Stamp.
Includes software to run from PC. KITS FROM £85.00

All prices exclude VAT and shipping.
for a full catalogue of the above items and other products,
ease call or fax Milford Instruments at 01977 683665,; Fax 01977 681465.
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New Circuit Design & SP~E
Simulation Tools from infiiioft
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Download your free lsSpice simulation kit, application notes
and model libraries from our Web Site:

www.softsim.com
email: info@softslm.com
Tel. 01223-516469, Fax 01223-729916
Technology Sources Ltd., 2 Signet Court, Swanns Rd. Cambridge CBS 8LA
trading as

-SoftSiffi
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as four characters. If the date displays
correctly, just press the return key.
This measure is thought to be necessary only once, as roll-over to 2001 a
year later is usually correctly performed.

Year 2000
e ugge

Robert Harcourt looks at how
the Year 2000 changeover will
affect your pc - if at all.

irst the good news. New Year's
Eve in 1999 falls on a Friday.
This means that companies can
shut down over the weekend to convert
their pcs to cope with the year 2000.
Another piece of good news is that pc
real-time clocks usually implement the
fact that the year 2000 is a leap year although 1900 was not.
Apple Macintosh computers have not
shown a problem with the year 2000
since at least Mac OS version 7. IBM
pc compatibles on the other hand contain four or five system levels within
which problems can occur with the
date. At the lowest level is the realtime clock, which runs on a stand-by
battery so that it does not stop running
- in theory at least.
The real-time clock passes its date on
to the basic input/output system, or
BIOS, which only starts up at the
moment the computer is switched on

F
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or re-booted. The real-time clock, and
hence the BIOS, in many cases rolls
over from midnight 1999 to midnight
1900, represented by 00:00:01.
At the third level is the operating
system. Windows 3 Windows 95 and
DOS, all interpret their version of the
date from the date in the BIOS.
However, they implement an algorithm
so that no date before 1980 is possible.
The RTC, BIOS and DOS clocks are
shown in Table 1 at a nonnal time and
date before the year 2000.
Table 2 shows these same clocks
after being allowed to roll-over - while
the computer is left switched on - on
new years eve to 2000. You can see
that the DOS clock shows correctly the
year 2000 but the real-time and BIOS
clocks show 1900.
When the computer is switched on,
BIOS starts up and loads DOS. At this
point it is possible to invoke the DATE

command. The DOS date command
forces the BIOS and RTC year, Table
3 into place if they are awry.
This is a complete solution for DOS,
but it does not mean that the next level
up - i.e. the application program - will
function correctly. If your computer
runs under DOS, and automatically
runs an application program at start up,
you will not have the opportunity to
change the date. If this is the case,
place the simple statement DATE in the
file AUTOEXEC.BAT, using a text editor such as EDIT. In this way, each
time the computer is switched on, the
current date will be displayed and you
will have the opportunity to correct it.
The disk operating system asks:

The fourth and fifth levels
The fourth level involving clock information is application software or
Windows running application software.
Windows 3 and, to an extent, '95 relies
on the disk operating system, and uses
the DOS date. The fifth level is application software which may or may not
make use of the date supplied by DOS.
For individual users of pcs, all that is
required is to invoke the DATE command at the C: prompt of DOS and
correct any problems with the operating system DOS date.
With Windows '95 it is necessary to
go to the Control Panel and enter a
four-digit date. This is because,
whether the machine is left switched
on or off overnight at the Millennium,
the hardware real-time clock will fail
to roll-over to the year 2000 and will
set the date to the 1st of January 1900,
while the operating system clock goes
to the 4 January 1980 for at least some
older and not so old pcs, Table 4.
Interestingly, if the pc is left
switched on, the software iri the DOS
clock will in many cases roll-over correctly to 2000, Table 3. But at the first
boot operation, it will revert to 1980,
Table 4.
This is a potential trap for anyone
trying to test for the problem, because
although DOS initially has the correct
date, the real-time clock and BIOS
have 1900 as the date, and 'steal' the
2000 date from DOS at boot-up. This
implies problems for servers or other
machines which are left switched on
all the time. They may appear to be
working without bugs until their next
re-boot.

Although the variable yy implies only
two characters for the year, in fact the
year input by the user will be accepted

Planning ahead
For those of you who are planning
ahead because you foresee problems
with the Millennium changeover, a
free diagnostic test is available at the
web site http://y2000fix.com.uk. The
firm operating this site is Year 2000
Consultants Limited. The company has
a second site at http://Y2KPCPro.com.
Part of the free software is a program
called ViewCMOS. This package
allows you to observe the real-time,
BIOS and DOS clocks at the same
time, and in real time. The same company sells a fix program for those
machines failing their test, called
Y2KPCPro.
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Enter new date (mrn-dd-yy):

Table 1. How the three clock systems in a pc view time.

Clock system
Real-time hardware c lock
Basic input/output system c lock
Operating system clock

Mnemonic
ATC
BIOS
DOS

Date
20-03-1998
20-03-1998
20-03-1998

Clock system time
12:15:49
12:15:49
12:15:48.45

Table 2. How the three clock systems read after rolling over to 2000 while the computer is
switched on.

Clock system
Real-time hardware c lock
Basic input/output system clock
Operating system clock

Mnemonic
ATC
BIOS
DOS

Date
01-01-1900
01-01-1900
01-01-2000

Clock system time
00:00:01
00:00:01
00:00:00.98

Table 3. Entering a value after the DATE command in DOS forces all three clocks to the
required time.

Clock system
Real-time hardware clock
Basic input/output system clock
Operating system clock

Mnemonic
ATC
BIOS
DOS

Date
01-01-2000
01 -01 -2000
01-01-2000

Clock system time
00:34:12
00:34:12
00:34:12.18

Table 4. All may be ok until you boot - at which point, the clock reverts to 1980.

Clock system
Real-time hardware c lock
Basic input/output system c lock
Operating system c lock

Other firms selling year 2000 software for pcs are Greenwich Mean
Time Inc., Euromax Electronics Ltd,
Deeside Technology Ltd, Ninety Nine
2000, and Computer Experts Ltd.
Which magazine has carried out a
review of the products from these
firms in its November 1997 and
January 1998 issues. 1

Are you Year-2000 compliant?
So far I have considered only the
hardware and operating system
aspects of the Year 2000 changeover.
Problems w ith the software are a different story - especially where networks are concerned.
Some firms are spending thousands
throwing away non-compliant pcs and
networks in favour of Year-2000 compliant alternatives. But just what is
meant by Year-20000 compliant?
The British Standards Institution has
published 'Definition of Year 2000
Conformity Requirements. ' 2 It states
that, "Year 2000 confonnity shall
mean that neither perfonnance nor
functionality is affected by dates prior
to, during and after the year 2000."
There's more on this in the panel.
Other requirements cover the prohibition of the use of the date as an end-

Mnemonic
ATC
BIOS
DOS

Date
0 1-01-1900
01-01-1900
04-01-1980

Clock system time
00:33:02
00:33:02
00:33:01.98

of-file marker. The sequence 9/9/99 is
said to have been used by programmers as an end-of-file marker, or EOF,
clearly limiting the life of the system.
The inferencing rule mentioned in
the panel will not fit all situations: for
example, if birth-dates are maintained

Year 2000 defined
This is an extract from the BSI publication,
' Definition of Yea r 2000 Conformity
Requi rements,' document reference DISC PD2000l, explaining what Year 2000 compliance means:

Rule 1 No value for curre nt date w ill cause any
interruption in operation.
Rule 2 Date-based functionality must behave
consistently for dates prior to, during and
after year 2000.
Rule 3 In all interfaces and data sto rage , the
cent ury in any date must be specified either
explicitly o r by unambig uous a lgorithms or
inferencing ru les. An example of an
inferencing ru le is "e.g. two d igit years with
a value greater than 50 imply 19xx, while
those with a value equal to or less than 50
imply 20xx.
Rule 4 Year 2000 must be recognised as a leap
year.
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in a database, and a particular person
was born in 1948, the inferencing rule
would change their birth-date to 2048,
which could mean they died before
they were born.
Data files with dates in them must
specify the century when there is any
sorting applied to chronologically
sequence the data, otherwise 2000 appearing as 00 - would be sorted
before 1999, which appears as 99.
This could mean that a lot of rewriting of data-base or accounts software is required. DOS 6 and 6.22,
Windows 3 .1 and Windows 95 all
carry the date of creation of files in

Why Test2000 thinks
its best

_, MS l)QS Prompt

the directory on pc' s hard drive.
These dates appear 1!S only two digits,
so the backup and archiving of files
could become confused.

In summary
The date mechanism in pcs is not simple, and manual checks have to be
meticulously carried out. In particular,
it is necessary to check the date at
switching on and on re-booting while
switched on. It is necessary to do this
at least twice to make sure the 21st
century is not lost.
If you are using a pc that is not connected to a server, you will find it easy

VIE\1/CMOS

to correct any date problems with the
DATE command.
•
References
I. Which , PO Box 44, Hertford SG14
JSH, November 1997 and January 1998
issues.
2. BSI, 389 Chiswick High Road,
London W4 4AL: 'A Definition of
Year 2000 Conformity Requirements.'
Document reference DISC PD2000- I.
Codes of practice are detailed in DISC
PD2000-2 and a general outline of the
year 2000 problem is presented in
DISC PD2000-3. See
www.bsi.org.uk/disc/year2000.html.
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Other testers of this sort test the
CMOS real-time clock, which
essentially always fails to increment
from 1999 to 2000. What is important
is not the CMOS rte date itself, but
what the BIOS does with the CMOS
RTC date. This is because the
operating system uses the BIOS date
and some applications use the BIOS
date.
Although a fundamental design error
that causes the year 2000 transition
problem exists in the CMOS rte, the
CMOS rte date itself is unimportant
because no common appl ication
software uses it directly, so testing the
CMOS rte is immaterial, unnecessary
and misleading. The BIOS date is
what matters and despite its pervasive
century error, the CMOS rte date
doesn't matter.
Other testers also test the operating
system 1999 to 2000 increment,
which w il l always pass. There is no
reason to suspect an operating system
date year 2000 fai lure. Windows 3.1
File Manager does odd things to the
year in its displays, but those are only
display artifacts; the underlying date is
handled correctly.
Other testers also look at a variety of
leap year concerns, none of wh ich
need any concern. No pc hardware
leap year fail ures have ever been
demonstrated, and there is no reason
to suspect that pc hardware leap year
errors exist. If another tester fails a
leap year test, it is probably the testing
program that has fai led - not the
hardware.

Surely not Surely someone somewhere
has developed a portable programmer that
has even more features, even greater
flexibility and is even better value for money.
Actually, no. But don't take our word for
it. Use the feature summary below to see how
other mam1facturers' products compare.

, Plugs straight into parallel port of PC or
laptop
• Programs and verifies at 2, 2.7, 3.3 and SV
• True no-adaptor programming up to 48 pin
OIL devices
• Free universal 44 pin PLCC
adaptor
• Built-in world standard PSU ·
for go-anywhere
programming
• Package adaptors
available for TSOP,
PSOP, QFP, SOICand
PLCC
• Optional EPROl'vl emulator

I,

- ( i ! ; ._
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• Programs 8 and 16 bit EPROMs, EEPROMs,
PEROMs, 5 and 12V FLASH, Boot-Block
FLASH, PICs, 8751 microcontrollers and
more
• EPROM emulation as standard
• Rechargeable battery power for total
portability
• All-in-one price includes emulation leads,
AC charger, PC software, spare library ROM,
user-friendly manual
• Supplied fully charged and ready to use

ViewCMOS allows you to see what's in your pc's CMOS to help you determine what your
hardware real-time clock is going to do at the Year 2000 changeover. It shows the clock values
update in real time. It is only free "when used for Year 2000 testing by computer users" so
don't look at the non rte locations!

• Programs wide range of 20 and 24 pin logic
devices from the major GAL vendors
• Supports JEDEC files from all popular
compilers

Test 2000 is a free Year 2000 diagnostic
tool. It checks whether you are going to
have a problem, and whether or not the
problem can be avoided by using the
company's rectification tool Y2KPCpro
- which isn't free. If that won't work,
you are in for a BIOS upgrade.
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If you do not agree that these
truly are the most powerful
portable programmers you
can buy, simply return your
Dataman product within 30
days for a fu ll refund
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Orders received by 4pm w;/1 normally be despatched same day.

Order today, get it tomorrow!

Beware of cheap imitations. Beware of false
promises. Beware of hidden extras.
If you want the best, there's still only one
choice - Dataman.
Order via credit card hotline - phone today,
use tomorrow.
Alternatively, request more detailed
information on these and other market·
leading programming solutions.

G U ARAN T EE

•
•
•
•
•

3 year parts and labour guarantee
Windows/DOS software included
Free technical support for life
Next day delivery - always in stock
Dedicated UK supplier, established 1978

Dataman Programmers Ltd, Station Road,
Maiden Newton, Dorchester, Dorset, DT2 0AE, UK
Telephone +44/0 1300 320719
Fax +44/0 1300 321012
BBS +44/0 1300 321095 (24hr)
Modem V.34N.FCN.32bis
Home page: http://www.dataman.com
FTP: ftp.dataman.com
Email: sales@dataman.com

Audio signal generator
General
Frequency range 10Hz to 1MHz
Frequency staoility within ±2Hz
Output waveforms sine, square
Output impedance 6000
Accuracy
±5%+2Hz, 10Hz-1 MHz
±3%+2Hz, 100Hz-1 00kHz
0/P floating voltage within ±1.5dB

Sinewave characteristics
Distortion

AG2601 is a portable mains-powered indnlment c:offl'ing 10Hz to 1MHz in five
overlapping decades. Sinew.Ive distortion befweer1 SOOHz and SOkHz is just

0.05%.

<0.05%, 500Hz to 50kHz
<0.5%, 50Hz to 500kHz
Output voltage BV rms, max
Output flatness ±1.5dB (1 kHz)
Output impedance 6000

d t ·a1 Es t a te , East Grinstead, W est Sussex RH19 1 XH
Warth International Ltd • Birches In us, nhttp:/ /www.wa rth .co.uk
tel 01342 315044, fax 01342 312969

Squarewave characteristics

The AG2601 audio signal generator spans 1OHz to
1MHz in five overlapping ranges and features
floating output and low distortion. This stable sine
and square-wave oscillator is being made available
to Electronics World readers at the fully-inclusive
special price of £ 129. Its normal selling price is
£ 129 excluding VAT and delivery.
Please use the coupon to order your signal
generator, and address all correspondence relating
to this order to Vann Draper Electronics at Unit 5,
Premier Works, Canal Street, South Wigston,
Leicester LE 18 2PL, fax O116 2773945 or tel. 0116
2771400.

Output voltage 15V pk-pk, min
Rise time
0.Sµs
CIRCLE NO. 11-l ON Rfl'l Y ( ,\RIJ

Synchronization input
Input impedancel 0k.Q
Maximum input 10V rms

The Stereo Headphone Amplifier Box
Balanced or unbalanced line inputs to stereo
headphone output

Supply

Professional portable units operating from an internal PP3 battery
or external mains adaptor

11 SJ230V, 50/60Hz

Physical data
Dimensions
Weight

PPM5
20 PIN DUAL IN LINE
+Vee
9·5 ·3SV
12

150 by 250 by 1 30mm
2.5kg

Input

PPM 5

S.t 3
10k

*Test leads supplied as standard

20

r--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
Use this coupon to order your AG2601
Please send me ....... AG2601 Audio Generator(s) at the fully
inclusive special offer price of £129.

Make cheques payable to Vann Draper Electronics Ltd
Or, please debit my Master, Visa or Access card.

Name

Card type (AccessNisa)

Company (if any)

Card No

Mother Board MBI

*Precision transformerless differential left and right inputs
*Wide range of headphone drive impedances *High common
mode rejection •Low noise and distortion *Low quiescent power
consumption for extended battery life *Extensive RFI protection
The Balance Box (mic/line amplifier) - The Phantom
Power Box - The OneStop DIN rail mounting radio frequency
interference filter and voltage transient pretector for voltage and
current loop process signal lines

Expiry date

Phone number/fax
Total amount

£ •.••••••••

•Overseas readers can also obtain this discount but details vary according to country.

Fully meets 6S5428-9

* PPM10 In-Vision PPM and Chart Recorder*

Address

Please mail this coupon lo Vann Draper Eleclronics, together with payment. Alternatively
fax credit card details with order on 0116 2TT3945 or telephone on 0116 2771400. Address
orders and all correspondence relating to this order to Vann Draper Electronics at Unit 5,
Premier Works, Canal Street, South Wigston, Leicester LE18 2PL.

Consumption 3mA.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

L--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------j

Conford Electronics Conford Liphook Hants Gu30 7QW
Information line 01428 751469 Fax 751223
E-mail contact@confordelec.co.uk
Web http://www.confordelec.co.uk/catalogue/

* Advanced Active Aerial 4kHz-30MHz * Stabilizer
frequency shift units for howl reduction * 10 Outlet
Distribution Amplifier * Stereo Variable Emphasis
Limiter * PPM9, PPM5 hybrid and PPM8 IEC/DIN
-50/+6dB drives and movements * Broadcast Stereo
Coders * Broadcast Monitor Receiver 150kHz-30MHz *

'
SURREY ELECTRONICS
LTD
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh GU6 78G
Telephone: 01483 275997 Fax: 01483 276477
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at the IF output port. If it is decided to fabricate a mixer
from discrete components, then the single balanced mixer
offers a reasonable compromise between the superior performance of the double balanced mixer, and the simplicity
of the unbalanced mixer.
Double-balanced mixers ideally offer infinite suppression
of signals between the three ports. The only output should
be the intermediate-frequency signals (±mFRF±nFw) with
the rf and local oscillator inputs fully suppressed.
In practice the local oscillator and the rf input are typically
suppressed by about 50dB at the intermediate-frequency
output. The ready availability of single package double balanced mixers often means that they are simpler to apply than
either single balanced or unbalanced mixers. In most applications, the double balanced mixer shown in Fig. 3 will provide the best performance.

Darren Conway• helps you
decide which is the right
mixer option for your
receiver design.

•
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What makes a good mixer?
Practical mixers are complex to analyse and their performance is defined by a number of characteristics. The following define the major specifications of a mixer in order of
importance.

rf mixers
he vast majority of radio receivers are based on the
super heterodyne principle, where incoming rf signals
are mixed with a local oscillator to produce an intermediate frequency. In most cases a receiver uses two mixers
to convert from rf to the desired base band signal.
One of the key design choices for a receiver is the selection of mixers - and in particular the first stage mixer. The
development of rf mixers over the past forty years has been
a process of evolutionary development and refinement.
Circuits have improved but the basic principles and techniques have remained largely unchanged.
The aim of this article is to review a representative sample
of the current range of high level mixers and discuss the
characteristics of each.
Discussion is limited to mixers used up to vhf and those
that are readily available. You are encouraged to view the
relevant data sheets and references in conjunction with this
article as they contain a wealth of information that is not
included here.
Although this discussion is limited to vhf, the basic principles and mixer characteristics are applicable at all frequencies. The purpose is to provide you with the information required to select the right mixer for the right
application.

T

Why have a mixer?
•oarren Conway,

Lieutenant
Commander,
ME(Elect), MIPENZ,
MIEE, C.Eng, psc,
RNZN
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The primary application of a mixer is to add an input frequency and a local oscillator frequency to obtain a single
intermediate frequency, or IF, output.
Ideally, a mixer output would only contain the desired output frequencies, FRF+Fw and FRrFLO, where FRF is the
received rf signal and Fw is the local oscillator input. But

no such device exists.
In reality, mixers produce a whole range of frequency
products
±mF,t±nF10(n=O ..."", n=O ...oo)
at the IF output. The unwanted harmonics are filtered out.

The balance of mixers
There are effectively three types of mixers which may all be
implemented as passive or active. The basic passive circuits
are shown in Figs 1, 2 and 3. For active mixers, the diodes
are replaced with fets, mosfets or transistors .
An unbalanced mixer shown in Fig. I has no isolation
between the two input ports and the output port. They are
rarely used because lack of isolation between the local oscillator and the rf input results in unwanted transmissions from
the antenna at the local oscillator frequency. These transmissions may be strong enough to contravene emc regulations, and even if they are within legal limits, they are still
undesirable.
Detection of local oscillator transmissions has been successfully used in the past to locate clandestine or illegal
receivers. The main advantage with unbalanced mixers is
that they can operate over a very wide frequency range
spanning greater than five decades. In certain applications,
this may justify their use.
Single-balanced mixers go some way to solving the problem of unwanted transmissions by providing isolation
between the local oscillator and the rf input as shown in Fig.
2. In addition, the local oscillator signal is suppressed at the
intermediate-frequency output.
However, l ike the unbalanced mixer, the rf input appears
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Frequency range. Mixers are usually required for all
receivers operating from very low frequency to tens of gigahertz. Typical mass-produced mixers operate to maximum
frequencies in the range of 100MHz to 2.5GHz. The operating frequency range is a fundamental design characteristic
that will in part determine the final selection of mixer type.
Dynamic range. This is one of the most important specifications for a mixer. The massive proliferation of rf transmitters and other interference sources means that the modem radio receiver is usually operating in the presence of
significant rfi.
Even if the desired signal is always very weak - for example satellite transmissions - it is still important that a receiver has the ability to operate in the presence of strong signals
so that the desired weak signal is not lost.
The lower limit of dynamic range is defined by the noise
figure, while the upper limit is defined by the compression
point, intermodulation products and burnout level.
Noise. Typically, mixers have noise figures ranging from
6dB to 20dB. The noise figure for passive mixers is about
equal to the insertion loss. The noise figure for active mixers depends on the selected devices and circuit topology. It

is usual but not essential in receiver design to include a lownoise rf amplifier ahead of the first mixer in order to
improve the noise figure of the receiver system.

Gain. The ready availability of amplifiers that cover the
radio-frequency spectrum means that the mixer is not generally required to have any gain. E xcess mixer gain can
reduce the dynamic range of the receiver.
In most cases, insertion loss through a mixer is also undesirable particularly in the case of passive mixers. Active
mixers provide gain in the range of-ldB to +17dB while
passive mixers have a typical insertion loss of between
5.5dB and 8.5dB.
Local-oscillator drive. The ideal mixer would be insensitive to both local oscillator level and harmonic content but in
reality, the local oscillator specifications need to match the
requirements of the mixer.
Passive double-balanced diode mixers require local oscillator levels from +?dBm up to +23dBm. Active mixers
require local oscillator output levels ranging from - 20dBm
to +30dBm depending on the selected type. The design of
the local oscillator is intimately related to the selected mixer
type.
Isolation. Isolation is a measure of the mixer's ability to
prevent a signal applied to a port, appearing at either of the
other two ports. The only output should be the mixer products at the intermed iate-frequency port. The degree of isolation depends on whether the mixer is unbalanced, single
balanced or double balanced. Unbalanced mixers exhibit no
isolation between ports. Double balanced mixers provide the
best isolation between the three ports.
Impedance matching. The three ports of a mixer should be
matched at each port. Mismatch in active mixers usually
results in reduced mixer gain.
Passive mixers are particularly sensitive to mismatch at
the intermediate-frequency output port which causes greater
insertion loss and unwanted mixer products. Regardless of
whether an active or passive mixer is used, due care should
always be taken to implement proper matching to maximise
mixer performance.
Simplicity. An important characteristic of any circuit is the
ease of design and implementation. Complex designs are
often complex to build and difficult to set up. A lower parts

Fig. 2. Below: single-balanced
passive mixer solves the problem of
local-oscillator feed through, but
allows rf to pass to the output.
F1o

Fig. 1. With the unbalanced passive
mixer, there is no isolation between
the two input ports and the output
port. This results in unwanted localoscillator elements at the antenna.
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Fig. 3. The double-balanced passive mixer allows
no local oscillator or rf components through to
the output - in theory.
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count !ias the added benefit of greater reliability, easier
inainteriance and a smaller spare parts inventory.
·
Overly complex design is a form of inetficiency that can
have a significant effect on the through life cost of equipment. Good design concentrates on gaining the maximum
performance from the minimum of components.

Integrated mixers

,

.

:··

Given lhe superior performance of high level double balancel:I inixers arid ihe availabi,ity of both passive artd active
devices in single packages, there is ·little irlcentive to. use
either an unbalanced or single balanceq rriixer.-This.assumes
that the requirement for high level peiformance is one of the
main design criteria. Applications demanding low power
consumption or specialist functions tiiay be mote suited to
mixers other than the high level double balanced mixers
reviewed below.

AD831. The AD831 is a modern exampie.of ~ bipohir highlevel active double balanced mixet. Housed in a PLCC
package it includes a buffer: amplifier with a 500 input and
output, Fig. 4. The gain of the buffer amplifier can be set by
appropriate feed back resistors. The buffer·is configured as
a balanced to unbalanced amplifier without the need for
transformers.
The inclusion of the buffer amplifier with the mixer package makes·this device particularly appealing as a first stage
mixer. In most receiver designs, the first mixer is followed
by a low-pass filter and then a buffer amplifier before the
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• •For
• •applications
• • • • • •that
• • require
• • • •good
• • •performance, no tuned

signal is applied to intermediate-frequency band-pass filters.
With the AD83l, an additional two capacitors will implement a one-pole low-pass filter between the mixer outputs
and the buffer inputs. The gain of the buffer amplifier can be
set by two resistors to compensate for insertion loss in the
following band-pass filters.
If a buffer gain bf one is specified, then the feedback resistors are not required. Excessive gain reduces the gain bandwidth of the buffer amplifier and reflects noise back into the
mixer.
When properly applied this single devite and associated
passive components can combine the mixer/filter/buffer
functions into a very small space with no bulky tuneable
components.
The AD83J is specified for operatioh to 400MHz at the rf
and local-oscillator inputs, but this.needs qualifying. All performance curves are basically flat up to 100MHz. Above
this frequency, some curves improve while others degrade.
Performance at about 200MHz is particularly ambiguous.
If the application requires very good isolation between ports,
then frequencies near 200MHz should be avoided. Local
oscillator to rf isolation falls from 72dB at 100MHz, to a
minimum of 45dB at 200MHz - which is still good by the
way. How~ver the high level performance peaks at 250MHz
where the third order intercept reaches 23dBm and the -ldB
compression point is I !dBm as shown in Fig. 5. It is an
example how variable the important performance characteristics can be. This is not a particular fault of the AD83J as
all types of mixers both active and passive exhibit widely
.·
varying characteristics.
The AD831 may be used with single or dual supplies. A
programmable bias allows the user to define the power consumption: For the best third-order intercept performance, the
AD831 will typically draw lOOmA quiescent current. The
current may be reduced to 45inA for minimum power consumption.
. The noise figure is specified. at a high 20dB for a single
ended voltage output. For receiver applications, this means
that an rf amplifier ahead of the mixer is mandatory if a reasonable receiver noise figure is to be achieved.
In summary, the AD831 is suitable for most mixer applications to l!t least 300MHz. Performance is very good up to
100MHz but performance varies at higher frequencies, particularly at 200MHz. The 20dB noise figure makes this
device unsuitable for low noise applications.
The ability to combine a high perf-0rmance mixer, low
pass filter and buffer amplifier into a very small space with
no tlineable components means that the AD83 l would be a
good choice for many applications.
SL6440. The SL6440 is a bipolar double balanced mixer
first produced by Plessey about 1980. In spite of its age, it is
still a useful device with good performance.
The specified - 3dB frequency range extends to 150MHz
but I consider this to be a little optimistic for practical applications. The intermediate-frequency output level remains
constant up to 50MHz after which the roll off is dependant
on the supply voltages.
For a main de supply voltage of 6V, the ldB roll off
occurs at 80MHz while for a supply of 12V de, it occurs at
just over 100MHz. I would conservatively rate this device as
being suitable for applications up to 90MHz.
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compone nts, and a minimum of pcb real-estate, the ADBJ 7 is
an excellent choice. The implications of the high noise figure
need to be considered.
The SL6440 is an old device but for applications that require
an average noise figure with a low level local oscillator it
remai ns a gqod c hoice.
If very high level performance and gain are the key criteria,
then the jfet mixer should be selected. Most applications will
requ ire the matching transformers to be hand crafted.
For those after the ultimate in high-level mixers, the mosfet
mixer is supreme. But as with the jfet mixer, the effort requ ired

to implement the mixer and related circuitry makes this choice
d ifficult to justify except for the most perpanding applications.
When properly appl jed, the diode double balanced passive
mixer combines the lqwest noise figure with good high level
performance. If low noise js important, and there is reasonable
space and local oscillator power available, then a d iode
double balanced mixer is the r!ght choice.
Almost all of the values shown in the Table are frequency
dependent and can vary gr~atly depending on the exact
operati ng cond itions. Mixe rs should be chosen based on
performance at the intended operating conditions. Prototypes
should then be constructed and tested because it is highly
unlikely that the test circuits in the data sheets will match
e xactly the applied circuit.

Table. Comparison luitween high-level mixers.
Characteristic

Units

Active jfet
SBL1*

Diode
RAY11*

Diode

Mosfet
AD831

Bipol11r
SL6440

Bipolar

Frequency range
Isolation rf local oscillator
Isolation local oscillator - IF
Overall noise figure (ssb)
Local-oscillator drive level
Two-tone intercept point
Conversion gain
1dB compression
•MiniCircuits

MHz
dB
dB
dB
dBm
dBm
dB
dBm

50-250
35
60
8
+15
+34
+4
+13

0.5-500
4?
40
6
+7
+16
-5.6
+1

0.01-2500
32
20
7
+23
+25
-6.2
+15

0.2-500
30
25

0-400
65

0-90

28

9

20
-10
+24
0
+10

29
11
-5
+30
-1
+10

The 6440 is contained in a 16-pin DIP package, Fig. 6. It
includes two input and two output pins for balanced signals
but may also be configured for unbalanced signals, The
6440 also includes an input pin to program the supply current which can be useful for battery operation.
It is possible to frpplement power loaq management by
programming the ~upply current to a low value in the
absence of a desired signal. When a signal is received, the
supply current can be increased to improve the mixer performance. Suell a f~ature would be relatively simple to
include with.the receiver squelch control.
Note that the supply current for most active mixers can be
programmed by various means and this is not a unique feature of the 6440. As a general guide for any mixer, either
passive or active, intermodulation performance improves
with increased supply current and voltage.
Like most active mixers, this device draws a -significant
current to achieve the best performance. The device requires
two positive -supply voltages. Rail Veel is for the mixer while
the on chip oscillator buffer is supplied by Vcc2·
Typically the SL6440 draws 30mA to 60mA, which may
be increased with the use of a heat sink, or decreased to conserve power. The· quiescent current drawn by the mixer is
determined by the value of Vcc2, and the programming current JP into pin 3. The absolute maximum power dissipation
is specified at 1200mW.
Fpr maximum suppression of intermodulation products,
the programming current Ip should be between lOmA and
12.5mA giving a total supply current of about 40mA. The
- ldB compression point is then about +?dBm but can be
increased to +15dBm by increasing Ip to 30mA giving a
total supply current of about 77mA. Reducing the programming current lp below 5mA attenuates the wanted
intermediate-frequency output signal.
Conversion gain or loss is determined by the input and
output configuration and programmed curre!}t. For resistive,
unbalanced inputs and outputs a conversion loss of about
!dB would be expected. The use of tuned, balanced input
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Output A, Vcc1
Vcc2
Local osc input
GND

+16
+44
- 7to+18
+16

~utput B, Vcc1
Signal input A
Signal input B
Programming current input

Fig. 6. Around
since 1980, the
$L6440 still has
its uses. A
d('a'wback
t~ough is that it
neecfs-quite a
few external
co.mponents.

and output transformers will provide a measured conversion
gain of about 4dB.
Using tuned transformers on the input and outputs offers
the advantage of some gain and filtering without degrading
performance. This is because balance\i inputs and outputs
evenly distribute current flow within the SL6440.. In either
case conversion gain is dependant on both the progrl\lllming
current Ip and the load impedance. Excessive gain increases the risk of saturating the mixer output transistors and
should be av0ided.
While .adequate, the information provided on the data
sheet could not be described as comprehensive. There is a
small selection of tables, text and graphs detailing overall
performance and design procedure. .
No information is given about the internal workings of the
device nor are there any details of frequency dependent
impedance characteristics. The design of matc)ling circuits
must therefore be ac;complished by trial and measurement.
In -summary, the SL6440 may be old but its performance is
still good up to about 90MHz. If you need optimum performance then tuned input and output circuits would typically be used. Even in a basic application, about a dozen
passive components are-required around the SL6440 which
means that this device occupies a reasonably large area of
pcb realaestate. The lldB -noise figure is about as good as
can be expected from this type of mixer.
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Using junction and mos fets
Jfet mixer. The junction-fet mixer appears to offer the
potential for very good performance. Conversion gain and
intermodulation distortion characteristics are superior to typical passive mixers. Junction fets have an inherent square
law response which reduces third order intermodulation distortion. And, like passive mixers, jfet mixers have a high
burn-out level.
The main disadvantage is that there is no known source of
ready-made units incorporating the jfets and transformers.
Also a high local-oscillator drive is required.
Unlike double-balanced diode mixers, the jfet mixer has to
be built up from individual components. Even commercially produced receivers such as the !COM R9000 uses a single
balanced jfet mixer made from individual components.
The inability to obtain a single-package double-balanced
mixer is a major disadvantage of the jfet mixer. Suitable
transformers are difficult to obtain and for prototype work,
hand made coils are usually necessary.
If optimum performance is to be achieved then the transformers need to be physically matched to high tolerances. It
is possible to obtain good results with a combination of good
construction techniques and a suitable balance adjustment.
Optimum power gain and noise do not occur at the operating point. The bias currents, local oscillator drive level and
matching transformers must be properly selected to ensure
that the fets operate in the square law region and that distortion is minimised. The lowest achievable noise figure is
SdB.
For optimum performance of a double balanced fet mixer,
the fets should be perfectly matched which is very difficult
to achieve using discrete fets due to the difficulties in precisely controlling characteristics between batches.
In practice matched characteristics can only be achieved if

Fig. 9. Diode
mixer 1d8
compression
point versus local
oscillator level
for various MiniCircuits parts.

the fets are mounted within the same package and are made
from the same silicon wafer. Such devices are available
from Siliconix which manufactures dual ( U430) and quad
fets (U350) in single packages specifically for mixer applications.
For single-balanced mixers, the requirement for matched
components is less stringent allowing the use of fets
matched to within 10%.
Despite the problems of construction, the jfet mixer offers
good performance. Their specifications are similar to that of
a high-level diode mixer with the advantage of positive gain.
The major disadvantage is the high local-oscillator power
requirement and the significant construction effort. For those
of you wanting to experiment with jfet mixers, references 3
and 4 provide excellent details on the performance and practical construction of the mixer shown in Fig. 7.

Mosfet mixers. If there is a need for very high-level performance, then the jfets can be substituted for either monolithic dmos fet quads or a combination of rf power mosfets.
Suitable monolithic devices include Calogic SD8901 and the
Siliconix SD5000 from which very good results have been
obtained. Double balanced mixers may operate the mosfets
as switches with no drain voltage applied resulting in an
insertion loss of about - 7dB. Alternatively, drain voltage
supplied to the mosfets may be used to give a mixer gain of
up to +17dB.
One of the features of mosfets is that the gate drive voltages are roughly the same for for all mosfet types. This
means that the local oscillator power needed for a very high
level mosfet mixer is less than the power required for an
equivalent diode mixer. A mosfet mixer giving very high
level performance does not require an excessively high local
oscillator drive.
While mosfet mixers provide excellent very high level
performance, they suffer from the same problem as jfet mixers in that the transformers and surrounding circuitry result
in a high parts count and the use of a significant area of circuit board. Such a mixer would only be required where the
receiver was physically located near a high powered transmitter. Typically, mosfet mixers would be found in very
high performance hf and mf receivers.

Double-balanced-diode mixer
The double balanced diode mixer is a design that is positively archaic but still has application in modern receiver
design. Its ability to withstand hjgh level input signals, low
cost and the ready availability of small mass produced mixers has ensured its continued use.
If the insertion loss is tolerable, the characteristics compare favourably with other high level mixers. Perhaps the
most widely used mixer type is the SBL-1 from Mini-
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Fig. 10. Typical
diode-mixer
conversion loss
versus localoscillator level.
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SBL-1 diode mixer from Mini-Circuits. Although not
an active device, this mixer produces good results in
a wide range of receiver applications.

Circuits. It is cheap, compact and available. Mini-Circuits
and other companies produce a wide range of passive mixers suitable for most mixer applications.
Like the other mixers described, the performance of the
diode double balanced mixer is dependant on a variety of
factors including but not limited to frequency, local-oscillator power, matching and temperature. The graph of localoscillator to rf isolation shown in Fig. 8 is typical of the
variations seen in performance.
Proper matching of the intermediate-frequency output is
essential to gain optimum performance from a diode double
balanced mixer. The intermediate-frequency filter should
feature a 50Q resistive impedance across the rf spectrum.
Failure to ensure proper matching will result in higher conversion losses and the generation of unwanted harmonics. In
addition to impedance matching, the intermediate-frequency filter should attenuate all mixer products except the
desired intermediate-frequency. Detail of the design of an
intermediate-frequency filter for a passive diode mixer is the
subject of a future article.
Diode mixers require a high-level local oscillator with at
least +7dBm output. Some very high level passive mixers
require up to +23dBm local oscillator drive. The relationship
between local oscillator power and the ldB compression
point is shown in Fig. 9 for a selection of diode mixers from
Mini-Circuits.
The local-oscillator level also effects conversion gain as
shown in Fig. 10. It is important that harmonics from the
local oscillator are adequately suppressed. Harmonics from
the local oscillator mix with the rf input and produce
unwanted mixer products.
It can be difficult to design and build oscillators at the
required output level combined with the desired spectral
purity. This is particularly true for battery operated equipment where available power and voltage are relatively low.
Some mixers are available that include a built-in amplifier on either the local oscillator input, or at the intermediatefrequency output. These may ease the design problem in
some situations. Local-oscillator power and purity has a
major effect on the design and performance of the mixer
stage and therefore the whole receiver system.
One of the main advantages with the diode double-balanced mixer is that being a passive device, it draws no quiescent current. This is somewhat offset by the high localoscillator drive requirements and the need to compensate for
the conversion loss.
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Although diode mixers are available in very compact
packages, the high level local oscillator and intermediate-frequency matching filter will normally require a significant
circuit-board area. If high level and low noise are the prime
requirements then the double balanced diode mixer remains
the best choice.

In summary
The selection of a mixer for any receiver application
depends on many variables. The information in the Table
has been obtained from a number of sources. The values are
representative of actual devices operating under typical conditions and in most instances these values will be different to
those specified in data sheets.
As with most design choices, the selection of the right
mixer for the right application is based on compromise.
There is no single mixer that is suitable for all tasks and it is
up to the design engineer to determine which characteristics
should dominate the selection process. Selecting the right
mixer is a matter of determining the most important characteristics and matching these to the appropriate mixer type.
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Hands-on

Internet
o consolidate its processor program discussed last
month, Intel is developing a series of cpu kits 1 for pc
makers, designed to speed the production of 'Intel
Inside' pcs. These all embracing kits will include the
processor, chip set, motherboard, memory types, i/o
interfaces and graphics buses, Fig. 1. Some pc vendors are
reported to feel these kits will reduce their design options
and may reduce their already small profit margins.
Other makers of compatible chip-sets however fear that
'Intel Inside' might soon become 'Only Intel Inside' .2 As
reported by ZDNN, the P6, or sixth generation, high speed
interface bus for Pentium II is proprietary to Intel so cannot
be used without permission or licensing.
Acer Laboratories, Silicon Integrated Systems and Via
Technologies all have compatible chip-sets in customer evaluation, but these cannot be released for sale until legal problems have been resolved, leaving Intel as sole supplier.

T

Microsoft still under pressure
The Senate Judiciary Committee hearing on 'competition in
the computer industry' debated the extent of Microsoft's
power to dominate desktop operating systems and Internet
browsers. As reported by PCWeek,3 much discussion centred
on Windows 95 and Explorer licensing.
The Senate Judiciary Committee oversees the DOJ. While
the hearing produced no substantive result, it was apparently seen as a green light for the DOJ to continue its actions
against Microsoft.
Fig. 1. Intel's new
kits of CPU,
motherboard,
chip-set may make
choices simpler,
but will
component costs
increase for
computer makers?
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Cyril's findings on
the net include news
of Microsoft's
continuing legal
battle, an
announcement that
Intel is to sell 'cpu
kits' to pc oems,
and a dedicated
modelling tool for
optical links.
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Fig. 3.
Interested in
modelling
optical
systems?
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Fig. 2. Visit Browsers.com to find the latest versions and
performance test results of major or rebel browsers.

the quantity increased, but I frequently now get more than
one copy of a mailing. Since I use an American based service
provider and my e-mail address is on my home Web page, it
is possible I receive more than the average UK user.
Junk e-mail or 'spam' as it is called, is a problem for both
service providers and search engines. A service called Search
Engine Watch recently ran some tests on search engines to
check their spam content.
At one time lnfoseek had a particular problem with junk email and as a result took preventative action. In these latest
search engine tests, it w~ considered equal best with Lycos.9
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Windows 98

Retail shipment of Windows 98 is now planned for June 25. 5
Domestic users of Windows 95 in the USA and Canada can
now purchase a preview release of Windows 98 on cd-rom
for $29.95 as part of a beta preview programme for technically competent users.
This offer is available in other countries, although the price
differs. For UK and Ireland the price is £24.99, which
includes an upgrade voucher6 to Internet Explorer Plus. You
must already use Windows 95, have 125Mbyte available on
your hard disk and have at least 16Mbyte ram with a
486DX/66 or better processor.
It is claimed that Windows 98 speeds up system performance and its more efficient filing system releases some
28% of hard disc space without compressing files. The operating system includes support for DVD-rom and the universal serial bus, or USB, port. This serial port allows a large
number of peripherals to be connected and disconnected
without turning the machine off.

uersc~pe -fWLOtene,al 1nto,ma11onJ

BROWSERS.COM

Natscrape lf'&Vigator

With the hearing over, the DOJ continues to probe all
aspects of Microsoft, to determine whether to proceed with a
full-scale anti-trust assault. According to PC Week,4 the DOJ
is conducting yet another round of depositions with computer
oems to find ammunition for its next actions. One particular
question regards performance degradation should a different
browser be installed on top of Windows 98 with Internet
Explorer integrated into it.

.,

11e-~. . --.--

• l tduno~b,..,.udas.,_wih_ _q,,t,nl...,,.,_
pas,od ..- - -...-to ........
• 1-...

Apart from being annoying, junk e-mail can cause severe
problems to Internet providers. In California, a bill giving
legal recourse against 'spammers,' is now in hand. One vocal
supporter of this bill - Pacific Bell Internet - was recently
deluged with spam e-mail, over a four day period. Having
170000 customers and a 50000 spare capacity, the system
ran out of processing space. The service provider responded
by installing four more gateways, doubling its capacity to
440000 users, at a cost of $500000.

Simulation
If you ai:e_i?ter~sted in ogtical-fibre circuit design, one page
worth v1s1tmg 1s Gold. 1 An acronym for Gigabit Optical

Link Designer, this new Australian simulator is specifically
for optical systems.
· Some of the core software in Gold is license~ from the

- -- - CORE PROCESSOR-----.. - - - DUAL-PORTED SRAM
TWO INDEPENDENT

DUAL·PORTEO BLOCKS

----

JTAG

7

TEST &

EMUUTION

Browsers
Last month I mentioned the 'Opera' browser. At the moment,
Windows versions are available, but I access Internet using
only OS/2 Warp4 or Merlin. I installed the 16 bit version of
Opera 3.1 under Windows in OS/2 with no problems. But I
had difficulty linking the browser with my native OS/2
dialler since it required a Winsock dialler. A ' proper' OS/2
version of Opera is apparently due shortly, so I have decided to await its arrival.
Many other companies are busy writing Net-based software. Browser.Com,7 part of CINet, gives a full listing. In its
recent review of 'rebel' browsers, Opera was 'editors
choice.' This page is also worth visiting if you use Internet
Explorer 4 and are troubled with the "No such interface supported" error. Apparently caused by installing over an older
beta version, this problem can be cured by uninstalling and
reinstalling completely. 8 A simpler alternative correction is
also possible, Fig. 2.

EXTERNAL

PORT
DIii ADDRESS BUS

32

PMDATABUS

48

OM DATA BUS

40/32

46

COffTROL,
STATUS,&
DATA BUFFERS

Fig. 4. Block diagram of
the 'Share' 240 pin signal
processor.

Junk mail
I recently mentioned that I receive far too much junk e-mail.
If anything the problem has worsened lately. Not only has
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It's so easy to design, test and analyse
cln:ults wllh Eleclronlcs Worlcbench
version 5. Drag and dn,p schemallca
wilh "smart" wires. Hlerarchlcal

iX.

cln:ults. True mixed mode slmulatlon.
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Where to surf
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http://www.zdnet.com/pcweek/news/0309/13ecpu.htm1
http://www.zdnet.com/zdnn/content/zdnn
0314/294783.html
http://www.zdnet.com/pcweek/news/
3. Rivals spar at Senate hearings.
0302/03ehear.html
http://www.zdnet.com/pcweek/news/
4. DOJ ponders next move in Microsoft case.
0302/06edoj.html
s. O EMs might just get what they need with Windows98. http://www.zdnet.com/pcweek/news/0309/13ewin98.htm1
http//www.eu.microsoft.com/uk/Win98.htm
6. Preview Windows98.
http j/www.down load .com/Browsers/
7. Browsers.com.
O, 145,207-0,201000.html
http://www.cnet.com/Content/Builder/
8 . Sleuthing the IE 4.0 Windows bug.
Programming/Kahn/021198/index.html
http://www.searchenginewatch.com/
9. Search Engine Spam Survey.
reports/spam .html
http//www.vp.corn.au/GOLD/GOLDGl.htm
10. GOLD Virtual Photonics.
http://www.computer-design.com
11. Computer Design Online.
http://www.analog.com/SHARC/attack
12 . Attack your design with a SHARC.

1. New Intel CPU kits add to PC makers overload.
2. Intel to shut out chip makers from Pentium II.

Australian Photonics Co-operative Research Centre. The
package runs on pcs under LabVIEW for Windows, but versions for other platfonns will be developed. A Gold demonstration disk is available, but you need to have either the base
or development versions of LabVIEW installed, Fig. 3.
Computer Design Online is
on-line magazine
designers' meeting place. It is dedicated to all aspects of sen -
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New Version 5

ous computer aided design. 11 The magazine includes a
searchable database of its past publications and provides sup.
port for all computer aided design decisions.
This magazine is sponsored m part by Analog Devices.
When I visited it, the home page featured a flyer for
Analog's new digital signal processor - a low-cost 240 pin
'Share' - and its evaluation kit, Fig. 4. 12
•

Most other software tends to be difficult to learn, awkward to use and expensive to acquire,
even when capable of combining all these functions. But Electronics Workbench brings
professional-level circuit simulation within the reach of every engineer!
New Electronics Workbench version 5 combines schematic editing and mixed-mode
SPICE simulation with a full set of test instruments, a comprehensive library of components
and advanced analysis tools. Powerful enough for professional design engineers yet simple
enough for first-year electronics engineering students to master, it's also surprisingly
affordable.

It\ easy to dc~ign and manage: la rgl' dn.:uits
with hierarch ical ., chcmatin. Ek<.:troni<:s
Workbench uses virtual workspace, so if your

Building a circuit couldn't be easier. Electronic Workbench uses the familiar Windows interface you just grab the components you need with your mouse, and drop them in place. Connect
them together: "smart'' wiring will automatically choose the route. Fine tune your schematic:
when you need to move a component, Electronics Workbench will preseNe all connections and
re-route them as necessary.

drcuit get~ too b ig fOr the M.:rccn, just suoll
along and keep building.

With Electronics Workbench version 5 , you can import and export SPICE netlists, choose
components, devices and models from a huge, built-in "parts bin", perform analyses using
virtual test instruments. Because it's all done in the software, your whole design process is
faster, more flexible and a great deal easier to complete - accurately. And you can easily export
your design files to other programs, including PCB layout packages. In short, if you want to
increase your productivity, there's no better way than Electronics Workbench.

---:aa.11~1111!]11111-------.mma • 4th
Generation Schematic Design and
Printed Circuit Layout.
• By Engineers for Engineers.
• Full links to our Analogue, Digital and
Electromagnetic Simulators.
• NO pin , net or layer limits!
• Track and Component Editing - a dream!
• Superb user interface.
• Powerful, high speed Shape based
Autorouters available.
• Competitive Pricing.

Fill out the attached order form below and return it to us today!

Analysis furu:tions arc built into Elcccronics

\X'orkhcnch, among thl·m frequency. transicnt,
Fourier, noi~c a nd di.11,tortion. You tan build a
prototype and probe it with an os<·illo,rnpc
and multimeter • or you can do it all in
software with Elcctronil's \Vorkbcnd1!

USA:

SCIENTIFJC

01462 480055

Adept Scientific pie - Official UKdistributor for EkclTonics Workbtnrh
6 Business Centre West, Avenue One, Letchworth, Herts, SG6 2HB, UK

Telephone: 01462 480055 Fax: 01462 480213
Email: ewb@adeptscience.co.uk http://www.adeptscience.eo.uk/

r------~--------------------1 Please rush me Electronics Workbench version 5
I

,1c

Name on Card:

Ref: WW, Harding Way, St.Ives, Cambridgeshire, PE17 4WR, United Kingdom
Tel: 01480 461778
Fax: 01480 494042
International: +44 1480 461778 / 494042
Ref: WW, 126 Smith Creek Drive, Los Gatos, CA 95030
Tel/Fax: (408) 395-0249
Download working demo from www.numberone.com
CIRCLE NO. 116 ON REPl Y CARD

~""'··

~ rt-:ti.:lltii
I would like to pay by: (please tick the appropriate box)
Cheque:
0 Made payable to Alltlpl Sdaallflc
for th8 amount of £245.58 (lndud6s VAT & De/Ivery)
~•Ptirchase Onler: O Account holdets only- 6IIClose your purchase order with tllis form /Product co11e.· 11T-EWPERJ
Credit Card:

Number One Systems
UK/EEC:

•

orcall

~

Stall Date.

Exp. Dale:

Issue No.

, ln n m
l I"

Flcl'tronics Workbench also ind uclcs a
vircual Bode plotter, function generator, word

I Delivery Address: Plellse let us know ii the card billing address is different from thedelivery address
I Name:
Position·
I Daytime Telephone:
Fax:

generator, logic.- analyser and digital muhirm.:tcr.
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CIRCUIT IDEAS

CIRCUIT IDEAS
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Over £600 for a circuit idea?

Separating
•
p-:waves 1n
cardiac
waveforms

New awards scheme for circuit ideas
• Every circuit idea published in Electronics World receives £35.
• The pick of the month circuit idea receives a Pico Technology ADC42 - worth over £90 - in

1
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Monostable d
multivibrator2

n important part of cardiac
analysis is the measurement of
rate variability, the interval
between appearances of the p-wave
recently being of most interest.
Since the p-wave is a relatively
small part of the waveform, it is
more difficult to separate it from
the rest of the electrocardiogram
than the r-wave; this circ uit
performs that function. and
measures the p-p time interval.
In the block diagram of Fig. 1,
the input is the ecg, which is
amplified and compared with the
threshold level Th 1 to produce a
reference pulse in time with the rwave. The comparator triggers two
monostables, the outputs of which
are shown in Fig. 2 as (c) and (d),
Anded to produce the waveform at
(e), which falls within the p-wave
region. This pulse, which occurs,
due to the timing of the
monostables, during the p-region,
programs the amplifier with a gain
of 10; for the rest of the cycle, it is
zero.
Only the p-wave, therefore, is
amplified, the output (f) being
compared with Th2 and the
resulting pulse (h) triggering a
further monostable to generate (k)
and (I) by means of the two circuits
shown in Figs 3 and 4. The pulse
output (k) resets a 16-bit counter
(four 7493s) and the one at (I)
triggers a latch composed of fou r
7474s to hold the time count.
K Balasubramanian
NSS College of Engineering

l

A

published during the period and award the winner a Pico Technology ADC200-50 - worth £586.

The best ideas are the
ones that save readers
time or money, or that
solve a problem in a
better or more elegant
way than existing circuits.
We will also consider the
odd s~lution looking for a
problem - if it has a
degree of ingenuity.
Your submission will be
judged on its originality.
This means that the idea
should certainly not have
been ublished before.
Usefu modifications to
existing circuits will be
considered though provided that they are
original.
Don't forget to say why
you think your idea is
worthy. We can accept
anything from clear hand
writing and hand-drawn
circuits on the back of an
envelope. Type written
text is better. But it helps
us if the idea is on disk in
a popular pc or Mac
format. Include an ascii
file and hard-copy
drawing as a safety net
and please label the disk
with as much information
as you can.

Monostable
multivibrator1

Clk

addition to £35.
• Once every six months, Pico Technology and Electronics World w ill select the best circuit idea

How to submit
your ideas

l
Programmable 1
gain amplifier 1---.,_....

41

4$

Turn your PC into a high-performance virtual
instrument in return for a circuit idea.
The ADC200-50 is a dual-channel 50MHz digital storage oscilloscope,
a 25MHz spectrum analyser and a multimeter. Interfacing to a pc via its
parallel port, ADC200-50 also offers non-volatile storage and hard-copy

'

Palakkad
India

16-bit
counter

Ready

Negative
edge

~

Monostable
multivibrator3

Comp2

- T h2

Latch

Positive
edge

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the p-wave
separator for heart beat analysis. The
p-region is the small, rounded part of
a cardiac waveform.

16-bit data

(A95a)

(a)

1:

(b)

_n

(d)

J

(d)

7

(d)

(e)
(g)

(h)

n

L . . _ _ __

lJ

___,n_
lJ

n'----.-_____Jn~-

n __n~-

------------ -------A--------------- - -- - A - - - - -- - - -Th2

_ _n.____ __n~

Fig. 2. Timing
diagram for
circuit
arrangement of
Fig. 1.

(k)

(I)

(A95)
(A95b)

facilities. Windows and DOS virtual instrument software is included.
ADC42 is a low-cost, high-resolution a-to-d converter sampling to 12

Fig. 3. Edge-deriving
circuits for positive (a)
and negative (b) edges
of a positive-going
square pulse.

bits at 20ksample/s. This single-channel converter benefits from all the
instrumentation features of the ADC200-50.
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CROWNHILL ASSOCIATES LIMITED

CIRCUIT IDEAS

TRANSFORMERS FOR
BALANCED LINES IN HIGH
PERFORMANCE AUDIO SYSTEMS

The Old Bakery, New Barns Road,
Ely Cambs. CB4 7PW
Tel: +44 (0)1353 666709 Fax: +44 (0) 1353 666710

Low cost professional quality Smart Card Systems
CHIPDRIVE EXTERN
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Fig. 1. Modified power-supply scheme can give
up to 20dB ripple reduction.
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Fig. 3. 20d8 improvement in power supply ripple after
adjustment ofR2.
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Fig. 4. Change of power frequency ripple when transformer
heater leads to a directly-heated rectifier are reversed.
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PO Box 36 IPSWICH IP1 2EL ENGLAND
Tel: +44(0)1473 252794
Fax: +44(0)1473 236188
E. Mail: sales@sowter.co.uk
Web: http://www.sowter.co.uk
Design and Manufacture
of all types of Audio Transformer using
Nickel and Grain Oriented cores

Reducing power-supply
mains-frequency ripple
I
f you have a centre-tapped mains
transformer driving a full-wave
rectifier, it is possible that 50/60Hz
ripple is greater than it theoretically
should be. This modification resolves
the problem, producing a ripple
reduction of about 20dB at mains
frequency and odd harmonics.
With this modification, high
voltages are present.
Because power transformers are
normally wound serially, one side of
the high-voltage winding is of higher
resistance than the other. Although
one expects the ripple to be primarily
at even harmonics of the mains
frequency, this effect inserts
significant ripple at mains frequency
and at odd harmonics, since the
output filter network, RC or LC, is
much less effective at the lower
frequency.
The ripple does not occur in full
bridge circuits and push-pull
amplifiers are relatively
invulnerable, but single-ended
amplifiers, particularly the triode
type, are affected. Depending on
loading, between 2/3 to 4/5 of the
ripple is applied to the load in a
triode power stage and, since
speakers have low-frequency
resonances, the conditions are right
for hum.
My own case is shown in Fig. 1, a
power supply for a 1960s audio
amplifier, the transformer being a
375V-0-375V model, the windings

of which measure 38 and 40.Q. The
5V winding drives resistors R1,2.3,
which apply ac in series with the de
from the rectifier in place of the
direct connection at B 1 . Varying the
potentiometer, which is a wirewound
type, alters the polarity and aids or
bucks each half of the ht winding.
The only other modification is R4 ,
which is included for use during
adjustment, which is done by
observing current pulses across this
resistor at test point C; Fig. 2 shows
properly adjusted pulses. If the 6V ac
winding is used, the break should be
at B 2. Capacitors C 3,4 must be
ceramic types, safety rated for
connection the mains.
Both semiconductor and valve
rectifiers have been tried, the valve
type with varying results, and the
same process can be applied to a
choke-input filter. The improvement
at 60Hz at the output was, in my
case, from 75mV to 8.5mV and at
180Hz from 2.5mV to lmV.
If your power supply has a
directly-heated rectifier, there may
be no need for all that. Simply
reverse the heater leads to get about
l 5dB improvement. There is a 50:50
chance that they were the wrong way
round.
John L Stewart

King City
Ontario
Canada
(87)
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Free catalogue
Free technical support service
Popular types from stock

Intelligent programmer for Smart Cards using the International Standard
T=0 or T=1 protocols also Memory and Secure Memory oolng 1'c. 2-wire
& 3-wire interfaces
Supplied wah software lo read and write to most popular secure smart cards, inc GSM, PAY
PHONE and ACCESS CONTROL cards.
T=O orT=l @3.579MKz
RS232 @9600 •11500 bps
Internal Supply/Ni-MK
Size: 100x70x80 mm Weight 660 Gram
Supplied with CardServer API for easy
development of SmartCard Applications
using Visual Basic, Delphi or C++
Supplied with Sample Memory cards &
Secure Smart cards
CE compliant

Chip Drive Intern

NEW CH/PDRIVE -micro
Fully Compatible with TOOLBOX for application
development. Featuring the same functionality as
Chip Drive Extern but in a small neat low cost
package, similar in size to a smart card.

CIRCLE NO. 118 ON RfPLY CARD

COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LIMITED
Unit 5, Huffwood Trading Estate, Booliers Road,
Billingshurst, West Sussex RH 14 9RZ
Tel: +44 (0) 1403 786559 Fax +44 (0) 1403 786560
Email: sales@colornor.demon.co.uk

Visit our new web site at: http://www.colomor.demon.co.uk
OSCIUOSCOPES
TEKTRONIX 7633 wilh 7A 18 7853A NEW •..................•....... ....................................£250 00
GOULD OS 250 Dual Troce 20 MHz..............................................................
. .. £100.00
GOULD OS 1100 Duol Troce 30 MHz...................................................... ..............£110.00
PHILIPS PM3217 Duol Troe,, 50 MH.z............................................
............£300.00
Hp 1800 will, I801A 1820 C ..................................................... ..............................£120.00
IWATSU SS·5711 Dool Troce 100 MHz ....................................... ..............................£300.00
Hp 5248L ............................. ............•.........................................................................£100.00
Hp 5328A UNIVERSAL COUNTtR 7633 with 7A18 7B53A ..............................•..........•£150.00
Hp 8616A SIGNAL GENERATOR............................................................•....................£250.00
Hp 5354A FREQUENCY COUNTER .............
............................................... £100.00
Kp 3310A FUNCTION GENERATOR.......... ..............................................
....£150.00
Kp 8375A DIGITAL MULTl·METER..........................................•............................. .........P.OA
Hp 141T SPECANALYlER................ .........................................................................•£550.00
PRISM 7301 WIDE SAND AMP..................................................
.......................£60.00
MARCONI TF 2171 SYNCRONIZER............................................................................£175.00
MARCONI TF 2173 SYNCRONIZER................................... ........................................£175.00
MARCONI TF 2015 Signal Generator 10 MHz- 520 MHz .........................................£175.00
MARCONI TF 2016 Signal Generator 10 KKz • 120 MHz..
...................... ......£190.00
MARCONI TF 2300 Modulorion & Deviation Meter .........................................................£50.00
MARCONI TF 23008 Modulolion & Deviation Meter ....................................................... £80.00
MARCONI TFI 152 A/1 WATTMITTR 50 Ohms 10 & 25W ............................................£25.00
MARCONI TfT Microwave RF Power Meter 3MWor 3W 18 & 12 GHz .....•...................£125.00
RACAL OANA 9904 Universal Timer Counter 50 MHz .....................................................£45.00
RACAL DANA 9913 Freqllerlcy Counter 200 MHz..........................................................£50.00
RACAl DANA 99 14 Frequency Counter 200 MHz..........................................................£60.00
RACAl DANA 9915 Freque<>cy C0<1nter 520 MH.z..........................................................£80.00
RACAl DANA 9916 Frequency Covnter 520 MHz........................................................£100.00
VARTA Nicod Charger Type CC 306C 14 hr nmer charge current 0·306c ........................£40.00
Kp 3 5mm 26.5 GHz AffiNUATOR •... .
.
. .. ..... .....................£35.00
Kp 333218 Sw,tchoble Altenuotor 0-70Db ,n lOdB ,teps ........ ............. . . ...............£100.00
Kp 87618SPDT RF SWITCH DC· 18 GKz ................ .....................................................£60.00
Kp 333118 COAXIAL SWITCK DC - 18 GKz .............................•................. ...............£60.00
NARDA 768·20 DC· 11 GKz 20W........................................•.•......................................£60.00
OMNI SPECTRA SMA lfAD WITH CHARTS TO 18 GHz .................................................£20.00
SUKNER SMA 50 Ohm Right Angle 4 Hole Fixing Socket. .................................................£1 .50
ANDREWS FSJ 450 KEUAX ....,............. ..............................
......................£3.00 per mtr.
ANDREWS LDF 250......... ...................................................
.......................£2.00 per mtr.

DISCOUNT FOR REELS
Carriage : £ l 0.00 + VAT @ 17.5% lo be added to oil UK orders.
Overseas cuslomers please conloct soles for carriage costs.
CIRCLE NO. 119 ON RfPLY CARD
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Most popular smart cards are
plastic, the size of a credit
card, with an embedded
microprocessor containing
an operating system and
erasable non-volatile memory.
Physical protection against
unauthorized tampering with
the card is provided through
the following scheme:
The microprocessor and
memory are created as a
single chip. This insures there are no data
paths that can be monitored or probed.
This chip is connected to a thin circuit
board and encapsulated with an epoxy.
The "module" is then glued within a well
milled into the plastic card. This prohibits
physical access to the microprocessor and
provides a more durable medium than
magnetic stripe cards.
The microprocessor operates under
control of a "built in" program called an
operating system. A serial interface • which
make it impossible to access the memory
directly · is employed to communicate with
the card.
An ISO (International Standards

3.5' floppy bay version of the CHIPDRIVE.
Appfoations are available to provide SmartCard controlled
access of data on Hard drives or "PC-LOCK", to control access
to the whole PC Fully Compatible
for systems
development.

http://www.towitoko.co.uk
http://www.crownhill.co.uk
T
0
0
L

B
0
X

;.

;-----

----..-·TOOL0OX

Driver and application software is available lor the
CKIPORIVE lamily of terminals including the command
set DLL for Windows 3.11/95NT, easy to use 16 and
32 8tt Ol.Ls with just one function call to the
"CardServer", a powerful Back.ground task which
relieves the application programmer from device and
card administration.
Featuring automatic protocol and card lype detection.
Allowing several applications lo access one terminal
dependent on the type of card inserted.

Organisation) protocol is used to
exchange commands and data with
the card.
Finally, Holograms, signature stripes,
photos, etc can be applied to card for
additional security And the card can
be custom printed with your artwork.
Crownhill can supply OPEN
ARCHITECTURE cards, that wili
allow you the end user to create your
own operating system, to control
access to the ££prom memory of up
to 64Kbits (8Kbytes) in size. Crownhill
have off the shelf operating systems
for Control access, Electronic purse
and Portable Document applications.
Others can be written to your
specification.

SMARTCARDS Available from Stock:
GemPlus, Atmel, Xicor, Siemans, SGS Crownhi/1 and more . . .
SLE4442, 4432, 4418, 4428, 4404. ATBBSCxx, AT24c01-16.
GPM103, GFM1K, 2K, 4K, GPM416 Phone Cards, Loyalty Cards
THE SMARTEST SOLUTION
Crownhiii can offer a broad range of smart cards from just £1.00 and Smart Card
sockets for just £1.45 each. PIC Microchip based Smart Cards now available at just
£4.50 each • .• DEVELOP YOUR OWN SMART CARDI Crownhi/1 can supply over 150
different types of IC from more than 12 silicon suppliers, which can all be
incorporated into smart card fonnat Some cards are available from stock, most are
manufactured to the customers' specification
CIRCLE NO. 120 ON RfPI.YCARD
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LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD
PHONE

FAX

DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES

0181 684
0181 684
TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS AND I.C.S.
1166 1 MAYO ROAD
CROYDON SURREY CR0 2QP 3056

e

Low-noise, high input-impedance amplifier
+15V

AI

though this amplifier was developed for use with a
guitar pickup, it may be used as a general-purpose
circuit where small voltages must be amplified with very
low noise and extremely high input impedance.
Input stage consists of a U430 matched jfet pair in a
differential arrangement, the output op-amp having
feedback to set the gain. Balance requires that R3,4 and
Rs,6 are equal, voltage gain being given by G=gmRs,
where 8m is the fet transconductance.
[nput impedance is equal to R I which, with input bias
current at 2pA, causes an input voltage of 20µ V,
negligible compared with the input offset of the jfet pair
at SmV. Bandwidth is 1MHz and is limited by the opamp. Noise is about 2.SnV/✓Hz. The input capacitor may
be left out if de coupling is needed.
Peter Goodson

R5
22k

R7
100R
'>"-6---'IN-Ar--<> Output

Rs
22k

OV

Simple, but
effective
amplifier having
very high input
impedance and
2.5nVf/Hz noise
voltage.

Bracknell
Berkshire
(B16)

-15V

(816)

Economical testing for digital recorders
utput from DAT, cd and full solidstate recorders, when fed with a
single frequency, should be a pure sine
wave without distortion, sidebands,
harmonics or beats; a single spectral line.
[f this is not the case, the system is at fault
and observing the extraneous spectral
components helps identify the faulty stage.
Commonly, two sampling frequencies
are in use: 44. lkHz for eds and 48kHz for
DAT, the test signal being 11.111 kHz and
12.345kHz respectively. These
frequencies derive from a 1MHz crystal
oscillator by way of a switchable +90 and
+81 divider using two 4017s.
Output from the circuit contains a s ignal
within the bandwidth of the recording
system and several harmonics outside it,

0

including one near the Nyquist frequency.
After being recorded and replayed, the
signal should, theoretically, be sinusoidal,
but the anti-aliasing filter, the dsp or the
reconstruction filter will not be ideal and
will produce additional frequencies. These
extra lines in the spectrum can be used to
identify the source of the error. Do not
overload the input of the recorder, since
digital recorders have absolute! y no
headroom.
Having selected the output frequency,
make the level as high as possible, but
within the dynamic range, which is,
typically, -ldB to -0.SdB. Record this for
a few minutes and replay, observing the
waveform and spectrum. Additional
frequencies shown depend on which input

e

24 HOUR EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE ON STOCK ITEMS

frequency has been selected and which
system fault causes them, as in the Table.
Well adjusted systems with 16-bit
accuracy should have a noise floor below
- 98dB, with no spectral component other
than the signal. Tn practice,tests on various
systems, some of them professional
equipment costing up to £40000, indicate
that all systems suffer from one kind of
trouble or another.
Complex music generates a large number
of spurious frequencies absent from the
signal; it seems likely that this is part of
an explanation for 'digital sound'.
Gerd Schmi(lt
·
Frankfurt
Germany
(BlO)

AZ31
CL.33
E88CC
E180F
E810F
EABC80
EB91
E8F80
E8F89
E8L31
ECC33
ECC35
ecca1
ECC82
ECC83
eccas
ECC88
ECC808
ECF80
ECH35
ECH42
ECH81
ECL82
ECL86
ECU800
EF37A
EF39
EF40
EF86
EF91
EF183/4
EL.33
EL34
EL340
EL.36

£ p
6.00

10.00
8.50
3.50
20.00
2.00
1.50
1.50
1.50
15.00
12.00
12.00
3.00
3.50
5.00
3.50
6.00
15.00
1.50
3.50
3.50
3.00
3.50
3.50
25.00
3.50
2.75

4.00
10.00
2.00
2.00
15.00

8.00
6.00

5.00
3.50
2,25
2.00

El 41
EL84
EL95
EL360
EL509/519
EM34

15.00
12.00
15.00

EM81/417

,.oo

EN91
EZ80/81
OZ32
0233137
KT61

7.50
3.50
8.50

6.00
15.00

KT66 China.
KT88China
N78

OA2
QB2
OC3
003
PCF80
PCL82
PCLSS/805
PCL86
PD500
PL38
PL81
PL504
PL508
PL509/519
PL802
PYSOOA
PY800/801
QQV02~
QQV03•10
QQV03·20A
OOV06-40A
U 19
UABC80

10.00
12.00
8.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
2.00
2.00
2.50
2.50
6.00
3.00
2.00
3.00
3.00

10.00
4.00
3.00
1.50
12.00
5.00
10.00

12.00
8.00

MO

UCH42

5.50

UCL82
IJCL83
UF89
UL41
UL84
UY41
UY85
VAI OS/30
VA150/30
2759
28030

2.00
2.00

2021
3828
4CX2508
5R40Y
5U40
5U408
5V40
5Y3GT
523
5240

4.00
12.00
3.00
4.00
2.00
3.00
3.00
10.00
15.00
3.50
12.00
45.00
7.50
10.00

10.00
4.00
2.60
5.00
6.00

5Z40T
6A05
6AR5
6AS70
6A U5GT
6AU6
6AW8A
6840
6BA6
68E6
68H6
6807A
68R7
68Aa
68W6
68W7
6826

6C4
6CB6A
6CD6G
6CL6
6C07
6CH6
6CW4
6005
60068
6FllG
6F07
6GK6
6.JSO
6.J5M
6.!7
6.JB6A
6.JESC
6.JS6C
6K6GT
6L6G
6L80C
6L6WOB
607
6SA7
6 SC7

6507
oSJ7
6SK7
6SL7GT
6SN7GT
6U8A

3.00
2.00

20.00
7.50

4.00
2.00
4.00
22.00
1.50
1.50
2.00
2.00
4,00

4.00
4.00
3.00
3.00
2.00
3 .00
5.00
3.00
7.50
3.00
8.00
17.50

10.00
6.00
7.50
4.00
6.00

4.00
3.00

6V60
6V60T
6X4
6XSOT
12AT7
12AU7
12AX7
12AX7A
12AX7W
12BA6
128E6
128H7/1
128 Y7A
12DW7

12.50
6.00

5751
5763

6.00

5.00

5814A
5842
6072A

6080
61468
6201
6336A
6550A
68838
7025
70VA
7199

uo

10.00
85.00
85.00
45.00
7.50
25.00
55.00
27.50
85.00
20.00
30.00
25.00

13E1
5728
805
807
811A
812A
813
833A
866A
872A
931A
2050A

27.50

15.00
15.00
10.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
5.00
5.00

15.00

12E1

27.50
27.50

4 .00

8.00
5.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.50
5.00
7.50
6.00
2.00
2.00
10.00
7.00

12.00
6.00
6.00
15.00
8.50
35.00
25.00
15.00
7.50
25.00
15.00
25.00
15.00
15.00
20.00

7360
7581A
7586
7587

Prices COl1"6Cf when
going to pt'&$$.

OPEN TO CALLERS MON-FRI 9AM-4PM. CLOSED SATURDAY

=m::I

-

Thrs Is a selection from our stock o1 over 8000 types. Plea50 enqulre tor types not

listed. Ot.,;o!ete items are our apeclaJtty. VaNH are new mainly origfnel British or
Aln.rican b<ands. Terms CWO/ min order £10 fo, crod~ cards.

P&P 1-3 valves £2.00. 4•6 valves £3.00
Add 17.5% VAT to total including P&P.

CIRCLE NO. 121 ON REPLY CARO
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8, 7

Simple circuit, switchable in frequency to cater for different types of
digital equipment, produces input signal to help identify shortcomings in
digital recording and replay devices.

Table. Fault examples.
Taking 44.1 kHz, with the 48kHz signal in brackets:
A sampling stage fault, probably anti-aliasing filter, will give a line at,
344Hz (1.383kHz), 10.767kHz (10.963kHz), 11.455kHz (13.728kHz) or 21.878kHz(23.308kHz).
Errors in digital signal processing show at,
32.9989kHz (35.654kHz).
And a faulty reconstruction filter shows up at,
22.222kHz (24.69kHz) or 33.333kHz (37.03kHz).

For data sheets and appllcatlon notes contact:

Speake & Co Ltd
Elvlcta Estate, Crlckhowell, Powys NP& 1DF, U.K.
Tel: 01873 811281/810302 Fax: 01873 810958
lntTel: ++44 1873 811281 Int Fax: ++44 1873 810958
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&1WiM-1lto«Starter Kit from

CIRCLE NO. 122 ON REPLY CARO,

June 1998

ELECTRONICS WORLD

£393.00

3 temperature Sensors on Sm lead, 3 channel
Converter, Enviromon Logger, cables & fittings.
Expandable at any time for around £50 I channel

TC-OB
8 channel Thermocouple
to PC Converter
Simple to use thermocouple to
PC interface.
'Y Connects to serial port no power supply required.
'Y Supplied with Picolog data
logging software.
'Y Resolution 0.1°c.

Robust 5 volt rectangular pulse 0/P
whose period Is directly proportional
to field strength.

Compass, field nulling/Gaussmeter applications.
Conventional magnetometry, earth field
magnetometry, ferrous metal detectors, Internal
vehicle re-orientation alarm sensors, external vehicle
or ship passage sensors, wreck-finders, non-contact
current sensing or measurement, conveyor belt
sensors or counters and In conjunction with small
permanent magnets, movement and proximity
sensors and ferrous Impurity detectors for nonmagnetic alloys.

-1 11MHz

temperature over a 400 m. distance.
oo0 c temperature range
(typical accuracy ±0.2°C).
'Y Data can be downloaded to PC.
'Y -55 to 1

High Sensitivity :1: 50 mlcrotesla range
+ 5 volt supply

14

I100n

'Y Monitors up to 30 channels of

FGM-X Magnetic Field Sensors

Typical applications:

7805

&1WiM-1lto«Temperature / Humidity
Logger & Alarm System
EnviroMon has many applications in:
food processing - storage
and distribution, energy
management - waste energy,
heating and processing,
agriculture - monitoring
humidity in greenhouses, and
in hospitals - accurate
monitoring of temperature
sensitive items.

TC-OB

£199.00

Supplied with serial cable and adaptor.
Calibration certificate £25.00.
Thermocouple probes available. ~

TH-03 3 channel ~
Thermistor to PC Converter
'Y Connects to serial port no power supply required.
'Y Picolog data logging software.
'Y -55 to 105°C temperature range
'Y Resolution 0.01 °c.
TH-03

£79.00

Supplied with serial cable and adaptor.
Thermistor sensors available.

Fl

Call for free demo disk
or download our web site:
http://www.picotech.com
All prices exclusive of VAT.

Broadway House, 149-151 St Neots Rd,
Hardwick, Cambridge. CB3 7QJ UK
Tel: (0)1954 211716 Fax: (0)1954 211880
E-mail: post@picotech.co.uk
CIRCLE NO. 123 ON REPLY CARO
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Quietening switched-mode power supply rails
ipple and spikes from a switchedmode power supply can exceed
the noise margin of logic gate inputs,
make monostable flip-flops oscillate
or misfire and possibly cause
embarrassment in phase-locked
loops. Low-impedance capacitors
across the rails may effect a cure,
but some form of inductive filter is
often needed, although it must be
damped to avoid making matters
worse. This circuit, shown in Fig.
1 a), provides an economical
solution.
Inductance takes the form of a
MMG-Neosid ferrite window core
with a single wire through the two
holes; capacitors are one good
220µF electrolytic and a number of
ceramic types, which may be
distributed around the board. This
arrangement avoids excessive
inductance and large capacitors,

R

which would also be inductive.
Used with a run-of-the-mill SV,
2A supply, the filter reduced ripple
and spikes from lOOmVpk-pk 10
7m Vpk-pk. Figure 1b) illustrates the
method testing for the effect of other
sources of trouble such as clock
circuits; a square-wave generator
producing a 5V output from 500
couples ±50rnA into the SV rail. The
worst effect was 20mVpk-pk at
800kHz, with another of about the
same amplitude at 20MHz,although
the power-supply's feedback loop
bandwidth is 5kHz, which makes for
sags and overshoots.
If the circuit being supplied has ilS
own ground connection, the
arrangement of Fig. 1c) may be
used, this having the advantage of
some common-mode rejection. With
a multi-output power supply, where
all rails share a common 0V, it may

be necessary to bring the 0V directly
and use heavy cable for the SV,
common-mode connecting to the
others. There is no easy method of
overcoming de errors without using
properly isolated outputs.
Spikes have been found to cause
more trouble than ripple and it is
essential to attenuate anything that
looks 'sharp'; and this also means
that spikes coming back from the
load must be decoupled by lowimpedance capacitors. Aluminium
types, such as the Rubycon 7WSS
and, rather better, the same
company's YXF are good, the
technique having improved in recent
times, while the Sanyo Oscon is
even better; A VX MicroChip
tantalums are very good.

CJD Catto
Cambridge
(89)

Cb

Fig. 1. Single turn

on a ferrite
window core,
together with the
right kind of
capacitor, reduces
ripple and noise
from switchers by
over 90%. At a) is
the filter and b)
shows how to test
the power source
for noise coming
from the load. For
circuit boards
having their own
ground
connection, use
the arrangement
at c).

(B9)

(a)

5V
PSU

J1f

75mm

Signal generator

{c)

220µ/35V YXF(Rubycon)
100n/1 00V ceramic
1µ0/100V polyester
100µ/35V YXF(Rubycon)
100n/100V ceramic
12µH 42--003-36(Neosid)

PSU

Interface between a 4-by-4 keypad and
•
•
one microcomputer
pin
sed with a microcomputer having
an i/o pin that may be shoned to
ground while in the high state, such
as one of the 805 1 family, this circuit
enables a 4-by-4 keypad to use only
that pin, instead of the four or five
normally needed.
Neglecting, for the moment, the
effect of R9, current through R 10 is
small. Shoning Col1 and Row 1 via
the keypad, Q 1 being low and Qs
high, causes current to flow from
+SV through Ri, Ds and D 1 through
R10, the consequent voltage drop
being detected by comparator A 4 .
Most states of the counter give
either no path for the current to R 10
or several but, for every switch
position, there is one counter state
giving an unambiguous indication of
the switch state. For example, if Col 1
and Row 1 are shorted by the keypad,
the counter code is 00011110 and for
Col2 and Rowi, 00101110 etc. The
process of testing a switch therefore
requires the computer to advance the
counter to the desired count and to
monitor A4 output. LM339 op-amps
are open-circuit comparators; when
on, the output is a short to ground
and when off, open-circuit.
Initial conditions are such that
point X 1 is held low by the computer
for lOOµs or more, A3 has switched
off and C2 is charging to reset the
counter. Current through R9 drops a
smaJJ voltage across R 10 and the

U

output of A2 and therefore the
negative input of A4 are grounded and
A4 is off.
When the computer takes X 1 high,
A I discharges C 1, A 2 goes high and
A4 pulls X 1 low again. Switching
delays allow C 1 to discharge
completely so that when A4 switches
A I off, it takes about IOµs for the
voltage across C 1 to switch A2 high
again. For a count state and switch
position causing the extra current to
flow in R 10, A4 does not switch on
and X 1 stays high.
After driving X 1 high, the computer
monitors it to detect the presense or
absence of current through the
keypad and then forces X 1 low again,

notwithstanding the state of A4 • After
l4µs, the trailing edge of the pulse at
A2 has incremented the counter, A4
has switched off and the computer
drives X 1 high to start tJ1e whole
thing again until the counter holds the
desired count for the switch under
test.

,---A
- -D
- -(_______
42
WINNER

SJ Kearley

Hoylake
Wirral Merseyside
4 x 4 Keyboard
Columns

Rows
Row1Row2Aow3Aow4

Col1 Col2 Col3 Co14

Ds-a
1N4148

o,.,

R1-4
10k

1N4148
9

o,

7

6

02

03

5

o.

3

,c,

2

4

o, o.

03

13

o.

4040
Voo
6

+SV

CK

Vss

A

11

10

Rg
22k

Rs
10k

Ra
22k

05
14

1N4148
C2
4n7

R10
220R

x1

to µC ~ -_._ _ _ _ __ __ _ _1..,13!.<"
ip/op

Only a single input/output microcomputer pin is needed to read a 4-by-4
keypad (or up to 6-by-6, if required) with a maximum scan time of 3ms
(42ms for 6-by-6).

A1 .4 LM339

R12
220R
(B14)

Wide-band, de-isolated amplifier
n applications such as groundedcathode photomultiplication, or
scanning electron miscroscopy of
de-biased samples, it is necessary
to use an isolation amplifier; wide
bandwidth is also sometimes
needed and is not often found in
such circuits. This design is useful
when ac common-mode potentials
are not involved and it provides a
rise time of less than l00ns.
Input splits into two paths: an
optically isolated amplifier, A 1,2
and the optocoupler, and an ac
coupling via C2, both driving A3.

I

By virtue of the ac coupling,
provided that the time constant
R6 C 3 equals R7 C2 al 20µs here,
frequency response is flat and
limited by the bandwidth of A3, not
by that of the optically coupled
section.
Negative feedback using one
diode in the IL300 eliminates nonlinearity in the optoisolator, and
R3,5 allow bipolar input. Gain of
the low-frequency path into the
inverting input of the output
amplifier is unity and that of the
ac-coupled path is 2. Since R6=2R2,

overall gain of the If path is 2.
Capacitors C 1,4 preserve stability.
This is not a true isolation
amplifier and the floating input and
grounded output common rails
must be well decoupled, in this
case by C5. If an unstabilised
power supply is used - power
connections not shown here - R 3,5
should be replaced by current
sources. Overall frequency
response may be e xtended to over
50MHz by the use of a faster opamp for A3; voltage op-amps
should be used unless Rt,? are

under lO0Q and both the vaJues
and voltage ratings of C2 5 are
increased. Minor adjust~ents in
crossover frequency may be
effected by replacing C 3 with
I00pF across a 20pF trimmer;
crossover time constant of 20µs
should not be reduced to become
comparable with the optocoupler
time constant of about I .Sµs.
8 Vojnovic and RG Newman

Cray Laboratory
Cancer Research Trust
Mount Vernon Hospital
Northwood
Middlesex

___r-'\.

! C2
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(B11)
DC Floating common
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Output

'

A,
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0C Isolation barrier

10k

•
Output ground

r

(B11 )
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Improved-accuracy current mirror
urrent mirrors of the fonn shown in
achieves increased accuracy by
virtue of the emitter follower to reduce
input base current. Assuming that all three
~s are equal,

CFig. 1
A=

-

-

.

CONNECT WITH THE . UK'S
3
NO. 1°F~E1
(D
FOR ELECfRONICS
..
PROFESS~l,ONALS ON THE
) ~·INTE~NET
....

'"\.

h.1.
-~

~

.

1

2
l+ - - /3(/3 + 1)

To improve bandwidth, Tr 1 may be tiiased
by an emitter resistor which, unfortunately,
reduces mirror accuracy by the increased
base current.
To regain accuracy, the circuit of Fig. 2

~.

(B1 7a)

(B17b)

Fig. 2. Further base current added to
output restores accuracy while retaining
improved bandwidth.

A=

2

/3(/3 +I)
(B13c)

Longer-life led flasher
I

News

For
HyperActive's Daily News Service brings you the latest nl ws in the industry
- 9s i~breaks. For JObS..tivperActive has theJargesl.land most varied collection of jobs
available in the electronics market. Now we bring you the improved Jobs and
Careers service t_yith aj hole~ange of netyland exciting features.

his 1.5V high-efficiency led flasher is an astable multivibrator with voltage
doubler. The two transistor pairs are wired in Darlington mode to increase
gain and reduce current consumplloh.
Values of C 1 and C2 can be changed to adjust the flashing rate. The ultrabright led is obtainable from RS Components and Farnell Electronics. Ordinary
!eds can be used, but the flashing intensity is very much reduced since the circuit is trimmed for minimum current consumption.
An ordinary IN4148 type diode can be used instead of the 1N5819 schcittkybarrier diode but led intensity will be reduced due to the higher voltage drop.
Idle current of the circuit is 0.2mA and with the led on, the current goes up to
0.3mA. With such a low current consumption, a 1.5V cell lasts a long time.
The popular LM3909 led flasher from National Semiconductor idles at typical 0.55mA and with the led active it drains 0.75mA. According to National's
handbook the 3909 will run for around 3 months continuously on an ordinary
AA sized cell or for around 6 months on an alkaline type ceU.
The circuit shown here should give you twice as much battery life.
Michael Ong Yong Kin
City Beach
Australia

T

Electronics Weekly HyperActiv-is more than just a magazine on the Web. Check out the
site andyiJu'II see why thouf a~ds of electronic/ professionals around the world reguiarly
•la
•
IOJ onto www.electr~rics~ e.kly.co.uk/
.)
.,,

•

All this plus, the latest technology, market informtation, toplkit's, a searchable
archive, and loads more ....

Don't miss out.
Comprising
a

:

--1---

SPONSORED BY

TOSHIBA

..

..

.

SIEMENS

-

Tr 1-4, BC549

Ultra
b right
led

•or any schottly diode

inultivibrato
r followed
b ya voltage
doubler, this
led flasher
should run
for up to a
year on one
alkaline AA
cell.

Bipolar motor drive

A reliable
(and
cheap)
method o f
stopping a
dcservo
motor very
quickly
without
recourse to
(BlS) electronic
sensing.

Rapid stop for de motors
hen used in servos, de motors usually need travel
limit switches. This circuit arrangement stops a
motor quickly when lhe switch is tripped.
When the servo reaches a limit, the bipolar drive circuit
should be able to reverse the motor; D 1,3 across the limit
switches perform this function.
De motors stop much more quickly if a short circuit is
placed across the terminals, since the motor then behaves
as a generator. Diodes D2 ,4 provide a virtual short circuit
in the direction in which the motor is is moving when the
limit is reached. This process is particularly suitable when
moving high-inertia loads and does not rely on any exotic
sensing devices; it is, therefore, more reliable when
driving critical loads. It appears simple and somewhat
obvious, but we have not seen it published before.
•
Limit switches and diodes must be suitably rated.
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Fig. 3.
Practical
circuit of the
wider
bandwidth
current mirror
Tr3 with
uncompromis
ed accuracy.

l+--(/3 + 1)2

1+

Fig. 1. Emitter follower in this current
mirror improves bandwidth, but increased
base current does nothing for accuracy.

;J

•

L Szymanski
Stamford
Lincolnshire

offers an alternative approach by deriving
an extra base current and adding it to the
output. Again, all ~s are equal and gain is
now,
2

,

•• I

Adding Tr4 does have the effect of slightly
lowering output impedance, but the
improved accuracy and bandwidth
normally outweigh the effect.
Figure 3 shows the final circuit, in which
R 1 helps to reduce errors caused by offset
voltage and R2 sets the quiescent current in
Trt ,4· Reducing the value of R2 does not
affect the accuracy significantly, due to the
effect of Tr4 •
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PLUG IN AND MEASURE
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100mVolt-1200Volt
STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE
SPECTRUM ANALYZER
VOLTMETER
TRANSIENT RECORDER

The voltmeter has 6 fully configurable
displays 11 different values can be
measured and these values can be
displayed in 16 different ways Thrs
• menus All settings can be changed results rn an easy way of reading the
requested values Besides thrs, for each
using the menus.
display a bar graph is available
Some quick examples
The voltage a)(rs can be set using a drag When slowly changing events (like
and drop pnnctple Both the gain and the temperature or pressure) have to be
position can be changed in an easy way. measured, the transient recorder Is the
The trme axrs Is controlled using a solullon The time between two samples
scalable scroll bar Wit,h this scroll bar the can be set from O 01 sec to 500 sec, so rt
measured signal (10 to 32K samples) rs easy to measure events that last up to
almost200 days
can be zoomed lrvein and out

TiePie introduces the HANDYSCOPE 2
A powerful 12 bit virtual measuring instrument for the PC

1

The HANDYSCOPE 2, connected to the
parallel printer port of the PC and
controlled by very user friendly software
under Windows or DOS, gives everybody the possibility to measure wrthm a
few minutes The philosophy of the
HANDYSCOPE2Is
"PLUG IN AND MEASURE"
Because of the good harcware specs
(two channels, 12 bit, 200 kHz sampling
on both channels simultaneously, 32
~rd memory; 0 1 to 80 volt full scale,
O 2% absolute accuracy, software
controlled AC/DC switch) and the very
compl ete software (oscilloscope,
voltmeter, transient recorder and
spectrum analyzer) the HANDYSCOPE
2 1s the best PC controlled measunng
instrument m ,ts category
The four integrated vr rtuat instruments
grve lots of possibilities for performing
good measurements and making clear
documentation The software for the
HANDYSCOPE 2 Is suitable for
Windows 3 1 and \Mndows 95 There Is
also software available for DOS 3 1 and
higher
A key point of the V'vlndows software rs
the quick and easy control of the
instruments, This rs done by using:
- the speed button bar Gives direct
access to most settings
- the mouse Place the cursor on an
ob1ect and press the right mouse button
for the corresponding settings menu

The pre and post tngger moment 1s
displayed graphically and can be
adjusted by means of the mouse. For
tnggenng a graphical WYSIWYG tngger
symbol rs available This symbol
indicates the trigger mode, slope and
level These can be adjusted with the
mouse

The extensive possibilities of the cursors
the transient
recorder and the spectrum analyzer can
be used to analyze the measured signal
Besides the standard measurements,
also True RMS, Peak- Peak, Mean, Max
and Min values of the measured signal
are available
in the oscil loscope,

The oscilloscope has an AUTO DISK
function with whrch unexpected
disturbances can be captured When the
instrument Is set up for the disturbance,
the AUTO DISK function can be started
Each time the disturbance occurs, it Is
measured and the measured data 1s
stored on drsk When pre samples are
selected, both samples before and after
the moment of disturbance are stored

To document the measured signal three
features Is provided for For common
documentation three Imes of text are
available These lines are pnnted on
every pnnt out They can be used e.g. for
the company name and address For
measurement speafic documentation
240 characters text can be added to the
measurement Also 'lext balloons" are
available, wnrch can be placed withrn the
measurement These balloons can be
The spectrum analyzer is capable to configured to yourown demands.
calculate an BK spectrum and disposes
of 6 window functions Because of thrs For prrhbng both black and Whrte pnnters
higher harmonics can be measured well and color printers are supported
(e g. for power hne analysis and audio Exporting data can be done ,n ASCII
analysis)
(SC V) so the data can be read in a

spreadsheet program All instrument
sethngs are stored rn a SET file By
reading a SET file, the rnstument Is
configured completely and measuring
can start at once. Each data file Is
accompanied by a setllngs file The ctma
file contains the measured values (ASCII
or btnary) and the settings file contains
the setl!ngs of the instrument The
settings file is m ASCII and can be read
easily by other programs
Other TiePie measuring instruments are
HS508 {50MHz-8bit), TP112 (1MHz12bit), TP208 (20MHz-8bit) and TPS0B
(50MHz-8btt)
Convince yourself and download the
demo software from our Web page:
http·/twww.tJepe.nl
When you have questJons and I or
remarks, contact us v ia e-mail·
support@tiepie nl
Total Package
The HANDYSCOPE 2 IS delivered With
two 1.1/1 10 switchable osc!lloscope
probe's, a user manual, ½lnQows and
DOS software The price of the
HANDYSCOPE2is£299 OOexcl VAT
TIeP1e enginermg (UK), 28 Stephenson
Road, lnsdustnal Estate, St Ives,
Cambridgeshire, PE17 4WJ, UK
Tel 01480-460028, Fax 01480-460340
TiePre engineenng (NL)
Koperslagersstraat 37
8601VIA...SNEEK
The Netherlands
Tel +31515415416
Fax+31515418819

A perfect

va riable oscillator?
his design more or less materialised by itself - perhaps
harmonic serendipity describes it. Low distortion audio
frequency oscillators have always held a fascination for
me. Several designs have appeared in these pages over the
years. Some, like the one described in reference l, offer a
modest perfonnance - around 0.07% THD - while the configuration described in reference 2 improves on this by a factor of 20 or more.
Many low-distortion audio oscillator designs, like the one
in reference 3, use a thermistor such as the famous R53, or
the R54, for amplitude stabilisation. Though effective, this
has certain disadvantages, one of which is the high cost of
the device.
The main disadvantage though is a rise in third-harmonic
distortion at frequencies below JOOHz, becoming quite
marked at 20Hz. This is due to the period of the waveform
beginning to approach the thermal time-constant of the thermistor, so that the element tends to cool between each half
cycle of the waveform, as it passes through zero voltage.
With this in mind, some years ago I designed a 20Hz20kHz audio oscillator" using diodes to stabilise the amplitude in pl ace of the expensive R53. The advantage here is
that the limiting action is totally independent of frequency.
At 0.04% total bannonic distortion plus noise over the
whole audio frequency range, its performance was good,
bearing in mind the low component cost. But in another
application 5 even the diodes were dispensed with. Here, the
oscillator consisied of a frequency-sel ective amplifier whose
gain was allowed to reach infinity. The relationship between
oscillators and selective amplifiers was discussed in reference
6 which, though predating op-amps, nevertheless contains
some interesting ideas.

T

Another look at the problem
Being now equipped with an HP3580A audio frequency
spectrum analyser, I decided it was time to take another look
at j ust how good a l ow a distortion oscillator could be
designed, without recourse to a thermistor for amplitude stabilisation.
As an exercise in making a silk purse out of a sow's ear,
that standard low-cost standby of FET input op-amps, the
TL084 was selected. I started with the circuit of Fig. 1,
which, apart from the frequency, is the same basic circuit as
in r eference 5. This circuit produces an output at approximately !kHz, the peak to peak amplitude just reaching to the
supply rails.
Output spectrum is shown in the upper trace of Fig. 2. Titis
shows the measured at the output of the second integrator,
deliberately plotted with rather a wide IF bandwidth. The
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Think of a sinewave, distort it to
stabilise the amplitude, take away
the harmonics you first thought of,
and the answer's a pure sinewave.
Not quite that straightforward, but
that is roughly what Ian Hickman's
latest invention amounts to.

largest hannonic is the third, being 63dB down on the fundamental or 0.07%. Other harmonics are about 70dB or more
down.
Amplitude stabilisation took the form of reducing loop gain
at the fundamental component, due to the output hitting the
supply rails. In theory, the loop phase shift is exactly 180°,
corresponding to a circuit Q of infinity; in practice, the phase
shift will be a smidgeon more, due to the inevitable residual
phase lag in the integrators, even though this i s very small at

lk.Hz.
The output waveforms of all three op-amps in the circuit
were substantially similar. All were limiting gently, to slightly different degrees. The obvious next step, therefore, was to
confine the limiting to the first op-amp, so that the harmonic distortion products caused by the limiting were attenuated
by the the 6dB/ octave roll-off of each of the two following
integrators.
This was achieved by raising the gain of the first op-amp,
so that the amplitude at its output - the high-pass node of the
100k
100k

(104k7)

Fig. 1. Simple low distortion sinewave oscillator
Fig. 2. Upper
trace, output of
the circuit of Fig.
1. Span 0-SkHz,
100Hz resolution
(IF) bandwidth,
video (post
detection) filter

off.
Lower trace, as
above, but with
component
values in
brackets,
resolution
bandwidth 30Hz.
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100k

Fig. 3.
Modified
circuit
designed to
produce little
or no third
harmonic
component at
the /owpass
output.

1M

1n

2k2

Fig. 4. Output of
the circuit of Fig.
3. Span 0-10kHz,
100Hz resolution
(IF) bandwidth,
video filter off.

ative feedback, effectively providing the filter with an input
derived from itself.
However, as the amplitude of the oscillation builds up,
diodes start to limit the positive feedback, so that the fundamental component of it ceases to increase, or does so only
marginally.
As the negative feedback continues to increase proportionally with the amplitude of the oscillation, an equilibrium
point is reached, where the net loop gain at the fundamental
just equals infinity. The circuit was arranged so that this
occured at a level well below the maximum possible swing
set by the supply rails, with the result that the second harmonic distortion was negligible.
An advantage of an oscillator such as this1 based upon the
state variable filter, is that the circuit can be used both as an
oscillator, and simultaneously as a second-order elliptic lowpass filter. Any third harmonic, due to the limiting action of
the diodes, present at the high-pass output will be itttenuated
by a factor of three in each of the integrators.
Furthermore, as each integrator provides a 90° phase shift
regardless of frequency, the third harmonic present at the
high-pass output is in antiphase to that present at the lowpass
output. So by using an additional summing amplifer to combine one ninth of the highpass output with the full lowpass
output, the third harmonic sits in a notch.
This results in a signal entirely free of any third harmonic,
an arrangement used in reference 4. Meanwhile, the fundamental output is of course also reduced, but only by a ninth.
Handy though this arrangement is, there is a down side to
it. Whiie tbe third harmonic is outphased completely, the
fifth harmonic is actually made SdB worse. But there is still
a net reduction in thd, since, due to the fairly soft limiting
action of the diodes, the amplitudes of the harmonics at the
high-pass output drop off much more rapidly than in an ideal
square wave,

Outphasing the fifth harmonic
filter - was larger than at the output of the second integrator
- the low-pass output. Its feedback resistor was therefore
raised by 4.7kn, the integrators between them now providing
a gain of 4.7% less than unity.
To do this, the frequency automatically adjusts itself up a
little. If the integrator components remained the same, the
first integrator would still run at a slightly higher amplitude
than the second, so its input resistor was raised by 2.2kQ,
giving roughly equal amplitude non-limiting outputs at the
bandpass and lbwpass output nodes.
The spectrum was now as shown in Fig. 2, lower trace. For
clarity, this has been recorded at a narrower IF bandwidth,
and the slight increase in frequency is clearly visible, more so
at the higher harmonics.
The third harmonic is now 70dB down on the fundamental,
and others 80dB or more down. Incidentally, the reduction in
the second harmonic was not all due to the component
changes; the opportunity was taken to tweak one of the supply rails to more nearly equalize the clipping of the positive
and negative peaks.
For such a simple circuit, a thd plus noise figure of 0.03%
is not at all bad, and it is a very useful and economical
arrangement for a fixed frequency oscillator. For a widerange audio frequency oscillator it is less suitable, since the
excess phase shift in the integrators will increase with frequency, leading to a much worse distortion figure at lOkHz
and above. So my thoughts turned to the type of oscillator
described in reference 4.

Diodes for stabilisation
This circuit incorporated negative feedback of such a value
as to set the filter to a Q of 11. Positive feedback was applied
from the bandpass output, BP, of a value exceeding the neg-
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It occurred to me that if I could arrange that the amplitude
limiting method inherently did not produce third harmonic,
then the fifth harmonic could be outphasetl instead - simply
by adding a twentyfifth of the high-pass output to the lowpass butput.
Reduction of selected harmonics by waveform shaping is a
technique long familiar in power engineering. There, it can
be used to minimise the filtering required at the output of an
inverter, as in for example reference 7. So I experimented
with a circuit designed to avoid producing third harmonic in
the stabilisation department, permitting outphasing of the
fifth.
This is shown in Fig. 3. Oscillation commences since there
is positive feedback from the bandpass output via IMQ to
the inverting input of the first op-amp. Initially, there is no
negative feedback via the 22kQ resistor to the noninverting
input, as it is blocked by the diodes.
As the amplitude increases, their forward voltage is overcome, and thereafter the stronger negative feedback increases more rapidly than the positive feedback. This leads to
equilibrium at a level which can be adjusted by means of the
4.7kQ potentiometer. The lMQ potentiometer can then be
adjusted to feed narrow additional positive feedback pulses
at the tips of the waveform.
Following careful setting up, the output spectrum was as
shown in Fig. 4. The third harmonie at the low-pass output is
at -69dB, about as low as the diode-free circuit of Fig. 1. It
is also lower - without the benefit of outphasing - than
achieved by the circuit of reference 4 with diodes.
But setting up was fairly critical, and performance with
tuning and with change of ambient temperature would clearly have been unsatisfactory. Nevertheless, the low level of
fifth harmonic was encouraging, so the circuit was rear-
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ranged to provide low third harmonic output by means of outphasing.

Why not outphase all the
harmonics?
This circuit is shown in Fig. 5, and
its performance in Fig. 6. The third

3M3
100k

harmonic is outphased completely,
while compared with Fig. 4, the
fifth harmonic has increased by the
expected SdB.
It would be fine though, I thought,
if both the third and the fifth harmonics could be outphased, and
lOk
why not the seventh and the others
to boot? This led to the experimental arrangement of Fig. 7 .
Here, the amount of positive feedback is fixed by the 3.3MQ resistor, the desired amplitude of
oscillation being set by the amount of negative feedback via
the diodes. Having constructed the circuit as shown, with the
IOOill potentiometer at mid-travel, on switching on, the
spectrum which met my unbelieving gaze is shown in Fig. 8.
Where had all the harmonics gone? The following day,
they were back again, but only just above the -89dB noise
floor of the spectrum analyser. Successive adjustments of the
two potentiometers nearly reproduced the previous day's
astounding results, but the settings were critical, and the
amplitude of the oscillation very unstable. So it was time to
don the thinking cap.
The intention bad been to use op-amp /C4 as a difference
amplifier to pick off the harmonics generated by the diodes.
These were then fed into the inverting input of /C1• With the
identical harmonics fed also into the non-inverting input as
part of the negative feedback signal, the harmonic distortion
should be rejected by IC I as a common mode signal.
The idea is sound, but it is essential that the harmonics, and
only the harmonics, be fed back to the inverting input of /C1.
For if the fundamental component of the near-squarewave
appearing across the diodes be fed back as well, the amplitude stabilisation mechanism is defeated. It is the 'deadspace' created in the negative feedback signal by the diodes
that ensures oscillator start-up.
Thereafter, when the signal becomes large enough for the
diodes to start to conduct, the negative feedback increases
with the amplitude of oscillation, faster than the positive
feedback increases.
If the fundamental component of the diode drop is now fed
back along with the hannonics, via the difference amplifier,
to the inverting terminal of IC i, then regardless of level, the
ratio of positive to negative feedback becomes independent
of level, and amplitude stabilisation is lost.
So the circuit was modified to make / C4 a true difference
amplifier, as shown in Fig. 9. Note that the ratio of the two
resistors at the inverting input of /C4 is equal to the ratio of
the resistors at the other input - although these in fact also do
double duty as the input divider chain for the negative feedback to /C1.
With the wiper of Ra at the top of its travel - point B in
Fig. 9 - /C4 is a classic difference amplifier, with a near
squarewave output representing the voltdrop waveform
across the diodes. This, however, is not quite what is wanted;
it contains the missing fundamental component of the negative feedback as well as the harmonics, as shown in the upper
trace in Fig. 10.
The waveform input to the diodes is shown in the upper
trace of Fig. 11, and note that the upper trace in Fig. IO is in
antiphase to this. Thus the voltage applied via the diodes and
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Fig. 5. Circuit of a thirdharmonic -outphasing
oscillator.

100k

100k

150k

10Vpp
1N4148

220k

680k

Fig. 6. Spectrum
of the 10V peak
to p eak output of
the circuit of Fig.
5 . Spectrum
analyser settings
as for Fig. 4, but
with video filter
set to 'medium'.

100k
3M3
100k

+

IC1

1M
100k
--+--

--<K

4k7

1N4148

10k

100k
150k

100k

Fig. 7.
Experimental
circuit to
outphase all the
harmonics
produced by the
amplitude
limiting
mechanism.

resistors, as negative feedback to /Ci, is as shown in Fig. 11,
lower trace. Note the dead-space, rather like an underbiased
class B output stage.
This illustrates an important point. When any mechanism
introduces harmonic distortion onto a pure sinewave, the
amplitude of the fundamental component of the distorted
waveform will differ from that of the original.
To ensure outphasing of the harmonics by common mode
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cancellation in JC I without upsetting the amplitude stabilisation, the waveform fed to that op-amp's inverting input
should consist of the harmonics only.
These only exist at the downstream side of the diodes. The
fundamental component of the near-square waveform across
the diodes represents the amount by which the fundamental
input to the diodes exceeds that at their output. The difference amplifier /C4 can be arranged to see a slightly smaller
sinewave at its inverting input.

Measuring the results
Output of the circuit of Fig. 9, measured at the point LP, displayed a third harmonic component just visible above the
spectrum analyser's noise floor, with higher harmonics not
visible at all.
To increase the measurement range, a twin-tee network
was made up, using four I Sill, I % metal film resistors and
four IOnF, 2.5% polystyrene capacitors. Figure 9 used 2.5%
ln polystyrene capacitors, and I% metal film resistors
throughout by the way.
Response of the twin-tee was plotted, using the spectrum
analyser's internal tracking generator, and is shown as the
upper trace in Fig. 12. With no adjustment, the twin-tee
notch reduced the fundamental of the oscillator by 4SdB, permitting the input level to the spectrum analyser to be
increased by 40dB without overloading.
The measurement noise floor was now about 120dB below
the oscillator's output, as can be seen in Fig. 12, lower trace.
Allowing for the residual attenuation of the notch, the third
harmonic is seen to be at -88dBc, and the fifth at - 104dBc,
while the second and fourth are lost in the oscillator's phase
noise sidebands.

Fig. 8 . Output of
the circuit of fig.
3. Span 0-10kHz,
100Hz resolution
(If) bandwidth,
video filter off.

r~
100k

A
RA

3M3

4k7

BP

LP

560k

3k3

1N4148

10k

B

DP
1k
100k

fig. 10. Upper trace
(1V/div), the
waveform appearing
across the diodes
contains a component
at the fundamen tal
frequency. lower
trace (0.2V/div), as the
upper trace, except
with the fundamen tal
component removed.
Horizontal:
500µs/division.
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RB

Fig. 9. final circuit of
the low distortion
oscillator. IC 4 is now a
true difference
amplifier.

Setting up
Setting up the circuit for optimum performance is very
straightforward, and no special equipment is needed. The
sequence is as follows.
Disconnect the 560kQ resistor from the point DP and connect it to ground instead. This isolates the effect of R8 , preventing it interacting with the next step, while ensuring the
effective positive feedback ratio is unchanged.
Set RA to give the desired output level. Assuming ISV supply rails, lOV peak to peak is a suitable value.
Using the audio monitor of Fig. 13, adjust RB for zero fundamental component in the output of IC4; this is conveniently
carried out at IkHz.
Disconnect the 560ill resistor from ground and reconnect
it to /C/s output. Check that this does not alter the level at
the LP output.
•

Resistor RB in Fig. 9 allows this to be adjusted to equal the
amplitude of the fundamental component of the negative
feedback signal shown in the lower trace of Fig. 11. The
result is that the output of the difference amplifier JC4 then
contains the harmonic components only, as shown in Fig. 10,
lower trace.
This adjustment is very easily carried out, by displaying the
spectrum of the waveform at the distortion products measuring point DP in Fig. 9, on a spectrum analyser, and adjusting RB to minimise the fundamental component displayed.

Some practical extensions
While the circuit has not to date been developed into a complete 20Hz to 20kHz audio oscillator, some initial tests were
carried out to see if this would be practicable.
To test the performance with change in ambient temperature, an electronic thermometer was used in conjunction with
a hair-dryer. The thermometer probe was placed adjacent to
the diodes, and the hairdryer at a fair distance, so that the
whole circuit was bathed in the same air stream, and left to
reach equilibrium.
The temperature was thus raised from 20° C to 30°C. The
oscillator's output level rose by roughly 2dB, but the distortion figure remained unchanged.
Next, the circuit was modified to operate at lOkHz by
changing the two integrator 150ill resistors to 15kQ. As
expected, amplitude control was lost, due to the increased
residual phase shift in the integrators. This was largely corrected by fitting three I.8pF capacitors shown as C in Fig. 9.
Some re-adjustment of RA was still necessary, but thereafter, the distortion was, as far as could be determined without another twin-tee filter, similar to that measured previously.
The exact value required for the compensating capacitors C
will depend upon layout, and may well be l.8pF or even less
with a good pcb design - the experiments were carried out
using, for speed, Experimentor prototyping plug-board. This
exhibits a fairly high stray capacitance between adjacent
points, rendering it completely unsuitable for rf work.
Even at audio, the strays can, as here, pose a problem.
Bandswitching and fine frequency control, to cover 20Hz to
20kHz, can be implemented as in reference 4.
Figure 13 shows some simple additions which could be
accommodated with an additional quad op-amp. In theory,
JC5 should outphase even the residual third harmonic distortion visible in Fig. 12 - but don' t expect perfection. After
all, the typical thd of the TL084 used in all the circuits iUus-
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fig. 11. Upper trace, the waveform at point 8 in fig. 9.
Lower trace, the waveform at point C in Fig. 9. Both traces,
2V/division vertical, 500µs/division horizontal.
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Fig. 12. Upper trace, the response of a 1kHz (nominal)
notch filter. Lower trace, the LP output of the circuit of
Fig. 9 with the fundamental in the notch, and the
sensitivity of the spectrum analyser increased b y 40d8.

IC7

From

HP

- ----j +

fig. 13. Some useful add-ons for the circuit of
fig. 9 (see text).

Span 0-10kHz, 30Hz bandwidth, video filter at
'medium', 20s/div sweep speed.

trated, is listed as 0.003% or -90dBc.
Together with IC5, JC6 provides a choice of a 6000
output, or a variable voltage source for driving high
impedance loads. Amplitude monitoring is provided
by /C7 , enabling any output level variations with temperature to be trimmed out, by adjustment of RA.
The value of Rm is determined by the sensitivity of
the meter used, while another resistor Rp, of suitable
value, may be included if desired, for meter protection
in the event of overload.
Finally, /Cs provides a means of adjusting RB so that
the output of difference amplifier /C4 contains zero
From
contribution at the fundamental. As RB is adjusted, the LP
sudden complete disappearance of the fundamental is
very obvious, no need for the aid of a spectrum analyser
A switch to tum the stage off once the adjustment is
complete, is clearly a good idea. Resistors RA and RB
should preferably be multi-tum types, and for convenience can be made adjustable via the oscillator' s front
panel.
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Richard Ball reports on how
LM300 family op-amps which are now a quarter of
a century old - have been
relaunched with a familiar
feel but a new set of specs.
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The LMV321, a
single op-amp, is
available in the
world's smallest
package - the
SC70•5. The five•pin
device measures just
2mm on each side.
By summer, the
company expects to
have a chip scale
package, with solder
bumps placed
directly over the
pads on the device.
But placing such a
device may prove
difficult with the die
being only 0.43mm
along a side.
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A quarter of a century after its intro•
duction, the company has redesigned
the LM300 family of op-amps using a
relatively advanced 0.8µm BiCMOS
manufacturing process. For designers
of modem equipment, the most important outcome is that supply voltage
now ranges from 2.7 to 5.5V. Other

In order to get 80000 die from a
wafer, National reduced the size of
the pads from four to three mils
(75µm). The scribe street - the gap
between each die removed when the
wafer is cut with a diamond saw - was
also reduced to S0µm. National got its
supplier to redesign the saw to get this
narrow cut.

parameters have been improved, and
because of the huge numbers of die per
wafer, cost is actually reduced.
Cyrille
Claustres,
National's
European
marketing
manager,
explained the company's reasons for
the redesign. "Many op-amps were
introduced up to 25 years ago. They
cannot meet today's voltage and pack•
aging requirements," he said.
Devices that can do the job are avail•
able, but as Claustres said: "Specialised
low power, small products cannot meet
the requirement of low cost."
The redesigned family includes the
LM324, arguably the most popular
device used today.
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2382t-2380

SIGNAL GHIERATORS
3001(Hz-6SOMK,_

Plttem Cenetatof/Error 0emtt .. .._,.__..•£1,100,00
PaHMI Gene,atr,
£500 ,_,

-

W&G
W&G

ISR64040MHz

Plll21750Mlll

~ f'IM"'

feleptionellrie/t,,flfdlYl;ef _ _ _

HP50058

...,,.

....,.

f100.00

HP37&1A
HP37706
HP3781».
HP3731A

W&G
W&G

.....
Plilips:

_,__

HP-18Extendic, _ __ _ _~

OetaGenmltor
-_
-_
-__
- -_
~
f'\50.00
&ro,o,,
_ _
_,£1KIO,OO

HP37&3A

£100.00
.00

t.,,alSij DMS:8430

70MHz Mocluldor.i0emooui311)r ··--·----·- ...,£f'CIA
HP-IBUW'ldff _ _ _ _ _ _..[;m.00

U:2ti008V.Yo!O'ne:er _ _ _ _ f:30.00
mtiOA Electonlc'Yoltrneter .......- ..~...
..£25.00

::RF:o~i;·
::::::::::::::-.£200.00
~
87*

HP

ScNuncerve,

Oig/lJl$mge 20Mtll20MSIS .............._.....t3S0.00
2111!Ht C'CC_ _ _ _ _ _ ..,_,.£12(t.00
-.oo
V'lZl20MHz _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .£22S.00
SOOMltz Olgl1at _ _ _ _ __,,1,950.00
5<1i!HJ: Dlgilal - - - - - --<150.00
100MHz D9i1at _ _ _ _ __,,1.600.00
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t1'3581i8
HP3717A
HP37201A
HP3720<
HP3m<

~ SAS8130 'l\'.Mflm MiltySeJ 0C-3.5GHZ ··----..- ......£1.500.00
l"°"
1,81J.12220Mtll
<'?MOO

...
""'
l,o.Tech

Aac:al 9C)SJ

490

HP1350A
HP1$3l0
HP3336A
HP3-<IS7A

mo,

855.3L.Rf~AnalySie,0-110Mltl- ..-·.doo.OD

HP

Gr8'i!ICSTnnstalof _ _ _ _ _~f'IM°"
l.ogio;/w;fle<- :- - - - - ....i:sso.oo
~ m Generab:."....-.......-.......,£1,300.00
D a t a ~ o tllr'i_.,_,._.._,._..,.....£400.00
SeleclM'Meeef _ _ _ _ _ffOm £850.00

ffZl63SlffAn:erl.lPut OC-1GHz ·-··- ··-·-··£00·00
Tf'21691\11SeModw1Ct - - - ---'-"' 00
lf2173l)lgllal ..._......_................£60.00
Tm31A.Olnwtlon FaclUf Meler -··-..----·-·.£50.00
Tn-t?4 FreQl,leflCYCot.ritec - - --'£60.00
Tf2<30 80MHl Oiolt>I- ...,,, ......- .£50.00
200"1Hl- .,_,..,..,., .... . .£65.00

844S8 Autoinatlc Pr!5!1ect:r -·-··-··-··-"-·.rJOO.OO

HP
HP

PCM Signlllrlg Rec:order .- ..- ..- ,.-......_..,_r:s,000.00

GN~EPR31

W&G
W&G
W&G

liP8&c8

Continued over...

10Mtll·IWit -·-......- .......... .C900.00
5H'1T1rmination8035ffupto20Glit......._,£600.CX)_
Pa5<llilk. 50 50Gffl TXIRX
£500 rx,
~ M Level Melff
F800 l'X>
T~Genefa10r _ _ _ _ _~1so.oo
XBaodWG1610ltLengltts
M(tr')I)
Maotol"N>Cl·Sl,I.A(Mw, _ _ _ _~.00
87A50\'SWll-2·100!0 ._.._._._ .•.,...£0;0000
MW50 VSWR 8ndge 3·8IGHI: ......-.._,_,._._,£-400.00

OSCILLOSCOPES
....,..,.

-

tf2102M ~ Osclla1ar 3Hz•30KHt --······--· . .£30.00
Tf2162 t.lFAttm.a1arOC-tMHz_,__,,_._,_ ..£30.00

8Ss.z8 IF Secberl-··-··-··-··· -·-··- ..---_.._,,_..£250.00
8SS38 RF S6cmn 0-1011.fHl _,,_.,_,._._,,_.,£200.00

HP

- - -- - - ~"00.00
W4 fXSdedhoe LMfMeeet _,._,._,,_,,...,-..~£Q
OaialabOU OOO Prq.nlT'l'nable Tf\V'l$ien: Aec:oroer_.._.._,.....,..£250.00

6460 • fl mPower Mekl- - - - ~.s o.oo
6S!i08 ,.n ProiJ'MlmabletftA:JwerMetef._...£20,00

..., _ . , , . - - - - -~Q.00

84438 Tracking GeneralllrJO:utler _______,_,.£250.00

HP
HP

Tl<W N!twcn Trammls$ion ~

2833 • AOigilll ln MoMDI' ._._,.____,._.. £25.00
eo!S(YlfftQUenefMa:.er _ _ _ __,,50.00

43Sf Power Meter ...._,__·..··•·--··-·-..-.._..£250_00
489AMlctowfflAmplnr l-2GHz _,,_.,____..£125.00
S315A~Cc:i!.w1er 100MHz.,_..____,._.£200_00
S328A~Cotnler IOOMHz .._,_.._,._..£120..00
5363A &le:~ProlJes......_ ._..____.,_,.....£150.00
&028 ~ MaJi!Lde: Oi:$play_.._.._,,_,,_,.£175.00

HP

MS33,tA PCM fm:M' Oe!ea:w __,.,,_._ .......t120.oo

Coir1'el' ··-·· - · _,., ··--·- ..-- . £10,00
2304°' S10MttZ Olgital Fre~ Me1er ··-- £30.00
2437 100"..ltl ltihWSal Tll'l'let COJntef ,._,_,.£45.00

435APower Mela - - - - - ~175.00

HP

ST (f1jcr\lrl)

PG7SO,O,-Ger>e<>"1r- - - - - 'M0.00
1000f Mkl 10Hl·32Mffz P:0. ffequefw;y

'333AO-- ·-·-.._.._.._.._..£300.00

HP
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP

Arvfl~

HP6942A

· •·- - - - - --<•S0.00
Arnectl0n·l~IOnlutlMil2·12.-tGHl
£600.00
HPU45A
s-flnrneler Te:51 Set O.1·2GHz......,_.._..,..._,£560.00
Marconi6019'2 catwa1edYatlableAttfflJMOI' l2.4•13Gtll ,_,£200,00
M,,conl 6()31)"10 Dnc:cmal ~ X BarJ:I ..- ·-·-··-·-·-·- £200.00
MWCO!li~ Ao!a,y\laneAaenuato'8,12·12.4GHl .._....._.£120.00
Hf>a7-t38

~

ow many op-amps can you get
from a six-inch wafer? In
National
Semiconductor's
case, with its LMV300 family, then the
answer is an incredible 80000.
National claims it has re-invented
the op-amp. The truth is less dramatic,
but is certainly significant.

HP
HP

DATA/TELECOMS

PG11N Pwe Generator- - - -~•30.00
PC73N Pul5e Genera!Ur- - - - ~!?' "l

RF/2305 ftece~lbclW - - - ~'200.00
11713AAtteooMOrSwittl'IDl'im' ..____,,_,___£300.00
l741~ 100Mtb:09olllDscqJe .._,,_,._..__,,~..E300.00
174V, l OOMHlOscibalpe .._ ._,._.._.._,_,.£275.00
181A Main ffwne t:Jw 1840A• 1S25A _,,_,._..£12S.OO
~RMS\tlll~ er ··-· . .._.._.._.,__,_....,.£12000
~7(1A NetM:lk Analyser 51'.Hl· 13MHZ .- ..- ..£150.00

HP

_,

PS22MeGenefi:or _ _ _ _ _ ti,;.00
PG28Pvbe Generet«- - - - - - 'M000

GU1~
_ 2·8Gtlz
_ Mietowa'l'eSlg\ar
_ _ _ _ ___.,50.00

HP
HP
HP
HP

AERIAl FACILJTlES EoillPMENT:
Receiver Splitter Alflpllfief
Type RSA--480-4M
Price: £250.00
Bandpass Duplexer,
Type BPD-453-460..&N
Price: £300.00
Transmitter Cavity Resonator,
Type SC·450-2N
Price: £190.00
Transmitter Cavity Resonatot
fype SG-450-ZN c/w DT-453-2NV
Price: £190.00

lM38 At, Mb'i:M:)lt Me* ...- ,.··-· _,,_.._. . .tS0.00

"""'"" - - - - ~ - -~ •so.00

·-

D " 280mm £45.00

--·-··-··tl2S.OO

886MD!gital Multi Meter _ _ _ _.,so.00
GA1101A 12·18 GttJ: MlaOWM SIQNI

PLOTTERS/RECOROERS

H=3U

TG66A QRSl$1or 0ecaoe 0,cdlatcl'-·-·-··__£50.00

82AD ModulaUDnMe-".et'- - - - - '""'.00
£120.00
RB1030l3S Electronic loedi 1kW 30A 3SIJ .....£'300.00
TSV70Mk2 ~ Powel' S\l>Pf'J ..- ..........£180.00
RTS2 flecoroet le,t$d _ _ _ _ £200.00
8520AOigit11 Ml;#lj Met«- - -~ mo.oo

~171

D " 480mm £55.00
H=6U .
D = 280mm £60.00

mi,_,_ ·--·--..-·-..

f30l'28
m .00
T~Pu1seGen!falor _ _ _ _ _~ £30.00

CLEARANCE (NOT TESTEO)

Tek F(.5()1A

I

ALL OUR EQUIPMENT HAS A 30 DAY GUARANTEE;
(EXCEPT CLEARANCE ITEMS WHICH ARE SOLO AS-IS)
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COMPONENTS

SMALL SELECTION ONLY LISTED - EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS- RING US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS WHICH MAY BE IN STOCK

V+

I TPJL
.,__._. TO OUTPUT STAGE

GND
The input section of the op-amp uses a differential pair with a folded cascade stage.

Both op-amps and comparators have
been announced, in single, dual and
quad form. Part numbers are LMV321,
358, 324 for op-amps and LMV331 ,
393 and 339 for comparators. These
devices are drop in replacements for
their LM ancestors. "Very often when
we introduce a new product, designers
have to relearn how to use it - not with
the LMV," said Claustres.
Prices range from 26¢ for single and
dual devices in SOIC packages to 30¢
for a quad LMV324 or 339 device in a
TSSOP.
1n orde r to meet, and in some cases
exceed, the specification o f theLM300
devices, some careful design was
required. The major change is of
course the use of a BiCMOS process.
This has both advantages and disadvantages. Because the process is less
than a micron, thousands of die are
available from a wafer, reducing cost
even though there are four times as

many transistors than the original
design's 13.
If CMOS devices are available, then
power consumption can be reduced.
Bipolar transistor have bener matching
characteristics and drive capabilities.
The main downside of BiCMOS is that
it is essentially a dig ital process, modified for analogue devices. " We had to
come up with a completely new architecture," admitted Claustres.
Just to make the redesign even more
difficult, the designers set themselves
the task of eliminating as far as possible the crossover distortion in the
LM300 op-amps. "IM324s are not stable in some applications due ro
crossover distortion," said Claustres.
The ne w design, with a class AB
output amplifier, has rail to rail outputs with little distortion. Tested in a
typical audio configuration, the
device had a signal-to-noise ratio of
7 I dB and total-harmonic-distoni on

Specification table
Supply current
Input offset voltage
Input bias current
Common mode rejection ratio
Power supply rejection ratio
Input common mode voltage range
Output swing
Slew rate
Gain-bandwidth product
Phase margin

1O0µNchannel@ 2.7V
130µNchannel@ 5.0V
7mV (max) @ 2s0 c
11nA (typ) @2.?V
63d8 (typ)
60d8 (typ)
V_--0.2V to V+-0.SV (typ)
V_+120mV to V+-40mV into 2k (typ)
1V/µs
1MHz with C=200pF

so•

plus noise figure of 0.02%.
On the output, CMOS transistors
made rail to rail output easier to implement and maintained a 1MHz gain
bandwidth product with up to 200pF of
output capacitance. At low values of
output capacitance, the gain bandwidth
product increases to 3MHz .
National is being deliberately secretive about the actual design of the output stage. Chief designer Erroll Dietz
would only say: "AU I would like to
release for now is that the output stage
bas an extra gain stage sourcing current
and uses an n-p-n for sinking and a
PMOS for sourcing."
Another problem with the original
design is the input common mode voltage range. The inputs cannot go closer
than I.SY to the supply. With a 15 or
30V supply this is fine, but at 2.7V,
this does not leave much room for
manoeuvre.
National solved this by changing the
front end to a bipolar differential pair
with a folded cascade configuration.
The original design also used a differential pair, but needed a darlington pair
on the inpu ts.
This new arrangement allows the
input common mode voltage range to
extend to ground and to within 0.8V of
the positive supply. Using bipolar transistors rather than MOS types on the
input improves noise and matching
characteristics.
The majority of the remaining circuit
uses CMOS which brings the benefit of
reduced power consumption.
More modem and stringent electromagnetic copmpatibility tests have also
been taken into consideration.
Electrostatic discharge protection of
250V on the old devices has been
increased to 900V on the LMV32 I and
2000V on the dual and quad devices.
National is taking the opportunity to
design a range of devices on its new
BiCMOS process. "The problem with
this process is it's pad limited," said
National's Seamus Coyle. So the company is looking at further integration.
"We will put a three op-amp instrumentation amplifier onto one die," he
said. This combines four op amps and
eight resistors on a single die. T he die
could easily be squeezed into an
SOT23-5 package.
There are many other building
block s that could be integrated. "We
also have an a-to-d converter in this
process," Coyle said.
•

HP New Colour Spectrum Analysers
HP141T+ 6S52B IF+ 8553B RF-1KHz-110Mels-£700.
HP141T+ 6S52B IF + 8554B RF - 100KHz-1250M - £900.
HP141T+ 6S52B IF+ 8556A RF- 20Hz-300KHz - £700.
HP141T+ 8552B IF+ 8555A 10MC/S- 18GHzS- £1200.
HP8443A Tracking Gen Counter 100KHz·110Mels-£200.
HP8445B Tracking Preselector DC 10 18GHz - £250.
HP8444A Tracking Generator • 5-1300Mels- £700.
HP8444A OPT 059 Tracking Gen • 5·1500Mels - £950.
HP35601A Spectrum Anz Interface- £500.
HP4953A Protocol Anz- £400.
HP8970A No ise Figure Meter + 3468 Noise Head - £3.5K.
HP8755A Scalar Networl< Anz Pl - £250 + MF 180C Heads 11864 Extra.- £150 each.
HP8756A Scalar Network Anz - £1000 Heads 11684 Extra.
HP890GA Audio Anz-1:1500.
HP8856A 100KHz - 990 Meis, SIG AM-FM - £1450.
HP3709B Constellation ANZ £2k.
HP11715A AM-FM Tes! Source - £750.
FARNELL TVS70MKJI PU0-70V 10amps-£150.
FARNELL PSG 520 SIG 1OMels AM-FM - £150.
TEK 475 Oscilloscopes 200Mels - £400
TEK 474A Oscilloscopes 250Mels - £400
MARCONI 6500 Netwo'1< Scaler Anz - £750. Heads
available to 40GHz many types in stock.
HP3580A 5Hz-50KHz Spectrum ANZ £750-£1000
HP3582A .02Hi to 25.6KHz Spectrum ANZ £1.5k
TEK 7L5 + L3 - Opt 25 Tracking Goo - £900.
TEK 7L12 - 1OOKHz-1800Mels - £1000.
TEK 7L18 -1 .5-60GHzs- £1000.
Mixers are available for the above ANZ's to 60GHz
HP86730 Signal Generator .OS-26.5GHz _ £15K.
Systron Donner 16188 Microwave AM FM SyntheslZer
50Mo/s -18GHz £2k.
AORET 3310A FX Synthesizer 300Hz-60Mc/s -£600.
HP53168 Universal Counter A;-8.
HP Plotters 7470A-7475A. Up to £250.
HP3730A+3737A Down Convertor Oscillator 3.5-6 .5GHz.
HP Microwave Amps 491-492-493-494-495-1GHz12.4GHz - £250.each.
HP105B Quartz Oscillator + HP5087A Dis Amp £500.
HP6034A System Power Supply 0-60V 0-10A· -£500.
HP6131C Digital Voltage Source .. - 100V ½Amp.
HP3TT9A Primary Multiplex Analyser - £200 qty.
HP3TT9C Prima,y Multfplex Analyser - £300 qty.
HP16310 L09ic Analyser - CSOO.
HP5316A Universal Counter A+B.
HP8901A Modulation Meter AM-FM - £1 .51<.
Marconi TF2374 Zero Loss Probe - £200.
Marconi TF2S05 Modulation Meter - £1.5k.
Racal/Oana 2101 Micro wave Counter- 10Hz-20GHz with book as new £2k.
Racal/Oana 1250-1261 Univ~rs:11 Switch Controller+
200Mels Pl Cards.
'
Racal/Oana 9303 True RMS Levelmeter-'Head - £450.
IEEE Interface- £500.
TEKA6902A also A6902B Isolator - £300-£400.
TEK FG5010 Programmable Function Genr 20Mels- £600.
TEK2465A 350Mels Oscilloscope - £2.5k + probes -1:150,
TEK 2465 300 Meis Oscilloscope - £2k + Probes - £150
TEK CT-5 High Current Tiansformer Probe - £250,
TEK J16 Digital Photometer t J6523-2 Luminance Probe £300.
HP745A+ 746A AC Calibrator - £600.
.
HP11729C Carrier Noise Test Set .01-18GHz- LED-£2000.
Marconi TF2008 - AM-FM signal g enerator - also sweeper
- 10Kels -510M els -from £250- tested to £400 as new
with manual - probe kit in wooden carrying box.
HP Frequency comb g enerator type 8406 - £400.
HP Sweep Oscillators type 8690 A & 8 t plug-ins from
20Mels to 18GHz also 18·40GHz
HP Network Anal yzer type 8407A+ 8412A + 8601A
-100Kels - 11 0Mels - £500- £1000.
HP Amplifier type 8447A- 1-400Mels £200 - HP8447A
Oual - £300.
HP Frequency Counter type 5340A - 18 GHz £800.
HP 8410-A -8 -C Network Analyzer 110MC/s to
12GHz or 18GHz - plus most other
units and displays used in this set-up - 8411 a - 8412 8413-8414 • 8418 - 8740 8741 -8742 - 8743 - 8746-8650. From £1000.
Racal/Oana 9301A-9302 RF MIiiivoitmeter -1 .5-2GHz qty in stock £250-£400.
Racal/Oana Modulation Meter type 9009-9008 - 8Mels 1. 5GHz - £150/£250.
Marconi RCL Bridge type TF2700- £150.
Marconl/Saundenl Si gn al Sources type - 60588 - 6070A
- 6055A- 6059A - 6057 A 6056 - £250-£350. 400Mc/s to 18GHz.
Marconi Microw ave 6600A , sweep osc., mainframe with
6650 Pl -18 -26.SGHz or 6651 Pl - 26.5-40GHz - £750 or Pl
only £600. MF only £250.
Tektronix Plug-Ins 7A13 - 7A1 4 -7A18 - 7A24 - 7A26 7A1 1 - 7M11 - 7S11 - 7010 - 7S12 - S1 -S2 - S6- S52
- PG506 - SC504 - SG502 - SG503 - SG504 - DC503 DC508- 00501 -WR501 - OM501 A- FG501A -TG501 PG502 - DCSOSA - FG504 - 7880 + 85 - 7892A.
Goul d J38 test oscillator+ manual - £150.
Tektronix Mainframes - 7603 - 7623A- 7613 - 7704A 7844 - 7904 - TM501 - TM503 - TM506 - 7904A - 7834 7623 - 7633 - 7844 • 7854 - 7104.
Marconi 6155A Signal Source -1 to 2GHz - LEO -£400.
Barr & Stroud Variable filter EF3 0.1Hz -100Kc/s + high
pass + low pass - £150.
Racal/Oana 9300 RMS voltmetet - £250,
HP 6750A storage normalize< - £400 with lead+ S.A or N,
A Interface. Board fitted.
Tektronix- 7S14 - 7T1 1 - 7S11 - 7S12 -S1 -S2 -S39 S47 -S51 -S52-S53- 7M1 1.
Marconi mod meters type TF2304 - £250.
Systron Donner counter type 60548 - 20Mels - 24GHz LED reada...t - £1 k.
Farnell electronic load type RB1030-35 - £350.

Racal/Oana counters - 9904 - 9905 - 9906 - 9915 - 9916
-9917-9921 -50Mels- 3GHz- £100- £450 all fitted with FX standards.
HP180TR, HP181T, HP182T mainframes £300-£500.
Marconi 6700A sweep oscillator+ 18GHz Pl's available.
Racal/Oana VLF trequency standard equipment. Tracer
recefver type 900A + d ifference meter type 527E + rubidium
standard type 9475 - £2750.
HP432A - 435A or B - 436A- power m eters .. powerheads
to SOGHz-£150-£1750- spare heads.
HP8614A signal gen 800Mels - 2.4GHz, new colour - £400.
HP8616A signal gen 1.8GHz-4.5GHz, new colour £400.
HP 3336A or B syn level generator- £500-£600.
HP 3586B or C selective level meter-£750-£1000.
HP 86830 SIG microwave2.3-13GHz- opt 001 - 003-£2k.
HP 88408 SIG AM-FM 512Mc/s or 1024Mels. Opt 001 or
002 or 003 -£800-£1250.
HP 862228 Sweep Pl - 01 -2.4GHz + ATT - £1400 - £1750.
HP 86290A Sweep Pl -2 -18GHz-£1000 -£1250
HP 86 Series Pl 's In stock -spiitband from 10Mc/s18.6GHz- £250-£1k.
HP 8620C Mainframe - £250. IEEE - £500.
HP 8615A Programmable signal souroe- 1MHz -SOM cls opt 002- £1k.
HP 8601A Sweep generator .1 - 110Mc/s-£300.
HP 8349A Microwave Amp 2 - 20GHz Solid state - £t 500.
HP 19808 Oscilloscope measurement system - £300.
HP 345513456A Digital voltmeter- £400.
HP 5370A Univecsal t ime interval ca...nter - £1 k.
HP 5335A Universal counter - 200Mels - £500.
HP 5328A Univecsal counter - 500Mels - £250.
HP 6034A Power supply - o - 60V -0 - 10 amps - £500.
HP 3710A -3715A-371 6A-37028-37038-3705A3711A-379t8 - 3 712A-3793B microwave link analyser HP 3552A Transmission test set - £350.
HP 3763A Error detector - £500.
HP 3764A Dig ital transmission analyse< - £600.
HP 3TTOA Amp delay d istortion analyser - C400
HP3TT08 - £450.
HP 3780A Pattern generator detector - £400.
HP 3781 A Pattern genecato, - £400.
HP 3782A Error detector - £400.
Tektronix sn C urve tracer+ adaptors - £900.
Tektronix 1502/1503 TOR cable test set - £400. ,
Racal 1991-1992-1998 - 1300Mels counters - £400-£900,
Fluke BOK-40 High voltage probe in case - BN - £50-£75.
EIP 545 microwave 18GHz counter - £1200.
Fluke 510A AC ref standard - 400Hz - £200.
Fluke 355A DC voltage standard- £300.
Wlltron 6100 Sweep Gen+ 6124C Pl - 4 - 8GHz-£400.
Wlttron 6100 Sweep Generator+ 610840 Pl -1Mels1500Mels £500-10 Meis -18GHz -£1000.
HP 8699B Sweep Pl YIG o scillator .01 - 4GHz - £300.
8690 8 MF - £250. Both £500.
Dummy Loads & power att up to 2.5 kilowatts FX up to
18GHz - microwave parts new and ex equlpt - relays attenuators - switches - waveguides - Yigs - SMA APC7 plugs - adaptors etc . qty in stock.
B&K Items in stock - ask for list.
Power Supplies Heavy duty + bench in stock - Farnell HP - Weir - Thurlby - Racal etc. Ask for list. Large quantlty
In stock, all types to 400 amp - 1OOKv.
M a rconi 2955 Radio test set - £1800.
Marconi 2955 + 2958 Tacs radio test set - £2000.
Marcon i 2955R Radio test set - £2000.
Marconi TF2015 SIG 10Mels-520M els AM.FM. £100.
Marconi Tf2016A SIG 10Kels-120Mels. AM.FM. £100.
Marconi TF2171 Digital syncroni zer for 201512016,£50.
Marconi TF2017 SIG .01-1024Mels.AM.FM. High grade - .
low noise - LED readout.- £1500.
Marconi Tf2018 SIG 80Kels-520Mc/s. AM. FM. £800.
Marconi TF2018A SIG 80Kels-520Mels. AM. FM. £1000.
Marconi Tf2019 SIG 80Kels-1040Mels. AM. FM. £1250.
M arconi TF2019A SIG 80Kels-1040Mels. AM. FM. £1500.
Marconi TF2022E SIG 10Kels- 1.01GHzs. AM. FM. £1500.
Marconi TF2022E As above but as new+ Cal cert. £1800.
Marconi TF6311 Microwave Sweep SIG 10Mels-20GHz
c/w TF6501 amplitude Anz. plus heads 1OKels-20GHz.
Heads available to 40 GHz - £4000
Famell S/G ESG1000 10 Hz-1000Mels. AM. FM. £1200.
Farnell S/G PSG1000 10Hz-1000Mels. AM. FM. £1300.
JFR 12005 Communications radio test set. £2500.
TF2370 Spectrum Anz"s 30Hz-110Mc/s. Large qty to
clear as received from Gov-all sold as is from pile complete or odd £100 for basic testing and adjustment.
Callers prefemod - Pick your own from over sixty units.
A. Early Modal - Grey- Rear hO<izontal alloy cooling fins qty of 5 - £750 lot - singly - £200.
8 , Late Model - Grey - Vertical alloy cooling fins - £300.
Marconi TK2373 Extender to 1.25GHz-£400. - £500.
H.P. 3325A Synthesized function generator - £1000-£1500.
H.P. 3325B Synthesized functio n generator - £2500.
H.P. 8405A Vector voltmeter - late colout- £400.
H.P. 8508A Vector voltmeter - £2500.
H.P. 8505A Network Anz 500KHz-1.3GHz - £1000.
H.P. 8505A + 8502A or 8503A test sets- £12500/£1500.
H.P. 8505A + 8502A or 8503A+8501A normalizer£1750/£2000.
H.P. 6S57A .01 Mc/s-350Mels-8558B 0.1-1 500Mels •
8559A .01-21GHz 180T o r 180C-D-T £500-£2000.
Tek 492 Spectrum Anz-0PT 3 -50Kc/s·21GHz-£3000
Tek 492 PS.A .. opt 1-2·3·50 Keis - 2GHz £3000.
Tektronix - HP Oscllloscopes - 100Mels-465-4658-1740·
17 41 etc - £300 - qty in stock..
Phlllips 3217 50Mels oscilloscopes - £150-£250.
Phillips 3296 350Mels IA remote oscilloscope - £1400.
Hitachi VC6041 Oig storage oscilloscope - 40Mels - £500.
Tak 2430A Dig storage oscilloscope - 1OOMels - £2000.
Tek 2440 Oig storage oscilloscope - 400Mels -£2200.
Tektronix 2245A Oscilloscope - 100Mels -£1000 .
Tektronix 2445 t OMM - 250Mc/s- £1250.
Tektronix 2445A- 150M els -4 CH - £1000.

Schaffner NSG 200E Mainframe - NSG203A low volt Ver
simulator - NSG222A. Interface simulator - NSG223
Interface generator - NSG224 Interface simulator - NSG226
Data line simulator - all six Items at £1500.
Schaffner NSG200E - NSG203E low voll var simulator NSG222A Interface simulator- all three - £1000.
LIGHT & OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
Anrltsu ML93A & Optical Lead Pow er M ele(.
Anritsu ML938 & Optical Lead Power Meter.
Power Sensors for above MA96A • MA98A - M A913A Battery Pack MZ95A.
Anritsu MW97A Pulse Echo rester.
Pl available· MH914C 1.3 - MH915B 1.3 • MH913B 0.85 •
MH925A 1.3 - MH929A 1.55 - MH925A 1.3GI,• MH914C
1.3SM.
Anritsu MW98A Time Domain Reflector.
Pl available - MH914C 1.3 • MH9158 1.3 • MH9138 0.85 •
MH925A 1.3 - MH929A 1.55 • MH925A 1.3GI • MH914C
1.3SM .
Anrltsu MZ100A E/0 Converter.
+ MG9128 (LO 1.35) U g h! Source+ MG92B (LD 0.85)
U g ht Source.
Anritsu MZ118A 0/E Converter.
+MH922A 0.8 0 / E unit + MH923 A1.3 0/E unll.
Anritsu ML968 Power Meter & Charger.
Anritsu MN95B Variable Att. 1300.
Barr & Stroud LS10 Light Source.
BT Power Unit 850 • 1300 - 1500.
Photo Dyne 1950 XR Continuous Att. 1300 - 1500.
Photo Dyne 1800 FA. Att.
NKT Electronic OAM30 Alt Meter (MN3032iX) 1300 out.
Electo Optic Developments F0-500 iX Leser.
Cessor-Raytheon 108L Optical Cable Fault Locator
0-1000M 0-10kM.
l ntelco 220 Single Mode Att 1532.
TEK P6701 Optical Converter 700 MC/S-850.
TEK Orio nlcs 7000 Type Pl OTOR-1 OOA.
HP61512A Head 150MC/S 950-1700.
HP64801A Fibre Power Sensor 600-1200.
HP81588 ATT OPT 002+011 1300,1550.
HP81519A RX OC-400MC/ S 550-950.
STC OFTX-3 Laser source.
STC OFRX-3
STC OAI 1O Reflectometer.
STC OFSK15 Machine jointing + eye magnifier.
Anr!tsu ME453L RX Microwave ANZ.
Anritsu ME453L iX Microwave ANZ.
Anrltsu MS420B Network Spectrum ANZ.
Anritsu MH370A Jitter Mod Oscillator.
Anrftsu
MG642A Pulse Patt Gen.
Complete MS65A Error Oetector.
MS02A Timer & Digital Prinle,.
System
Anritsu ML612A Sel Level Meter.
Anritsu MS2B02A Spectrum ANZ 1 OOHz-32GHz.
Anritsu ML244A Sel Level Meter.
Advantest TR98201 Signal Gen
Advantest TR9402 Digital Spectrum ANZ.
Siemens D2108 Level Meter.
Siemens 02150 Bit Error Meter
W&G PCM3 Auto Measuring Set,
W&G SPM14 Sel Level Meter.
W&G SPM15 Sel Level Meter.
W&G SPM16 Sel Level Meter.
W&G PS19 Level Gen.
W&G OA20+0A1 Oata ANZ
W&G PMG3 Trar\Smlssion Measuring Se!.
W&G PSS16 Generator.
W&G PS14 Level Generator
W&G EPM-1 Plus Head Milliwatt Power Meter.
W&G OLM3 Phase Jitter & Noise.
W&G OLM4 Data Line Test Set.
W&G PS10 & PM10 Level Gen.
H.P. 8660C SIG AM-FM- Phase • 01-110 M C/s - 1300 MC/s
- 2600 MC/s £1-£2k
H .P. 4274A LCR meter+ adaptor.
H.P. 8566A High performance S.A-100Hz • 2.5 GHz 2GHz • 22 GHz - 300 GHz with mixers.
H.P. 8754A Networ1< ANZ 4-1300 MC/ s + 8502A + cables.
H.P. 8754A Network ANZ H26 - 2600 M C/s + 8502A +
cables.
H.P. 8116A Pulse func~on Gen £2200.
H.P. 3586A SA 10Hz - 150MC/ s opt 001-003.
H.P. 54100A DIG Oscilloscope 1GHz • P.O.R.
H.P. 54200A DIG Oscilloscope 1GHz - PO.A.
H.P. 54501A DIG Oscilloscope 100 MC/ s • P.O.R.
R & S SMG SIG100KC/ s -1000 MC/ s - AM -FM
R & S CMTA 54 Radio Comms. ANZ - 0.1- 1000 MC/s.
R & S PSA 5 Process Controller 1006-3008. 02
Tek TOS 360 200 MC/ s Oscilloscope PO.R.
Tek 2455 - 250 M C/s Oscilloscope
Tek OF150 Fibre Oplic IDR.
MAR SIG 20220 10 KC/s • 1GHz -Wnite - £2000.
MAR SIG 2022C 10 KC/s • 1GHz - £ 1500.
H.P. 1630-1631- 1650 Logic ANZ's.

JnMS BOUGHT FIIOM 11M GOVERNMOO 8EING SURPl.US. PRICE IS EX WORKS. SAE FOR ENQUIRIES. PHONE FOR APPOINTMOO OR FOR OEMONSTIIATION Of ANY!TIMS, AVAJ(ASJUTY OR PRICE CHANGE. VAT
ANO CARRIAGE EXTRA. ITEMS MARKfD TESTED KAVE 30 DAY WARRANTY. WANTED: TEST EOOIPMENT-VALVES-PI.UGS AND SOCKETS-SYNCROS-mANSMlmNG AND RECEIVINGEQUIPMENT ETC.

Johns Radio, Whitehall Works, 84 Whitehall Road East, Birkenshaw, Bradford 8D11 2ER. Tel. No: (01274) 684007. Fax: 651160
Clt.'Clf NO. 1:Ll UN RfPll' C/\1/IJ
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NEW Unused Test Equipment

Is it necessary to re-form
electrolytic capacitors that
have been stored for years?
Why do tantalum capacitors
fail short circuit?
Do electrolytic capacitors
have an extremely high
dielectric constant?
Cyril Bateman knows.

from one of the UK's Leading Manufacturers
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Aut omatic Modulation Meter
Model AMM255. 1.5MHz - 2Ghz
Fitted IEEE488. LCD Display

ONLY £495 +vat**

Automatic Modulation Meter
Model AMM2000. 10Hz - 2.4Ghz
32 chr alphanumeric display
Fitted GPIB and RS232

Synthesised Clock Generator
Model SCG50 15MHz - 50MHz
LED Display

ONLY £125 +vat**

ONLY £995 + vat **

Understanding •

ca ac1tors

Aluminium and tantalum options

Transmitter Test Set
Model TTS520. RF power, mod,
AF upto 520MHz 1DOW. 50ohm

RF Power Meter
Model 2081. to 500MHz.
1DOW. 50ohms. 7 ranges

ONLY £750 + vat

ONLY £125 +vat**

*****SPECIAL*****

Portable Appliance Tester
Model PAT1000.
LCD Display

Spectrum Analyser
Model 352C.
300kHz-1 Gz. Small and Compact

Oscilloscope Probes.
x1 x10 switchable. 100MHz

ONLY £350 + vat**

ONLY £1500 + vat

ONLY £9.95 + vat

Programmable Signal Generator Model PSG1000. 10ttz- 1Ghz fitted GF?IB. ONLY £995+vat**
Black Star Meteor 100 Frequency Counters with TXO option. To 100MHz. ONLY £75+vat**
Black Star Meteor 1000 Frequency Counters with TXO option. To 1000MHz. ONLY £150+vat**
NOTE: All items marked ** are supplied Complete WITH MANUALS

SPECIAL OFFER .. "PROBE-ABLY the Best Offer you will see this YEAR"
Brand New x1 x10 Switchable Oscilloscope Probes.. OK to 100MHz.. Supplied with adaptors etc
Quality German made. NOT Rubbish. Blister Packed. (see picture above) ONLY £9.95 + vat

l~Nf~llf)ll SIJt•t•I~Il~S I.. '1,1)
The Cattle Market, Nottingham NG2 3GY. UK
Tel: (0115) 986 4902 Fax: (0115) 986 4667
Mail Order Most Welcome
Open 6 Days a week (Closed Sunday)

luminium and tantalum electrolytic capacitors
uniquely balance CV product against physical size.
While film or ceramic capacitors are readily available up to IOµF, higher capacitance values are physically
large and very expensive. Very large value electrolytic
capacitors are available at low cost, and in physically small
packages.
The possibility of forming an insulating film on the surlace
of aluminium was first observed by Wheatstone in 1854. In
1908 a rolled type aluminium capacitor was produced in
USA and a viscous electrolyte of ammonium tetraborate and
glycerine was developed in Germany.1 These two essential
discoveries resulting ultimately in the modern electrolytic
capacitor.
Regardless of construction or dielectric used, every capacitor is composed essentially of two conducting surfaces,
called electrodes, separated by an insulator.2 Insulation materials produce differing capacitance values for the same area
and thickness, according to their dielectric constant, or 'K'
value.
The permittivity of free space is used as the base unit since
all other materials - including air - exhibit increased capacitance. These K values, which range from 1.00059 for air to
greater than 12000 for high-K ceramics, significantly influence the capacitance achieved.
Electrolytic capacitors are manufactured using so-called
valve metals, the most common being aluminium and tantalum. Valve metals have the ability to form an insulating,
semi-conducting and protective surface oxide film.
Aluminium oxide has a K value of 8, while that for tantalum
pentoxide is 27.6, approximately. 3
Aluminium oxide and tantalum pentoxide films grown on
the highest purity metals provide very high-quality, low-Joss
insulators. Aluminium oxide has a dielectric strength
approaching the theoretical strength4 as predicted by the
ionic theory of crystals.
Capacitance value depends on the product of the electrode
area and the K value of the insulating dielectric. It is inversely proportional to the distance separating the electrodes. For
any chosen dielectric, the capacitance attained depends totally on the insulators thickness and surface area.

fig. 1. Edge an
view, much
enlarged, of a
100 micron thick
etched and
formed foil
showing large
tunnels
connecting bath
foil faces. Taken
using an electron
microscope. This
foi/has become
porous to liquids.

A

When a flexible electrode system that conforms precisely
with the insulator's surface is used. The effective or apparent
area can then be increased by roughening or abrading,
increasing capacitance without increase of physical size. This
effect is called surface gain.
Frequently, electrolytic capacitors have been described as
having an extremely high dielectric constant. This is wrong,
the K values of 8 and 27 .6 are correct,3 so how can such
high capacitance values be attained?
Compared to metallised-plastic film capacitors, which use
dielectric film thickness of a micron and above, electrolytic
capacitor dielectric films are some fifty times thinner.
This extremely thin dielectric results in electrolytics being
the most highly voltage stressed of all capacitors. However
this combination of a very thin dielectric having a K value of
8, or even 27.6, still does not explain how such large capacitance values can be attained.

Surface gain - aluminium
I mentioned roughening or abrading the insulators surface to
increase its apparent area. You can see an example of this by
closely examining a piece of aluminium kitchen foil.
Usually, one side is smooth and shiny, the other matt. Under
a times-ten magnifying glass, this matt surlace is visibly
embossed, providing some surface gain.
The earliest electrolytic capacitors attained usable surlace
gains by spraying molten aluminium onto a carrier. Known

WEB Site: http//www.anchor-supplies.ltd.uk e-mail: hitek@anchor-supplies.ltd.uk

All Prices are plus VAT. Courier Delivery to UK mainland addresses £7.95 + vat
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Anode foil

Cathode foil
Electrolyte and paper

Fig. 2. Simplified
sketch of an
aluminium
electrolytic
capacitor,
showing anode
and cathode
aluminium oxide
dielectric films in
contact with
highly conductive
electrolyte.

as 'fabricated plate', this technique was popular for high
voltage capacitors. It was quickly superseded for low voltage capacitors though by chemical etching methods.
Today, the surface gain of aluminium electrolytic capacitor foils is attained by electro-chemical etching in a bath of
electrolyte. Reduced to basics, an electrolyte is simply a liquid that conducts electricity, having a low resistance or high
conductivity, Fig. 1.
Common examples of electrolytes are car battery acid and
sea water. The aluminium to be etched is placed in a bath of
electrolyte and current is passed. There's more about this in
the panel entitled 'Aluminium etching.'

Surface gain - bead tantalum
The modem bead tantalum capacitor is fabricated from fine
particles of tantalum powder surrounding a small tantalum
wire. These particles are compressed into pellets or slugs.
Compression pressure is controlled to restrict the pellet's
density. 5 The object is to produce a porous body having a
very large internal surface area.
To increase the cohesion of these tantalum particles and
ensure electrical conductivity, the compressed slugs are sintered at very high temperatures in vacuum furnaces. This
provides a mechanically rugged, porous structure.
The high sintering temperature performed in vacuum has a
purifying effect. Tantalum is a refractory metal and needs a sintering temperature approacrung 2000°C. At such temperature,
most impurities evaporate, and are removed by the vacuum
pumping system.
Having attained a large surface area, both aluminium and
tantalum oxide dielectrics are grown in situ onto all-metal
surfaces. This involves an electro-chemical process called
'forming'. The 'formed' Oltide fully covers and insulates all
visible metal surfaces and all invisible cavities within the
metal.

Forming aluminium oxide
Placed in a bath of suitable electrolyte and with a positive
voltage applied to the foil, aluminium oxide, Al 20 3, grows
on the foil's surfaces.
Depending on the electrolyte used, two main forms of this
oxide can be grown. A hard non-porous oxide layer is
deliberately grown when the aluminium foil is to be used as
a capacitor dielectric or other insulator. When the aluminium
is to be 'anodised' to provide a coloured decorative finish, a
porous oxide is grown.
An aggressive electrolyte simultaneously re-dissolves some
existing oxide, resulting in a porous oxide layer. Trus process
is commonly called anodising. 1n other applications, the
pores in the oxide are be filled with coloured dyes, resulting
in the popular decorative finish.

Cathode foil

Fig. 3. This view of a
partially wound element,
shows a large multiple
tabbed radial leaded
capacitor. An alternative
arrangement using a single
anode and cathode tab is
more common. Also
shown is an extended
cathode foil, which
improves heat dissipation.
With its turns swaged to
connect each other, this
extended cathode foil can
substantially reduce
capacitor equivalent series
resistance.

Using a non-aggressive electrolyte, a slowly growing,
impervious and continuous oxide film is obtained. This nonporous, hard oxide film grown on super-pure aluminium is
an excellent insulator that can be formed to withstand at least
600 volts.
I mentioned earlier that the dielectric oxide formed is very
thin. Its thickness is self limiting. Oxide growth at any one
voltage slows and almost ceases with time, ultimately attaining some 14A thickness3 for each volt applied.
Foil used in commercial capacitors is formed at a voltage
at least 120% of the capacitor's rated voltage. This ensures
low leakage current and provides the overvoltage capability
needed for the 'surge voltage' claimed.A commercial lOV
aluminium electrolytic capacitor will have a dielectric thickness of some 0.02 microns. There's more on this topic in the
panel entitled 'Aluminium forming'.

Forming oxide for tantalum devices
Being less reactive than aluminium oxide, tantalum pentoxide is generally grown in an acidic bath. Since the current
paths into the centre of a slug can be quite tenuous, a strong,
highly conductive electrolyte is used.
Tantalum pentoxide is an excellent insulator, growing to a
thickness of 17A per formation volt applied to the slug. 3 This
oxide makes a highly amorphous film, but if subjected to a
high field strength at a fault site, it can become crystalline,
resulting in a short circuited capacitor.5 To reduce the risk of
this happening, tantalum capacitors are usually formed at
much higher voltages than are aluminium capacitors, for the
same rated voltage.

Putting it together
Mainstream aluminium electrolytic capacitors are wound
then impregnated with liquid electrolyte, while most tantalum capacitors are porous slugs impregnated with a dry electrolyte. However many permutations on these techniques are
possible.
Dry or solid aluminium electrolytic capacitors offer an
intermediate approach between these two extremes, and
wound foil tantalum also wet electrolyte slug tantalum
capacitors are also produced.
Wet tantalum capacitors are usually fully hermetically
sealed using glass metal seals, for good reason. While protecting the capacitor from moisture, the glass seals also protect the outside world from the electrolyte. For example,
sulphuric acid or lithium chloride based electrolytes have
been used. 6
Many wet tantalum capacitors use similar strong electrolytes, so casual dismantling is not advised.
For brevity I only detail the mainstream products here, i.e.
those that are commonly available 'from distributors.

Aluminium - winding methods
Aluminium is non-rusting because, on exposure to air, it
forms a protective visually transparent oxide film on its
surface. If this naturally occurring oxide film is mechanically
removed, aluminium has a characteristic smell, which
disappears as the oxide film regrows.
As a result, all aluminium electrolytic capacitor foils and
connecting tabs, whether deliberately formed or not, are
covered in oxide. Obviously thickness of the oxide coating
differs. Naturally occurring oxide is elttremely thin, equivalent perhaps to some 1.5 electrical volts of formation. The
lowest voltage foil is formed to 8-10 volts, and is thus 5 or
6 times thicker.
Similar in construction to the foil and paper capacitors
described in a previous article,7 aluminium electrolytic
capacitors comprise two aluminium electrode foils, interwound with separating papers and using tab connections.
The whole winding is then vacuum impregnated.
Here all similarity ends. Being an extremely good insulator, the impregnant used in paper capacitors is the true
dielectric. Aluminium capacitor electrolyte on the other hand
is an extremely good conductor, the aluminium oxide layers
form the dielectric, Fig. 2.
When the lowest possible equivalent series resistance is
needed, multiple connecting tabs, dispersed along the foils,
are common - especially for large windings. Smaller low esr
windings can be wound using single tabs, connected to the
centre of each foil.
The cathode foil only of low voltage radial capacitors can
also be wound extended beyond the papers along one edge.
Each cathode turn can then be short circuited to all other
cathode turns by passing over the rim of a high speed rotating aluminium 'swaging' wheel, Fig. 3.
I used this intermediate approach many years ago to design
some very low profile 4000µF, 63V capacitors. These were
custom designed for the first mass-produced IO0W per channel, hi-fi stereo amplifier. They probably represented the first
production capacitors to combine a central tabbed anode
with an extended and swaged cathode foil. The cons1ruction
ensured extremely low esr and inductance, in a case 45mm
diameter and only 50mm tall.
Most small aluminium electrolytic capacitors however are
wound using a buried-foil winding. Ext.emal connections are
made using two formed aluminium connecting tabs, frequently placed towards the outer end of the winding.
One exception to this is some very small diameter axial
capacitor elements that are wound onto an aluminium spindle or riser. The anode foil is attached to this riser, which
remains as part of the fmished capacitor, Fig. 4.
The cathode connection for this style of axial capacitor can
be made using short tabs connected to the outer end of the
cathode foil. Pressure contact with the capacitor case is made
by trapping the tabs between the case and its rubber end-seal.
Alternatively an extended cathode tab is welded to the bottom of the case, before inserting the wound element. These
constructions exhibit from 20 to 85nH of self inductance,
according to case size.

Inductance myth
Since these capacitors are wound, many writers erroneously
ascribe very high self-inductance as being inevitable in aluminium electrolytic capacitors. The largest inductance value
found browsing several catalogues, was less than t00nH.
This is equivalent to some 10-l2cm of connecting wire or
printed circuit track.
Radial-mounting electrolytic capacitors use multiple distributed tab connections, or single tab connections made
close to the mid-turn of each winding. These exhibit an
extremely small winding inductance - less than 20nH and
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Riser

Fig. 4. One common construction used for the smallest axial
wound capacitors. Disadvantages are its pressure contact
between cathode tabs and case and increased self
inductance due to foil connections being at extreme
opposite winding ends. But with small windings, self
inductance remains acceptable.
Anode

Cathode

Fig. 5. Sectional view of typical small radial capacitor
showing centre foil tab connections, minimising self
inductance, which is typically much less than 20nH.

35nH respectively. 8 The major contribution to this is from
the connecting tabs and the capacitors leadout wires, Fig. 5.
Axial-leaded capacitors exhibit more inductance. While
larger sizes may be centre tabbed, connecting the cathode
foil to the case, requires a longer tab. Surplus tab is folded
when inserting the capacitor winding into the case.
Inevitably, an axial capacitor exhibits higher self inductance compared with the same sized radial leaded alternative,
as illustrated in Fig. 6.
To demonstrate the effects constructional differences of
small aluminium electrolytic capacitors have in practice. I
used the application test circuit and phase meter,9 described
in 'Fazed by Phase' to make comparison measurements.
I measured four capacitor from lOµF to lO0µF. These values are frequently used in audio amplifier coupling circuits.
When possible, I selected 50V rated bi-polar radial, polar
radial and polar axial aluminium electrolytic capacitor constructions. Since IOµF 35V tantalum bead capacitors were
available, they too were measured.
The un-sanitised measured plots, Figs 7-10, show departure from ideal or theoretical behaviour starting at well
below l kHz. The esr curves are almost constant with frequency, resulting in capacitor phase angles approaching 45°
at the critical mid-audio frequencies. The bi-polar capacitor
clearly out-performs the other aluminium types.
Regardless of these differences in construction, to ensure
a long service life, the electrolyte used must provide the oxygen needed to regrow any damaged oxide film. It must also
be chemically inert to both aluminium and its oxides. Due to
electro-chemical potential effects, no other metal can be
permitted to contact the electrolyte. Being in contact with
electrolyte, the capacitor case must be made of aluminium or
a non-metal.
Any two pieces of aluminium in contact with electrolyte
and subjected to a voltage differential will grow aluminium
oxide. So pressure contacts, as used in foil and paper capac-

Fig. 6. Sectional
view of a typical
axial capacitor
construction used
for medium and
larger sizes. While
having centre foil
tab connections,
self inductance is
increased due to
the excess cathode
tab length needed
to permit assembly.
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Fig. 9. As for Fig. 8 but this time using 47µF values. Due to the larger
size and foil area, the Panasonic bi-polar style easily outperforms the
smaller alternatives.
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Aluminium 'forming'
Placed in a bath of suitable e lectrolyte and with a positive
voltage appl ied to the foil, a luminium oxide, Al 2 O 3, grows on
the foil surfaces to a th ickness 14 Angstroms for each volt.
As mentioned in the main text, two forms of a luminium oxide
can be produced, one porous, the ot her a non-porous and hard
oxide The hard oxide fi lm is an excellent insulator that can be
produced to withstand 600V using super-purity aluminium.
Aluminium and e lectrolyte purity are important, since
impurities result in weakness in this insulating oxide film,
increasing leakage c urrent.
Pure a luminium can be attacked by pure water at modest
elevated temperatures, unless this oxide film has first been
hydrated by boiling in water, or is chemically inhibited.
The oxidation process is self regulating. Initially most forming
current passes through visible and exposed surfaces. Wi th
continued oxide growth, current at these exposed surfaces
reduces, slowing local growth and d iverting cu rrent to less
accessible areas. Current flow and oxide growth a lmost cease
when all metal surfaces are insulated.
The aluminium oxide die lectric formed is highly amorp hous,
except for the outermost surface layer, w hich may be porous
when formed at hig h voltage s. Boiling in very pure water
hydrates the oxide sealing this porosity, resulting in very low
leakage current capacitors.
Aluminium oxide is visually transparent, but the etched foil
surfaces are covered with minute voids a nd tunne ls w hic h
absorb light, hence the dark appearance, Fig. 11.
In gene ral, foils are etched and formed from wide rolls of
aluminium, then s lit to the d esired widths for capacitor

manufactu re. Each width has thin exposed raw a lumi n iu m
edges. These edges, together with any mechanical handling
damage, will have the oxide film re newed afte r capacitor
winding, as part of the ageing process.
To avoid consuming exce ss electro lyte , followi ng
impregnation and before final assembly, high voltage capac itors
may be 'wet aged' w h ile immersed in baths o f e lectrolyte.

Fig. 11. Photograph of a dismantled and partially unwound
capacitor shows a good example of the stitched technique used to
connect both anode and cathode foils to their respective tab foils central tabbed in this example. Also the cold pressure welded joints
connecting anode and cathode tabs to the external tag rivets are
clearly visible. This excellent joint results from the tool pattern
which, by compressing and displacing metal, removes the oxide
layers allowing direct metal to metal bonds.
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Fig. 10. With 100µF values the Panasonic bi-polar remains a notably
better performing capacitor for these tests.

ilors, cannot be used to connect the inserted tabs to the electrode foils.
Two common methods to ensure low resistance connections between the electrode foils and connecting tabs are
used. Small or low cost capacitors may use a 'stitched' connection. Here, a shaped needle point is burst or punched
through the connecting tab and electrode foil. Small 'ears' of
tab material are forced out, then turned over and well flattened down. This effectively rivets the two parts together.
While simple and crude looking, a good long-life connection
results, Fig. 11 .
A much better technique, called 'cold pressure welding' is
used in larger or more professional capacitors. Here, a specially
profiled, small press tool is used. It is given enough pressure
and time to allow the metals from the electrode and tab foils to
interchange, forming a molecular bond. As with a conventional
hot weld, the two joined metals cannot be separated.
This excellent joint results from the tool pattern used. By
compressing and displacing metal, the pattern removes the
oxide layers, allowing direct metal to metal bonds. Cold
welds are easily identified by the press tool's outline and
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inner patterns. No bursting through as for a stitched connection can be seen, Fig. 11.
Welding, using either cold pressure or laser, is the preferred method for all aluminium electrolytic capacitor internal connections. However a rivetted connection between
connecting tabs and the external solder tags, can be a satisfactory alternative - especially for smaller capacitors.

anode capac itor, Fig. 2.
A non-polarised, or bi-polar capacitor is usually made
using two identical anode foils. This provides two equal
value and equal voltage capacitors in series, each double the
required capacitance and again of opposing polarity.
Being a semi-conductor, aluminium oxide withstands its
formed voltage in one direction only, passing a small ' leakage' current. As for a semi-conductor diode, with reversed
polarity it conducts at a low voltage, typically 0.4 to O.SV
while passing a high current.
Regardless of level, this current disassociates some water
in the electrolyte, depositing oxygen at the positiv~ electrode,
hydrogen at the negative electrode. The oxygen is consumed
to generate aluminium oxide.
Many electrolytes contain a hydrogen absorber, to absorb
the hydrogen released by normal leakage currents. Even so,
with reversed polarity, much of the hydrogen must be
allowed to escape.
With the above information, it is now possible to pevelop
an equivalent circuit model of an aluminium electrolytic
capacitor, Fig. 12.

Aluminium-dielectric systems

Reverse bias effects

The anode electrode foil of an aluminium electrolytic also
provides the dielectric oxide which is in intimate contact
with the electrolyte - the true second electrode.
Electrical connection to this electrolyte is provided by a
second foil, or cathode electrode, which is also covered with
dielectric oxide. In other words two foils comprise two distinctly separate capacitances in series, inter connected by the
conductive electrolyte.
A polarised aluminium electrolytic possesses two capacitors, the desired one in series with a much larger 'cathode'
capacitance. This cathode capacitance has a lower voltage
withstand, typically l .SV and is of opposing polarity to the

In a polarised capacitor the 'cathode' foil capacitance, being
in series with that of the anode foil, reduces the net or measured capacitance. It also contributes two advantages not
present with the tantalum slug styles.
The withstand voltage of the cathode foil's dielectric oxide
allows the capacitor to accept small reverse voltages for a sig111ficant time, both in service and in approval testing.
Th.is cathode foil' s C/V product, if equal or greater than that
of the anode foil, enables chiµ-ge displacement from anode foil
to cathode foil. The cathode foil in a capacitor s4bjeqed to
normal charge and discharge currents, does not then become
reverse biased with respect to the electrolyte. Such capacitors
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Formed Vr

1.5V Vr

Leakage resistance
Fig. 12. Equivalent circuit of a polarised aluminium electrolytic capacitor. Since
leakage current can be significant, it is shown as a shunt resistance rather than
converting to its series equivalent, as more usual for other capacitor types. Simple
Spice analysis shows how easily the electrolyte of a polarised capacitor, used to
couple irregular or p ulse waveforms, can become internally reverse biased to the
cathode foil, resulting in early failure.

are described as being charge-discharge proof, Fig. 12.
Many quality aluminium electrolytic capacitors are subjected to a milJion charge-discharge cycles with rise and fall
times of I00ms as part of their approvals testing. For IEC
384-4 charge-discharge approval, capacitance change in this
test must be less than 10%.
Note, though, that capacitors that are repeatedly 'crash'
charged and discharged, as in photoflash or strobe equipment, require special construction. Commercial capacitors
used for these duties - regardless of their voltage rating have quickly and very dramatically failed.
The current that flows when polarity is reversed can generate sufficient gas to drive electrolyte out of the winding.
Pressure builds up in the capacitor case, resulting ultimately
in a capl\citor failure.
Direct-current polarity reversal at the capacitor terminals is
of course easily measured and avoided.
A less obvious problem occurs when the capacitor is used
to couple irregular or pulse waveforms. A repetitive charge
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transfer from anode to cathode of a polar capacitor can result
in the electrolyte becoming reverse biased relative to the
cathode. As a result, a non-polarised or bi-polar capacitor
should be used here.
Should this reverse bias exceed permitted levels, oxide
growth at the cathode reduces its capacitance. ln tum, this
funher increases the reverse bias voltage. Gas pressure developed drives out electrolyte, resulting in capacitor failure.
Bead or slug tantalum
To produce a capacitor, the formed and sintered tantalum
slug only needs impregnating with electrolyte and providing
with its connecting cathode e lectrode.
In most cases the 'dry' electrolyte used is manganese dioxide, while the cathode is a graphite or carbon coating.
Electrical connection to this coating is provided by layers of

Aluminium electrolytes
The manganese dioxide used in solid aluminium electrolytics
has already been discussed, but for wet or non-solid aluminium electrolytic capacitors, many differerit formulations exist.
These usually comprise a neutralised weak acid in a su itable
solvent.
The solvent used must not freeze or boil at the extremes of
the capacitor's working temperature range, nor must they
attack pure alumi nium.
One old but still usable electrolyte is a mixture of ammonia
and boric acid dissolved in pure ethylene glycol. Most older
electrolytes contained small quantities of water. Prepared
using liquid ammonia, they were boiled to reduce water
content
This water content combined with lesser purity foils resulted
in early electrolytics having a reputation for leakage c urrent
deterioration in storage. They needed re-forming before use.
For the past 30 years, this water attack could easily be
inhibited by a chemical additive in the electrolyte, in much
the same way that steel is passivated to prevent rust, using
phosphoric acid. This, and the use of super purity aluminium
foils, has effectively eliminated the need to re-form capacitors.
As an experiment, I recently measured the leakage current
of three unused prototype 16 and 25V capacitors, made
almost 30 years ago and stored since then in a box in my
garage. All three easily passed their catalogued leakage claims
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silver loaded ink or epoxy.
As the manganese dioxide is a solid, it is not possible to
directly impregnate it. It has to be converted from a suitable
liquid medium that can be vacuum impregnated into all
voids inside the sintered slug - no mauer how small.
Resulting from these voids and passageways, the tantalum
slug exhibits a level of self inductance. The device becomes
self resonant typically between 500kHz and 5MHz, IO
according to bead size and capacitance.
In many cases, the medium used is liquid manganese
nitrate. Easily impregnated into the slug and converted into
manganese dioxide by pyrolysis, or thermal decomposition,
at 400°C. Many repeated impregnations and pyrolysis cycles
are needed to ensure sufficient manganese dioxide.
Contact to this manganese dioxide electrolyte generally
uses successive layers of colloidal graphite with silver loaded paints or conductive epoxy resins. This is frequently, finished by dipping in molten solder. The external cathode connection is easily attached either by soldering to the solder
coating or with conductive epoxy to the silver loaded
paint/epoxy coating.5
Since the manganese dioxide electrolyte is directly connected to the capacitor's negative lead, only one polarised
dielectric is present. Consequently, reverse voltage should
not be applied. The Siemens Matsushita data book for example restricts any reverse voltage application to five applications of a minute maximum each hour,
Two dry tantalum beads can be connected back to back to
simulate a bi-polar capacitor. To prevent damage to the
reve.rsed polarity capacitor, protection diodes must be placed
in parallel with each capacitor. These are detailed in the
Siemens Matsushita data book.
Bead tantalums made with liquid electrolytes must not be
subject to any reverse voltages. Excess gassing resulting
from reversed polarity builds up internal pressure, destroying the capacitor. Silver from the cathode electrode can also
tral)sfer to the anode, leading to a short circuit.
Surge currents for all bead tantalums, should be restricted
by series impedances of typically an ohm minimum per
applied voJt. 10

without reforming.
Modern electrolytes use many different acid formulations
and solvents. These range from simple solullons of ammonium borate or ammonium succinate in g lycol to organic acids
and solvents such as di-methyl-formamide. In principle, many
weak acids or their ammonium salts can be used, leading to a
wide choice.
A hydrogen absorber, able to cope with hydrogen released
by normal leakage current, is provided in many modern
electrolytes.
While very conductive electrolytes are used in the lowest
voltage capacitors, such electrolytes cannot be used at high
voltages, In this context one must view the separating paper
tissues used as being part of the electrolyte system, Thick,
low-density 'rag' tissue paper can be used at low voltages,
while for high voltage work, higher density thin tissue paper and even multiple tissues - may be needed
While most aluminium capacitor e lectrolytes are innocuous,
1t is as wel l to check the makers literature before dismantling
a capacitor to investigate its construction. In any case, you are
well advised to wear suitable rubber or plastic gloves, and use
eye protection against electrolyte splashes.
Formic acid for example stings the eyes and any broken
skin. It may a lso trigger a n allergic reaction in hay fever
sufferers, as I can well testify from past experience.
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Finishing processes
Following final mechanical assembly, both capacitor types
are subjected to temperature and voltage ageing or bum in.
This allows minor dielectric fault areas to be removed, and
leakage current reduction to catalogue specifications.
Jn aluminium electrolytic capacitors leakage current is
reduced by deliberately growing new oxide, replacing any
mechanically damaged during the assembly processes. This
regrowth consumes some of the oxygen available from the
liquid electrolyte.
A level of regrowth continues throughout the capacitor's
service life, stabilising and reducing leakage current.
Ultimately at the end of service, the capacitor fails usually as
a high impedance or open circuit when the available oxygen
in the electrolyte has been consumed.
Tantalum and aluminium solid electrolyte capacitors
behave quite differently. Fault repair and leakage current
reduction does not occur by oxide regrowth, but rather in a
similar fashion to metallised film capacitor self healing, by
isolating the faulty area. 5
The increased current due to a minor fault localJy heats the
manganese dioxide, which spontaneously degenerates to
lower oxides. These exhibit much increased resistivity compared to manganese dioxide, effectively isolating this faulty
area.
Should a major fault occur in a bead tantalum capacitor
used in a low source impedance circuit, excess heat is generated. This excess may be sufficient to locaHy crystallise the
surrounding area of tantalum pentoxide. Energy available
from the circuit may then be sufficient to promote an

avalanche failure condition, 5 the capacitor failing shor1 circuit. Given sufficient externally supplied power, the capacitor can bum.
ln the early days of bead tantalums in order to prevent this
avalanche failure mode, a common recommendation was that
they should only be used on power rails via a current limiting
source impedance of at least 30./V.
Improvements in materials and manufacture of bead tantalums have much reduced this problem - but they have not
eliminated it. While not well publicised, many makers offer
low-impedance burnt in and even fuse protected tantalum
capacitors. However the advice in MIL-STD-198 is best
source
heeded. 10 It says you should ensure a I
impedance minimum together with substantial capacitor voltage de-rating for high reliability,
One hybrid capacitor combining the best aspects of the rwo
aluminium-foil construction with the long shelf and service
life characteristics of the solid tantalum is the solid aluminium wound foil capacitor. 11 These characteristics provide reliable service in automotive applications, surviving vibration,
temperature extremes and voltage surges. Unfonunately this
excellent capacitor style is not usually stocked by mainstream
distributors.

nrv

Temperature effects
Some capacitance variation with temperature is exhibited
both by aluminium oxide and tantalum pentoxide. Their leakage currents will follow the An-enhuis Jaw, roughly doubling
or halving for each l 0°C change of temperature.
By far the most notable effect of temperature is the way the

Aluminium etching
The surface gain of modern aluminium
electrolytic capacitor foils is attained by
electro-chemical etching in a bath of
electrolyte. The a luminium to be etched
1s placed in a highly conductive bath,
usually brine and a high current 1s
passed.
In practice, large rolls of aluminium foil
art> fed at a controlled speed through a
very long etching bath. The foil passes
over contacting rollers which supply it
with the very high etching current
needed While pure de can be used, de
with a superimposed alternating
component is more common.
Depending on the fo1l's intended
formation voltage or end use, different
feed speeds, temperature, current density
etc., will be used. Low voltage capacitor
anodes for e xample use only thin oxide
growth but need the maximum possible
capacitance. The foils are etched to
maximise surface gain, creating the
smallest possible voids and tunnels,
while using the thickest foil base, Fig. 14.
High surface-gain foils usually have
much of their original aluminium
removed by this process. Tunnels can be
formed connecting both fo il faces . While
remaining visually opaque, as with a
filter paper, they become highly porous
to liquids.
If 'formed' to a high voltage these tiny
tunnels would become choked with
oxide, rendering the foil useless. High-
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voltage anode foil 1s etched deliberately
to provide much larger tunnels which
will not block with oxide, usually on a
thinner foil base, Fig. 15.
Various cathode foil etchings and foil
thicknesses are needed for differently
rated capacitors. The lowest voltage
capacitor cathode needs the highest
possible surface gain etching. Cathode
foil for higher voltage capacitors is much
thinner, and modestly etched
In each case, the object is to provide a
cathode 0V equal to or larger than that
of its anode while minimising size and
cost.
Regardless of thickness and etching
methods, anode foils use only the highest
possible purity a luminium foil - better
than 99.99% purity being essential.
By comparison, the cathode foil is not
deliberately formed; indeed accidental
formation in service 1s undesirable.
Consequently, cathode foils can be made
with lower purity material, of typically
99.3% aluminium.
Following etching, the aluminium foil
must be most carefully washed using
e xtremely pure water to remove all traces
of chloride residues. Minute traces of
chloride increase capacitor leakage
current and reduces working life.
All foil batches are checked to ensure
much less than 1 milligram of chlo ride
contaminant rema ins, per square metre
of foil

.,
Fig. 14. Large magnification electron
microscope view of the surface of a very high
'gain', low-voltage anode foil. Etching and
forming methods are optimised for low
voltage capacitor use.

Fig. 15. Very large magnification electron
microscope sectional vie w oflow surface gain,
very high voltage etched foil. Shows extensive
large diameter tunnels able to accept thicker
oxide growth needed for high forming voltages.
Only the oxide tunnels are seen, the metal
having been dissolved away to permit this
sectional view.
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impedance of wet aluminium electrolytic capacitors changes versus frequency with change of temperature.
The wet electrolyte and separating papers used in aluminium
electrolytic capacitors, combined with the minute and tortuous
paths into the inner recesses of the anode foils, contributes much
of the capacitors series resistance. At 85°C, resistivity of the electrolyte-paper combination is typically half its room temperature
value.
At lower temperatures - and especially with higher voltage
capacitors - electrolyte viscosity increases more rapidly. By 0°C,
resistivity of the electrolyte/paper combination is typically double its room temperature value.
At the lowest temperatures the normal impedance frequency
curve becomes a nearly constant resistance ploL This low temperature behaviour fortunately is of no importance for most
decoupling applications, which only require the capacitor to be
a low impedance path. Fig. 13.
The conductivity of solid electrolytes is also temperature
dependent. But at very low temperatures, increase of impedance
is modest, compared to that of the wet aluminium electrolytic
capacitor.

Ripple ratings
These temperature and frequency effects on capacitor esr reflect
directly into the capacitors ripple ratings above room temperature. At lower temperatures, any ripple current generated heat
serves to warm up the capacitor.
Every capacitor has an internal hot-spot maximum temperature
that should not be exceeded. Frequently this cannot be measured,
except by manufacturing special test capacitors. A more practical method with aluminium electrolytics is to measure the surface temperature at the aluminium case end, underneath any plastic insulation, using a 0.2mm wire, naked-bead thermocouple
with PTFE insulation.
Especially with wet-aluminium electrolytic capacitors, hot-spot
temperature directly influences the rate at which electrolyte evaporates through the end seals and thus capacitor life. End-seal
materials are chosen to minimise electrolyte losses while allowing excess hydrogen to diffuse out, avoiding undesirable pressure
build up.
Makers' ripple current ratings are usually determined in practice by using lOOHz sinusoidal wavefom1s. Consequently, other
frequencies and non-sinusoidal voltage and current waveform
requirements must be related to these IOOHz catalogue ratings,
using appropriate methods.
Frequently this requires the current for each harmonic component be detem1ined using Fourier transforms.8 Each harmonic's power is determined from the capacitor's actual esr at that
frequency and ambient temperature. t2 The total capacitor power
is calculated as therms sum of all these powers.
Designers interested in a step by step description of tl1is process for calculating capacitor power dissipation for any repetitive
waveform will find details in my April 1995 capacitor article. 13
Alternatively, having calculated therms current for each frequency, some makers specify suitable frequency correction multiplying factors. 14 The rms sum of these corrected currents is then
related to the l0OHz catalogue claims.
In many instances, the waveform may not be sufficiently repetitive, so tl1ese methods may not be possible. In that case, a conservative and long-standing rule of thumb is to assume any case
temperature rise of less than 5°C should be acceptable. This is
subject to the proviso that the case operating temperature at the
maximum expected equjpment ambient does not exceed the
maximum service temperature of me capacitor.
Readers interested in this simplistic approach are referred to the
LEC 384-4 or CECC 30 300 specifications. These provide tables
of permissible case temperature rises for differing ambient temperatures. 12
Ripple-voltage peaks superimposed on any applied de level
must not exceed the capacitor' s rated voltage. The resulting cur-
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rent must not exceed the pennitted ripple current at mat frequency and with polar capacitors, no polarity reversal is
allowed. 8
While capacitors generally have a small permitted surge voltage level, this is intended to cover equipment switch on conditions. It should not be used when calculating pennitted ripple
voltages.
Should it become necessary to bank capacitors in series or parallel to provide the needed ratings, voltage and current sharing
arrangements are essential to avoid early and dramatic failures. to
Whenever possible capacitors should be used de-rated from tl1e
permitted catalogue levels. This extendsB service life. All capacitors - and especially electrolytics - provide a much prolonged
service life when operated at a reduced operating voltage, and
exhibit no adverse side effects .2

Washing
Aluminium electrolytic capacitor end seals need to be taken into
account when choosing a flux removal fluid so check the capacitor maker's literature. In principle, any seal designed to allow
hydrogen to escape might also permit ingress of chlorinated
hydrocarbon solvents. Once inside me case, these could supply
free chlorides, causing internal capacitor corrosions and leading
to failure.
Chlorinated hydrocarbon solvents, used to clean light metals
like copper and aluminium quickly become acidified unless frequently replenished. Acidified solvents cause considerable damage to many components, so must be avoided.

M~y ~fogies. These diagrams did not reproduce properly in Cyril's last
article: I sincerely hope, that they appear in full this time round, but WYSIWYG
doesn t seem to have filtered through to the printing world yet. Ed.
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Fig. 2. Metallised film capacitor cross
section, illustrating self-healing
action. Before and after views show
how electrodes and dielectric film
are both involved when 'clearing' a
fault.
Weak spot

Metal end-spray

Fig. 1. Having no discrete electrodes, the
metallised film capacitor maximises
capacitance and voltage for a given size, but
has limited current handling. Use of foil
electrodes maximises current handling but
reduces capacitance. Double metallised film
electrodes, described in a German Patent
offer intermediate capacitance and curre~t
handling.

Before

Fig. 4. Winding on a larger diameter mandrel allows
the roll to be flattened to form the capacitor element.
Both metallised and extended-foil electrode apacitors
an take advantage of sprayed-metal end connections.
Foil electrodes that extend beyond the dielectric roll
allow resistance welded, directly attached lead wires.
In the centre is the wound capacitor before
compression.

Electrode

After

Cleared area

It is common practice to conveniently mount large aluminium
electrolytic capacitors, terminals down. In many constructions
the hydrogen venting seal will tl1en be mounted as the lowest
point of me capacitor.
lf the capacitor is used well witl1in its voltage and ripple current ratings, having the vent at the bonom should not present a
problem. lf the device is used incorrectly though, excess gassing
can force electrolyte to exude - probably forcibly - from this
venting seal. This usually results in corrosion damage to surrounding areas.
Capacitors designed to mount terminals down usually have a
vent at the opposite end of the case from the tem1inals. For satisfactory service life, again the capacitor maker's mounting
instructions, voltage and ripple ratings should be observed. •
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Fig. 3. Stacked film
production technology. Large
apacltor rings of metallised film, of
width equal to the final
capacitor body length, are
wound on 'core' wheels.
These rings are metal end
sprayed, then sliced to make
individual capacitors.
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T he K-307 Module provides the features
required for most embedded applications
Analogue
• 4 Channels in 1 C hannel out
Digital
• 36 Digital in or out & Timers
Serial
• RS-232 or RS-485 plus I2C
Display
LC D both text and graphics
Keyboard
• Upto 8 x 8 matrix keyboard
Memory
> 2Mbytes available on board
Low Power
• Many modes to choose from
Development

T he PC Starter Pack provides the quickest method
to get your application up & running
Operafing System • R eal Time Multi Tasking
Langua~es
• ' C ' , Modula-2 and Assembler
Expansron
• Easy to expand to a wide range
of peripheral cards

Other Features
R eal Time Calendar Clock, Battery Back U p,
Watch Dog, Power Fail Detect, STE 1/0 Bus,
8051 interface, 68000 and PC Interface
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To ................. ..... .... ................. ..... ............. ,......... .
(name of Newsagent)

Please reserve me the July
issue of Electronics World
and continue to order
every month's issue until
further notice
Name ... ........ ....................................... .............
Address ........ ..... .... .... ..................................... .

Name
Job title

Cambridge Microprocessor
Systems Limited

!ju)~

SERVICE

Company Address

Thank you

Units 17 - 18 Zone 'D'
Chelmsford Road Ind Est
Great Dunmow Essex CM6 l XG
E-mail cms@dial.pipex.com

Telephone

Phone 01 371 875 644

Only tick here if you do not wish to receive direct marketing
promotions from other companies.
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Marconi 2955 Radio
Communications Test Set

£2250
Marconi 2955A

£2500
Marconi 2958 (TACS)

£2750
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HEWLETT PACKARD 8920A R/F Communications ........................................Test Set
(Fitted with
£499S
BGH G.S.M. Test Set ..........................................£P.O.A.

HEWLETT PACKARD 83508 Sweep Oscillator Mainframe
(various plug-in o~tions available) ........................£2500
HEW[ETT PACKARD 3325A Synthesiser/Function Generator ........................£ 1500

SCHLUMBERGER - STABILOCK 4031 Radio Communication Test Set
(0.4 to I0.00MHz). ................................................................£4995
SCHLUMBERGER - STABILOCK 4040 'Hi2h Accuracy' Radio Communication Test Set ...................£3500

RACAL 6111/6151 GSM Test Sets .......................................................£P.0.A.
TEKTRONIX 495P Spectrum Analyser
(Programmable - 1.8GHz) ..............................£5000

H~Wrerf'P~c~ifo·s9If::·······..

Cl)

WANDEL & GOLTERMANN PFJ-8 Error & Jitter .....................................................Test Set
(All
.G.OLTiRMAN.tf.pfi:f~f .::·£ I lSOO
PCM Channel Measuring Set ................................ £P.0.A.

Opt~ANHVC2

ROHDE & SCHWARZ CMS 54 Radio Communication Service Monitor

o~i't."oi··,;·sci'.iwiiif

4
I
(0. to
"cMrA··9;f.::·.....£6250
GSM Radio Comms Analyser .....................................£7500

HEWLETT PACKARD 3585A Spectrum Analyser (20Hz - 40MHz) £5000

ELECTRONICS
WORLD
SUBSCRIPTION CARD

HEWLETT PACKARD 8656B Synthesised Signal Generator

SUBSCRIPTION CARD

Amex account

With£ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Expiry Date _ _ _ __ _ _ __

With£ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Signature
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _

Signature
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Job Title _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

Job Title _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ Postcode _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ Postcode _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

Tel: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Country

Tel: _ _ _ __ _ _ __ Country

UK 1 year

£34
UK 2 years
£54
Student rate(proof required)£21.30

Airmail
Europe 1 year
Europe 2 years
Rest of the world 1 year
Rest of the world 2 years
Surface mail 1 year

£49
£78
£59
£94
£39

HEWLETT PACKARD 8757A Scalar Network Anal ser ...................................£2250

Expiry Date _ __ _ _ __ __

Post to:

ELECTRONICS WORLD
P.O. Box 302
Haywards Heath.
West Sussex RH16 3DH UK.

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE
Tel: +44 01444 445566
Fax: +44 01444 445447
Please tick here 1f you do nol wish to
receive direct mar1<e11ng.promotton lrom
other companies D
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UK 1 year
£34
UK 2 years
£54
Student rate(prool required)£21 .30

PO. Box 302
Haywards Heath.
West Sussex RH16 3DH UK.

Airmail
Europe 1 year
Europe 2 years
Rest of the world 1 year
Rest of the world 2 years
Surface mail 1 year

£49
£78
£59
£94
£39

HEWLETT PACKARD 3562'A' Dual Channel Dynamic Signal Analyser

(64MHz - IOOKHz) ............................................£6250

Please enter my subscnpt,oo to ELECTRONICS WORLD. I enclose Cheque/l'urocheque
10 the value ot r _ ___ made payable to Reed Business lnfonnatlon
Please cha1ge my
MastercardN,sa/

Post to:

·

( I 00KHz • 990MHz) .....................................................£2 950

Please enter my subscripl,on to ELECTRONICS WORLD I enclose Cheque/furocheque
to the value of£ _ __ _ made payable to Reed Busine.. Information
Please charge my
MastercardMsa/
Amex account

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

OSCILLOSCOPES

HEWLETT PACKARD 436A Power Meter + lead + Sensor
(Various Available) from £995
435A + 4358 Power Meters Also Available

ELECTRONICS
WORLD

IN(O . .Ol,&f1Ne WIHUH WOllD

For Quality Test
and Measurement
__;i Second•User Equipment

'----------------------1 ,_______________

lJ

.

1111111

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE
Tel: +44 01444 445566
Fax: +44 01444 445447
Please tick here ,1 you do not wish 10
receJVe a1rec1 marke1mg-oromo11on Imm
other companies D
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ANRITSU MS 610 B SPECTRUM Analyser (IOKHz - 2GHz) ...........................................£4750

MARCONI 2305 Modulation Meter..................................................£ 199S
MARCONI 2041 (IOKHz - 2.7GHz)
Low Noise Signal Generator .................•.•..........•...£7500
ADVANTEST 41338 Spectrum Analyser (I0KHz - 20GHz) ........•...••••£7250
ADVANTEST 41318 Spectrum Analyser (I0KHz - 3.S GHz).................£4750
LEADER 3216 SIGNAL GENERATOR
IOOKHz to 140MHz - AM/FM/CW with built-in FM Stereo
Modulator (as new) ........................................a snip at £995
PHILIPS PMS 193
Synthesised Function Generator .......................................£1500

Beckman 9020 - 20MHz - Dual channel
Gould 05245A/250/255/300/3000/3351/4000
Gould 4074 - 10MHz - 4 channel D.S.O. with Printer
Hewlett Packard 541 1OOD - IGHz Digitizing
Hewlett Packard 54200A - 50MHz Digitizing
Hewlett Packard 5420 IA - 300MHz Digititing
Hitachi VI 52N2 I2N222N302BN302FN353FN550BN650F
Hitachi VI IOOA - IOOMHt- 4 channel
lntron 2020 - 20MHz. Dual channel D.5.O. (new)
lwauu SS55710/SS5702 Kikusui COS 5100 - 100MHz - Dual channel
Kikusui COS 6100 - 100MHz - 5 channel - 12Trace
Lecroy 9450A - 300MHz/400 MS/s D.S.O. 2 channel
Meguro MSO 1270A • 20MHz - D.S.O. (new)
Philips 3055 - 50MHz - Dual channel
Philips 3335 - 50MHz - D.S.O. Dual channel
Philips 3295A - 400MHz - Dual channel
PanasonicVP5741A- 100MHz D.S.O. Dual channel
Tektronix 455 - 50MHz - Dual channel
Tektronix 465 - IOOMHt - Dual channel
Tektronix 464/466 - 100MHz - (with AN. storage)
Tektronix 475/475A - 200MHz/250MHz Tekcronlx 468 - 100MHz - D.S.O.
Tektronix 2213/22 15 - 60MHz - Dual channel
Tektronix 2225 - 50MHz - Dual channel
Tektronix 2235 - 100MHz - Dual channel
Tektronix 2221 - 60MHz - Dual channel D.S.O.
Tektronix 2240 - 300MHz/500 MS/s D.S.O.
Tektronix 2445A - 150MHz - 4 channel
Tektronix 7000 Series (100MHz to 500MHz)

£ 150
from £125
£2750
£2750
£500
£1500
from £125
£

£450
from £ 125
£350
£475

£2250
£450
£450

£ 1500
£ 1750
£ 1750
£275
£350
£350
from £450
£650
from £400
£450
£650
£1500
£3750
£ 1500
from £250

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

ANDO AC 821 1- 1.7GHz Specu-um Analyser
AVCOM PSA· 65A - 2 to I000MHz Speetrum Analyser
ANRITSU MS 628 - S0Hz to 1700MHz
ADVANTESTfTAKEDA RIKEN • 4132 - I OOKHz-lOOOMHz
HEWLETT PACKARD 859 IA - 9KHz • 1.8GHz
HEWLETT PACKARD 8754A - 2.6GHz . Network Analyser
HEWLETT PACKARD 8505A- 1.3GHz. Network Analyser
HEWLETT PACKARD 8753A- 3GHz . Network Analyser
HEWLETT PACKARD 8756A/8757A Scaler Network Analyser from
MEGURO · MSA 4901 - 30MHz . Spec.Analyser
MEGURO · MSA 49 12 - 1MHz . 1GHz Spec.Analyser
W ILTRON 6409- 10.2000MHz R/FAnalyser

£2500
£995
£2500
£2500
£5995
£3500
£2500
£7995
£1500
£995
£1495
£2000

MISCELLANEOUS

TEKTRONIX 1721 PALVectorscope
TEKTRONIX 174 IA PAL Waveform/Vector Monitor
TEKTRONIX 175 I PAL WaveformNector Monitor
PHILIPS PM5 l93 Programmable Synthesiser/Function Gen 50MHz

£ 1000
£1600
£2200
£1500

All equipment is used - with 30 days guarantee. Carriage & VAT to be added to all goods.·
Please telephone for further details on:
01203 650702 Fax: 0 1203 650773 Mobile: 0860 400683
Telnet, 8 Cavans Way, Binley Industrial Estate, Coventry CV3 2SF
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ULT/board if you are using the autorouter.
There is no recommended hardware set-up, but both
ULT/cap and ULT/board are 32-bit, so this would indicate a
386DX minimum. Although I used a Pentium for the tests, I
tried the program on a 386DX and it worked well.
The extra GXR autorouter in Windows is an external addon. Net-list files have to be transferred via a translator. GXR
is again a 32-bit program.
Comprehensive literature is provided with the package in
the form of four manuals, covering schematic capture, board
design, a tutorial and a library reference for pcb footprints.
The books are not a native English translation but, given a
few errors in grammar and spelling, are understandable.
Some versions of Ultimate software are protected by registration number, but some higher versions have a dongle.
For more on dongles, see my first review in the October 1996
issue.

Find out the facts about the new
Windows versions of Ranger 2,
and Ultimate's Challenger
dos/Windows package in
Rod Cooper's latest set of reviews.

The route to pcb cad
hallenger is a schematic capture and layout program
with two autorouters. Versions with both larger and
smaller restrictions than those shown in the availability information panel are available at various prices.
At present, the schematic drawing and capture section,
called ULT/cap, is only available for dos, but the pcb layout
section, ULT/board, is available in both dos and Windows.
The external rip-up-and-retry autorouter provided for the
Challenger, ULTlroute GXR, is designed for Windows. A
dos shell, called naturally enough ULT/shell, connects the

C
Fig. 1. The
Ultimate shell
which ties in all
the modules,
including the
parts in
Windows as well
as dos.

Challenger
Maker Ultimate Technology, The Netherlands.
UK suppl ier; Ultimate Technology, Unit 1, Lodges
Barn, Coxbu ry Lane, St. Briavels, Gloucester GL 15
6QJ . Tel. 0 1594 810100, fax 01594 810200.
Prices are £395 for 700 pin limit, £775 for 1400
p in limit.
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various parts. For a product having sub-programs in dos and
Windows, a shell is a good method of linking them.
Figure 1 clearly shows that the shell is the central control
not just for starting projects, but also for configuring how the
schematic capture and layout programs work, and transferring data between them.
It is quite feasible to do things this way. For example,
CircuitMaker and Traxmaker used to be a successful mixed
dos/Windows program until recently - even without a shell
interface. Note that Ultimate Technology is developing an
all-Windows version of this program.
Both ULT/cap and ULT/shell run successfully under
Windows 95, which is the recommended platform. But the
default screen driver is 800 by 600. If you have a non-multisync 1024 by 768 or larger display you may run into difficulties. I found that neither ULT/cap nor the shell would run
full-screen or in a window with Windows 95 on my 2lin
monitor. All I got was a blank screen. Transferring to a multisync monitor solved this problem. Nor would these programs run at the higher resolutions in plain dos. The video
drivers were incompatible with my graphics card.
I eventually ran ULT/cap, ULT/shell and ULT/board in dos
with a 15in monitor at 680 by 480. This solved a lot of the
screen capture problems for the review, and because staying
in dos made the system much easier to operate overall.
A dos autorouter is provided as standard with ULT/board,
so you could stay in dos for the whole design process. In this
mode the program occupies 9Mbyte of disk space.
The dos versions are not limited by the 640Kbyte memory
restriction. In fact, the amount of memory can be configured
for both sections to whatever your hardware can provide. The
amount of memory used can be increased from the lMbyte
default for ULT/cap and 2Mbyte for ULT/board by using the
configuration set-up in ULT/shell. This is recommended as a
first step in operating both programs, otherwise larger circuits
will not be accommodated. This is particularly important in

ELECTRONICS WORLD June 1998

Schematic drawing
ULT/cap is a typical menu-driven dos program. There is no
GUI to temper the dos aspect as there is, for example, in
Ranger 2 for dos. One positive result of this is that it gives a
good screen drawing area. On a typical 14in monitor you can
expect 9 .Sin by 6.Sin of drawing space.
Figure 2 shows a -typical screen during the compilation of
the same test circuit used in the earlier review. Note a large
cross-hair pointer replaces the.more usual mouse arrow.
The package revolves around a central database. Whereas
EDWin calls this plainly " the database," Ranger 2 calls it
"the job",.and in Ultimate it is referred to as " the project". It
is important to realise this before starting off on a design.
The program has autosave, autopan, a 15-level zoom system, and a good electrical rules checker. All.these work with
typical dos speed and efficiency. The mouse system is simple
and logical - i.e left-hand button starts an action, r ight-hand
button escapes or terminates. The system can be set for metric or imperial units.
Initially, symbols are selected from the "external" library in
text form. Library accessibility is only fair. For things like
resistors and capacitors, there is no immediate way of knowing what the associated footprint is. This is found by crosschecking with the library editor.
The selection of symbols is good. There is also a good

Previous rev,ew subjects

selection of pcb footprints to match. Although there is no
parts bin, a "local" library system like that in EDWin performs a similar duty.
Moving symbols around was easy, but rotating them less
so. The method is to crank them round a fixed point using F2
on the keyboard. Again, this is very similar to EDWin. Text
rotates with the symbol and rotating the text back to readability is cumbersome and talces time. This is an area where
things could be improved. Text is fully manoeuvrable so the
circuit can be tidied up afterwards to malce the circuit look
good.
Wiring symbols up is easy, and to malce it even easier there
is an straightforward auto-wirer. Positive confirmation of
connectivity is given when you malce connections with component pins. However, I still managed somehow to produce
a few " bad" nets using this system. It is possible to draw
lines in space and these mistalces have to be deleted manually. Pressing the screen redraw does not clear them up.
Moreover, they have to be deleted in segments, which is
slow. There is a good connectivity checker which you can

Fig. 2. Schematic of test circuit showing an UL Tlcap menu. Note good available
screen area for drawing.

PCB Designer: Niche Software ltd, tel 01432 355414 -

· reviewed September 1996.
PIA:AW Software Ltd, Germany tel +49 89 6915352 -

reviewed September 1996.
Easytrax: Protel International pty, Australia. Available from

PDSl, tel 01892 663298 - reviewed September 1996.
Ranger 2: Seetra:x CAE l td, tel. 01705 591037 - reviewed

October 1996.
Electronics Workbench: Interactive Image Technologies

ltd Canada, tel. 00141 69 775 550 - reviewed
October 1996.
CircuitMaker: MicroCode Engineering USA, UK agent
Labvolt, tel 01480 300695 - reviewed November
1996.
Quickroute 3.5 Pro+: Quickroute Systems Ltd, tel 0161

449 7101 - reviewed December 1996.
Propak: Labcenter Electronics, tel 01756 753440 -

reviewed December 1996.
Proteus: labcenter Electronics, Schematic capture and pcb

design - reviewed January 1997.
EasyPc Pro XM: Number One Systems, tel 01480 461778

- reviewed January 1997.
Fig. 3. Typical linear rat's nest produced from schematic capture.

,,
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Fig. 4. Ultimate Rat's nest of test circuit after manual sorting and transfer to
Windows. Note the force vectors which can aid component placement.

Fig. 5. The above rat's nest of Fig. 4 after routing with the GXR autorouter.

use before capture.
Autopanning makes it quite easy to get lost during the
learning phase. Although there is no map showing where the
circuit is in relation to the drawing area, you can recover the
work by selecting "zoom, all." Multi-sheet schematics are
possible, and the hierarchy system already described for
Labcenter's products in Electronics World December 1996
issue is the preferred method.
There is auto-annotation of symbols, but this is not done in
the schematic section but from ULT/shell - a strange system
not found in other programs. Returning to ULT!cap shows
the results.

Pcb layout
It is possible to draw tracks manually in ULT/board, but the
emphasis is on automated pcb design. The normal route is to
draw the schematic, capture it and transfer the data to
ULT/board, where it appears as a rat's nest. The transfer is
done via ULT/shell.
The net list from ULTlcap appears automatically as a linear rat's nest with the component outlines placed along the

508

top of the board outline, Fig. 3. This method is similar to that
used in QuickRoute and EasyPC, but with the advantage that
the components are not so spread out, so subsequent arrangement into a logical order is relatively easy.
The rat's nest is re-organised by picking up each component in tum with the mouse and placing it inside the board
outline. Rat lines disengage during this process so it is necessary to press "redraw" if you want to see them again. This
slows down what would otherwise be a rapid process.
Component rotation is done by the same keyboard method as
used in ULT/cap, i.e. using F2. Other controls like zoom, pan
etc are all in the same style as ULT/cap.
Figure 4 shows the design after component placement,
ready for autorouteing. Note the force vectors, similar to
those in Proteus, which are used to aid component placement. Any manual routeing of critical tracks is done by a
modified rubber-banding method which I found less difficult
than others I have tried.
There is design-rule checker which operates in real time,
which is very useful if you are manually routing. It is more
usual to have the design-rule checker as a post-routing verification. However, setting up some aspects of the design rules
is more convoluted than in other programs.
Selecting track width and clearances is different from other
other programs. In ULT/Board you have a choice of 32 preset track widths combined with a clearance. These are configurable to suit your own preference.
The standard dos autorouter is a gridless type - although a
nominal grid is actually selected. It has no rip-up-and-retry
and cannot autoneck, limiting its routeing power. It is on
about the same level as the standard dis autorouter in Ranger
2 and, like that autorouter, is fast but often gives lass than
100% completion.
Rat's nest placement takes considerable effort if you want
to get high completion rates. This autorouter worked best on
double-sided and multilayer boards. Although it can attempt
single-sided boards, the results are predictably, nearly always
disappointing.
On the test circuit, Fig. 5 , this autorouter fell into category
C - a category for autorouters incapable of being able to
route the test circuit completely, as defined in my first set of
reviews. Category A routers are able to route the circuit while
those in category B can route the circuit given some relaxation of the design rules. There is modest amount of pre-run
configuration that can be done on this autorouter.
The second autorouter, ULT/route GXR, is a gridded
autorouter with rip-up-and-retry capability. This gives better
completion rates, frequently achieving 100% on double-sided
boards. To use it you will of course have to quit dos and go
into Windows. Transferring a net list to it via the translator
mentioned earlier was easy.
The GXR has about the same configurability as the standard autorouter, and it can be set up to do a single-sided
board. It managed to complete the test board putting it into
category A, but considerable manipulation was needed in setting up in order to do this. A costing method is used to set up
strategies whereby cost penalties are attached to various
autorouter actions such as routeing a track away from a direct
line. This is similar to Ranger 2's rip-up-and-retry autorouter,
but much simpler.
As well as the usual output for generating Gerber files,
Ultiboard has its own plotter drivers for HP, Houston and
Calcomp. Setting up the printer/plotter was somewhat
involved. An intermediate plot/print file is generated in
ULT/board, then this is closed and ULT/shell restarted.
Hard copy generation is handled by a post-processing subprogram from the shell. There is plenty of choice of both
printers and plotter types and the set-up is comprehensive albeit a little difficult to access - and includes a function for
obtaining a mirror image.
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The results produced by laser printers and pen plotters was
good. Control over plotter pen speed and width was also
good.
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In summary
The dos versions of ULT/cap and ULT/board are logical in
operation, but slow in some aspects. Functions such as deleting lines and re-rotating text for example are awkward in
comparison to competing programs. The libraries are not
very user-friendly. The standard autorouter would be acceptable for non-critical double-sided boards.
The more capable GXR is the autorouter most users would
probably select. The overall learning curve is steep - almost
on par with that of EDWin. On the positive side, this product
is a flexible, fully-featured program, offering a better screen
area than any of the Windows programs.
I hope to review the all-Windows version of this program
as soon as it becomes available.

Fig. 1. The completely different schematic drawing controls of Ranger2 for
Windows - but note the familiar symbol style.

Ranger 2 for Windows
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Maker and supplier; Seetrax CAE ltd, Old Buriton
Limeworks, Kiln Lane, Buriton, Petersfield, Hants
GU31 5SJ. Price for the standard version is £250, or
£500 with Cooper and Chyan Specctra SP2. Tel.
0 1730 260062, fax. 01 730 267273.
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n my first set of reviews, Ranger 2 for dos was recommended for its good graphical user interface, overall competence, good pricing, and for offering a choice of
autorouters. The subject of this review, Ranger 2 for
Windows, has retained much of the character of the previous
version, but the appearance has changed out of all recognition. Gone are the full-screen menus, the buttons labelled
addpoint, libvol etc.
This approach to conversion to Windows contrasts with
Labcenter's Proteus, which retained its dos format in
Windows to the extent that dos users could convert immediately. Nevertheless, previous users of Ranger 2 will still
recognise the characteristic style of Seetrax products so conversion to the Windows version should not be a problem.
Ranger 2 contrasts sharply with programs such as EDWin
in its use of icons. While EDWin uses a Jot of icons, Ranger
2 uses relatively few. The main access to functions is via
Windows 95-style menus, supported by a handful of buttons.
The screen of Fig. 1 shows a typical Ranger 2 screen and
menu. I found the bias towards menus worked very well and
was a refreshing change from over-iconed programs.
This new version is intended for use with Windows 95 or
NT. It comes on two 3.5in disks and you will need about
5Mbyte to install it.
The operator's manual is in the same style as the original,
but much shorter and with a slightly better subject order. Of
course, in a Windows program there is often a shorter manual because much more assistance is available in the Help
menu. But in the version I tested the Help menu was empty.
I am told that the Help text is being prepared and will be
available eventually.
The new Ranger 2 is still formulated around Seetrax's

Fig. 2. Rat's nest produced from the test circuit.
i~l!fl!.!'j*'!:!!!!Mh@ttd#\HH·d!ffibil01iiii@5MIMWW:,.,;. 5

Fig. 3. Results of the Ranger2 rip-up-and-retry autorouter.
Compare this with the Specctra results in Figs 5 and 6.
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the need to go back and delete, although it was not always
perfect in operation. The lack of this feature is not welcome
in the Windows version.
Capture of the schematic is very much as before, with a
parts list and wiring list being created. The lists are in plain
text - i.e. easily readable. You can export a PSpice list if you
want to connect to a simulator, and import a Futurenet list.
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Fig. 4. Typical set
of menus for
configuring the
rip-up-and-retry
autorouter.
Setting up for
optimum results
takes some time.
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well-grounded concept of " the job" so previous dos users
will quickly pick up the threads of operation from this.

Schematic drawing
Figure l shows that although the screen layout has changed
completely, the symbols and drawing style have not. Note the
lack of scroll-bars. Panning is done by selecting this function
on the edit menu and pointing with the mouse. Alternatively,
you can use the space bar combined with the mouse pointer.
Both methods work well. Multi-sheet schematics are supported.
There is no map showing where your circuit is on the page
so it quite easy to get lost, but you can recover the circuit
with the "view, full" from the view menu. There is no
autosave facility yet: this is said to be under development.
Accessing the libraries is done by menus and is straightforward. Symbols are in text only, but if you want to see
exactly what you are getting in graphical form before you use
them, it is now possible to open library volumes and check.
You can also check the associated pcb footprint with this
method.
Library volumes are numbered, so if you want to know
what they contain without going to the trouble of opening
them, you have to refer to the manual. This could be
improved. For example, the resistor volume could be labelled
"vol 40 - resistors" instead of the cryptic "defndl. v40." The
size and content of the libraries appear to be about the same
as the former version, so are adequate for general purpose
use.
Placing symbols is done via a parts bin - or tray in Seetrax
language - and is smooth and well controlled. The tray can
be toggled off to increase drawing area, which is a good idea.
In fact, with no scroll bars, no map and the on/off parts tray,
the screen's drawing area is good for a Windows program, at
approximately 9.5 by Sin on the 14in screen.
Symbol text stays upright when symbols are rotated but is
non-manoevrable. Other text, such as power and signal references, can be moved.
Wiring symbols up is easy due to a strong 'snap-to' function combined with a good orthogonal system. Drawing lines
in space is inhibited, but it is possible to draw 'illegal' lines
i.e. lines not connecting two component pins. This was prevented automatically in the dos version of Ranger 2 without

Laying out a pcb
Having generated parts and wiring lists, the next step in
Ranger 2 is to draw a pcb board outline and this is done with
a simple sub-program in the artwork section. Both metric and
imperial units are supported. Parts are interactively placed
inside this area, and the method is to place the components
by hand as they are automatically fed in one-by-one.
You will see from Fig. 2 that the current component being
placed is listed in a box next to the icons. This remains a
superior system to having component footprints dumped in a
line or in a heap. However, Ranger 2 is oriented towards
being an automated system so Seetrax should be considering
adoption of an autoplacement system in the near future, to
keep pace with the competition like Proteus, EDWin,
TraxMaker. Force vectors should be considered as well.
A useful feature of Ranger 2· is that the power nets are
shown in a different colour from signal nets·- see Fig. 2. You
might choose to route the power nets manually, as these often
take routing-precedence over signal routes, and having them
shown separately makes this task easier. You could of course
autoroute them on their own as well, particularly if there are
a lot of them. Having them identified separately also helps to
decide which method to use.
Manual routeing of uncompleted nets is by the rubberbanding method. This is still not easy in the Windows version, and is an acquired skill. Although possible, manual
track placement is not given much priority in the Ranger 2
scheme. If you want to construct a board entirely using manual methods, I would recommend using a simpler program,
such as PIA.
The rat's nest automaticall y optimises as the components
are moved round. When a satisfactory placement h_as been
achieved, you have to digitise before going on to the
autorouters. If you want to manually route any tracks left
uncompleted by the autorouter after it has finished, it is necessary to de-digitise them with the 'Mroute' function. These
extra steps of digitising and de-digitising remain over from
the dos version and are not found in other programs.
Autorouter options
Ranger 2 for Windows has three autorouter options. The
standard autorouter is a window-ised version of the one provided in the dos version of Ranger 2 and will route doublesided boards. lt will attempt single-sided boards but the test
results put it into category C. The advantage of the standard
autorouter is that it is easy to set up and quick to run.
The second autorouter is a Windows version of Seetrax's
former 386 rip-up-and-retry product. This is now referred to
as the 'Rip/retry' autorouter in the program menus. With suitable configuration this could route the test board, as shown in
Fig. 3, putting it in category A.
This router is capable of routeing a single-sided board, or
from two to six layers, and it can autoneck. Like the Dos version of this autorouter, setting up is comprehensive. A costing system is used, so you can set the autorouter a penalty for
routeing away from the direct route, making a change of
direction, putting in vias etc.
Figure 4 shows a typical menu, and this is repeated in var-
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ious forms for each of the strategies Listed I to 8 in this
screen shot. Setting up may take longer than other
autorouters, but to outweigh that, you have more control over
the way that the autorouter functions.
Some abstract ideas such as axis overshoot, bend, and gravity strength and distance, are used in the strategy set-up.
These are best read about in the manual; they take a little
time to get accustomed to.
The third autorouter is Cooper & Chyan's Specctra SP2 for
Windows. This is the most capable of the three and is also in
category A. All the comments already made in my first
review about this autorouter apply, and it should be noted
that the track-spreading option is included, and is no longer
an extra. However, the security system for this autorouter still
uses a dongle, and in addition, a you need a password.
Seetrax has provided another of its excellent short-form
interfaces with Specctra, so it is not really necessary to enter
the Specctra program fully unless you especially want to.
With this interface you can avoid learning another, very different program.
However, if you want master the intricacies of Specctra,
you can run it separately. Three chunky Specctra operators
manuals are provided should you wish to learn how to do
this. I expect that most users will go for the soft option and
stick to the Ranger 2 interface. This highlights the difference
between the Specctra and the Seetrax Rip/retry autorouter.
The latter needs considerable input from the operator to configure it, whereas the Specctra is easy and quick to set up
with the Ranger 2 interface and can still produce neat, very
well-routed boards.
Hard copy of the routed board is obtained via the Windows
printer drivers or from Seetrax's own plotter driver. It is now
possible to mirror the output from either. In the dos version
this had to be done by means of Gerber input/output files.
The plotter driver is suitable for HP or compatibles and
Houston machines. There is no direct output to the plotter but
a text file is produced for sending to the plotter. Output is
done from the dos prompt but this is not made clear in the
manual, and there are no specific instructions for doing this.
For those of you who are rusty on dos, I used the following
command to get the plotter to run;

C:\PRINI' /D:LPTl A:\TESTCIRC .TXT
The plotter in this instance was on LPTl, which is normally
the printer port, and I copied the plotter file TESTCIRC.TXT
in advance to a floppy disk, drive A:, to avoid a long path
entry.
This is a roundabout method way of achieving plotting but
it works. Seetrax could improve this aspect, and should
include extra advice in their manual about it. The results of
using this plotter driver were good.
Printing out the artwork using the Windows laser printer
drivers also gave good results. The position and size of the
artwork in relation to the page is shown on-screen before
printing, so adjustment is particularly easy.

In summary
As most users are following the inevitable Windows trend,
this version of Ranger 2 will undoubtedly attract buyers who
would otherwise have passed by the dos version. No major
new features over the dos version have been added. Seetrax
has simply brought Ranger 2 into the Windows era and
incorporated several items that were optional extras in the
dos version into one package. The attractions are obvious;
this is the lowest-priced unrestricted Windows program that
offers a user-friendly schematic drawing program and a capa-
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Fig. 5. Results of the Specctra autorouter on the same rat's nest.
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Fig. 6. A view from Specctra. The results of using the clean, spread and centre
strategies from within Specctra.

ble rip-up-and-retry autorouter.
The added incentive of a clear autorouter up-grade path to
the very able Specctra remains, if you eventually find you
need more power.
Sensibly, Seetrax still offers its dos version of Ranger 2 at
£150 for the those on a tight budget or who prefer dos. If you
are already using Ranger 2 for dos and want to transfer to the
Windows version, you can upgrade for £90.
•

What's next?
Traxmaker and EDWin are to be reviewed in Rod' s
next article. Proteus IV was rev iewed in last
month's issue.
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Since the initial reaction, fuzzy logic has
steadily gained in acceptance and popularity,
especially in Japan. It has found its way into
many domestic and industrial products2.
In this article, I take a look at these technologies and show that they are actually very
similar, in that they are all mapping methods.
First, let's consider artificial neural nets and
fuzzy logic in a little more detail.
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Artificial neural networks
The artificial neural network was proposed by
McCulloch and Pitts3 in 1943. The first such
network was later built by Rosenblatt4 in
1957.
Artificial neural networks are a network of
very simple processing units. Each unit in
itself has little power; it simply weights its
inputs and sums them together\ then applies a
transfer function to the result, Fig. 1.
When a network of these simple units is
connected together in a manner similar to that
shown in Fig. 2, we call the result a neural
network.
Networks may have discrete (ie digital) or
continuous (ie analogue) outputs. We will be
considering those with continuous outputs.
For the network to learn, it requires a training algorithm. This algorithm simply changes
the weights of the network until the required
outputs are achieved. There are several different methods for achieving this, the most
important is called back propagation. This
algorithm calculates the difference between
the output required and the output that actually occurs and then changes the weights so as
to minimise the difference between the two.

w = weights
i = inputs

W1

W4

Fig. 1. An artificial neuron - the heart of the artificial
neural network.

i4

Inputs

Fig. 2. A neural
network seeks to
mimic the brain by
connecting together
the neurons as
shown in Fig. 1.

Outputs

Input _

Fuzziflcatlon

Inference engine

Defuzzlficatlon

(assignment of
inputs to fuzzy sets)

(Boolean operations
on set members)

(assignment of set
membership back to
real world signal)

Output

Fig. 3. Elements of a fuuy system.

Fuzzy logic

Neural networks
and fuzzy logic
"What can neural
networks and fuzzy
logic tell us about the
future of digital
electronics?" ask
Chris Macleod and
Grant Maxwell.
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ificial neural networks and fuzzy
gic are two popular modern tecbques used to improve the performance of intelligent electronic systems.
At first sight, the two appear quite different
from each other, and also from standard digital electronics. This article explains why the
technologies are actually very similar - but
complementary - to each other. It also looks at
the possible future of intelligent electronics as
a combination of the best of these existing
techniques.
Artificial neural networks were developed
during the fifties and are an attempt to mimic
the structure and behaviour of the biological
brain. Their most important attribute is that
they are capable of learning. Such a network

may be trained to act as a controller or to
recognise characters for example.
Artificial neural networks achieved some
early successes in fields such as pattern recognition, but it was quickly realised that they did
not live up to the initial promise of real intelligence. During the early eighties, interest
revived, and again neural nets are a popular
subject of research. However, they have consistently failed to find their way into domestic
or consumer products,.and most design engineers are not aware of their possibilities.
Fuzzy logic was proposed in a paper by
Lotfi Zadah 1 in 1965. It was received with
scepticism by the engineering control community, typical comments being that it was
common sense and 'just' statistics.
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Fuzzy logic is most often applied to control
systems. The term 'fuzzy' arises from the fact
that the system uses continuous as opposed to
discrete inputs.
The fuzzy logic system is basically an expert
system, in which a continuous input is
assigned a membership of several sets. These
values are then operated on by inference
engine and the result, which is also continuous, is used to control the system, Fig. 3.
Fuzzy logic systems show several advantages over conventional control systems.
These include ease of design, and better performance in many systems such as speed controllers in lifts and vehicles. In a speed controller, the continuous nature of Fuzzy logic
causes the motor to speed up and slow down
more smoothly.

Neural nets, fuzzy logic and
digital electronics
These systems all appear quite different from
one another, but are actually very similar. In
the case of combinational digital electronics
the binary inputs are mapped onto binary outputs, Fig. 4.
The user designs the circuit using Boolean
algebra or Karnaugh maps to achieve this
mapping. In the case of fuzzy logic or neural
networks the mapping is of a continuous input
to a continuous output, Fig. 5 . The system
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knows how to map either because it has
learned the relationship, as in the case of neural networks, or because the relationship has
been encoded in the inference engine by the
user, as in the case of fuzzy logic.
In many books, the operation of the neural
net is viewed as dividing up data space with
separators. Th.is causes the network to have
certain mapping limitations which are beyond
the scope of this article. For more on this, see
reference 6.
Although the networks shown above are
combinational logic and feedforward networks, the similarities also apply to sequential
logic which is equivalent to recurrent neural
networks such as the Hopfield net7.
The relationship between these systems
should now be more obvious. Digital logic is
simply a special - discrete - case of a general,
or continuous, mapping system. To demonstrate this, let's make up a new entity, the
fuzzy gate; this is simply a digital gate which

accepts a continuous input rather than a discrete input - as in the case of 'normal' digital
electronics. First, consider the functions of
normal logic represented as Venn diagrams,
Fig. 6.
In terms of normalised voltage levels these
represent MAX, MIN, and COMPLEMENT
functions, Fig. 7. These functions are actually
used within the fuzzy logic inference engine.
Such a simple system, operating on continuous voltage levels, has important advantages:
• It decomposes to normal logic if the inputs
are 1 and 0. Consider the Boolean expression
A+B(A+B) which reduces using normal methods to A+B, then take a look at Table 1. You
can see that the continuous logic gives the
same answer as the standard discrete logic;
this can be shown in every case.
• It may be arithmetically manipulated in the
same way as normal logic. The discussion in

Table 1.Using normal methods, the Boolean expression A+B(A+B) reduces to A+B.

A
discrete
O
O

1

8
A
discrete cont
O
small
1
small
O
large
1
large

B
cont
small
large
small
large

A+B: D

D.8:E

E+A

MAX

MIN

MAX (answer) Boolean answer

A+B

small
large
large
large

small
large
small
large

small
large
large
large

o
1
1
1
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For more on this topic, visit the author's
web page:
http/www.eee.rgu.ac.uk/staff/crnhorne. htrn

Combinational mapping

Discrete data space 1

0.6

Digital electronics

Fig. 4. Conventional
digital electronics
involves discrete
mapping, where the
binary inputs are
mapped onto binary
outputs.

Discrete data space 2

Neural network

Continuous data space 1

Continuous mapping

a)

b)

Fig. 6. Venn diagram representation of normal
logic building blocks.

AnB=A•B

1
~1
lIE1
: ---: ---:
B

A'=A

and they may be manipulated as such.

MAX

B
0.2
0.7
0.2
0.7

A+B
0.2
0.7
0.7
0.7

• Mathematical logic circuits continue to fulfil their functions. Consider the half adder in
Fig 8. The XOR is implemented as
A•B+A•B. Consider,

A B A
B
AB
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.1

AB
0

AB+AB:S
0.1

A•B=C=0.4
Output is therefore (O. l x2°)+(0.4x21)=0.9. To
clarify this, one of the operations involving the
complement function is shown in Fig. 9.
As you can see from Fig. 9, because of the
NOT or complement function a true fuzzy digital output requires a number pair to represent
it. In the case of the function above 0.4, 0.5 ie
lower limit, upper limit; for complex functions

Fig. 7.
Boolean
functions as
continuous
functions.

- - -B

MIN

0

L -- - ' - - L . . L . ._

B

_

. . __

_

_ _ _. . __ __

A

Fig. 9. An operation using the
complement function.
_

A.B

that systems designed using fuzzy digital electronics behave in a very similar way to neural
networks or fuzzy logic, and further that
'hard' digital logic is a special case of 'fuzzy'
digital logic.
The other main difference between standard
logic and neural networks is that neural networks learn mappings through a training
cycle; the other two systems have a designed
structure. However it is possible to design
fuzzy digital logic systems that can learn.
One way this can be achieved is by implementing a training algorithm that adjusts the
threshold of the MAX and MIN functions of
the gates to minimise the output error. You
can therefore envisage a compound system
neuro-fuzzy digital electronics. This would
have all the advantages of Boolean logic for example, easy mathematical manipula-

tion - but have continuous outputs and be
trainable in the manner of a artificial neural
network.
Looking even further ahead, the design of
the neural processing elements is based somewhat loosely on the structure of biological
neurones. This association has caused many
workers to only consider models which are
biologically feasible and this may have hamstrung researchers somewhat - in fact it has
almost become an ideology.
Future networks may take a much less rigorous view of neural units, and allow them to
have designed or evolved processing capabilities. The end result may be a general technology - a new electronics, one stage beyond
neuro-fuzzy digital electronics - which has all
the advantages of the previous examples without any of the disadvantages.
•
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Circuit simulation can be seriously good fun
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• It degrades gently. Consider the case A+B,
where a high input to a continuous logic gate
is 0.7 and low 0.2
A
0.2
0.2
0.7
0.7
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the example above shows that the continuous
logic reduces to discrete logic if the levels are
forced to their maximum and minimum values, in general:
AuB=A+B

Continuous data space 2

c)

A+B=AvB

Fig. 5. In fuzzy logic or
artificial neural
networks, a continuous
input is mapped to a
continuous output. The
system has either
learned how to map, or
has been told how to
map by the user.
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there could be several number pairs.
Using such techniques it is possible to
design, for example, a pattern recognition system which gives similar results to a neural network system. However, the fuzzy gate system
has the advantage that it can be manipulated
and proved using Boolean algebra.
• The final advantage is that such a system
interfaces naturally with the analogue world.
This type of system has the advantages
already pointed out for fuzzy logic, because it
produces intermediate outputs. When used as
a controller, it allows outputs to change gradually.

In summary
Looking at the modern techniques, neural networks and fuzzy logic, these technologies give
two important advantages over traditional
Boolean logic gates.
One advantage is that neural networks can
learn from example, so no detailed design is
involved. Secondly, neural networks and
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When you have the engineering
edge, enjoy your work and
catch subtle circuit behaviour
before it's too late, you can
afford to be light hearted. Add
to · this technical support from
practising .engineers who take a
genuine interest in your work
and you are really laughing.
With a free evaluation kit, you
can test SpiceAge on your own
circuits. The kit comes with an
introductory booklet to show
you how.

C

Fig. 8. Half adder using AND and exclusiveOR gates.

To hear more about this and other nice
touches in SpiceAge, please contact
the friendly_ people at Those

fuzzy logic operate with continuous signals.
As we pointed out earlier, the continuous
nature of signals gives the system certain useful properties. It causes the system to degrade
gently in the presence of noise. It means that
systems such as lifts slow down and speed up
gently - i.e. it interfaces better with the natural
world. The continuous nature of the signal
also makes the system somewhat more fault
tolerant.
As you have seen, standard digital logic is a
special case of fuzzy digital logic. This means

•
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Ben Sullivan's winning entry from the Fast Ana log
Solutions TRAC design competition is a synchronisable
400H:i: three-phase generator w ith out-of-lock
indicator for testing aircraft equipment.

400Hz in three phases
I

n the main, modem aircraft electrical
systems use 200V three phase supplies running at 400Hz. When developme nt, testing and repairing of such
instruments, there is a need to power
them on the bench, away from their
normal supply.
In the early days, a 400Hz alternator,
driven by a mains electric motor was
used. But electronic supplies have long
been preferred on various grounds.
These include flexibility, reliability, the
option of synchronising the source with
an external 400Hz pilot signal, and of
course, the absence of acoustic noise.
An electronic 400Hz three phase supply consists of a bank of three high
power audio amplifiers plus their asso-

ciated de supplies, driven by a suitable
exciter. This note describes the implementation of a 400Hz three phase
exciter, using the TRAC device.
Circuit description
The exciter uses a state-variable filter
as the basis of a 400Hz oscillator. The
filter section consists of auxiliary elements at pins 9, 13 and 17, providing
high, low and band-pass outputs HP,
B P and LP at pins J 1, 15 and 19
respectively, Fig. 1.
The band -pass output is attenuated
by 20dB - i.e. a factor of ten - in Aux
14 and applied as the d amping term
via pin 4 and two adders back to the
input of the highpass stage, pin 9.

Fig. 1. Phases A and C of
the output. Also shown
is the clipped version of
output 8, which forms
the input to drive the
filter. The 0°, 120°1 240°
phasing is clearly shown.
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Fig. 2. The out-of-lock
detector output, shown for
the case where the oscillator frequency is not locked
to the injected synchronising frequency. The equal
180° spacing of some
pulses is evident. In lock,
the pulse spacing will not
exceed ±90°, as in the right
hand half of the trace.
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sary to start oscillation. The amplitude
of the positive feedback signal stabilises within a few cycles of start-up,
due to the large gain in the limiting
amplifier Aux 26.
The three-phase outputs, however,
build up more slowly, at a rate determined by the Q of the filter. In hardware, pin 1 may also be used to inject a
low-level locking signal, either sine or
square. This may be used to synchronise the three phase output with other
equipment in use at the same time.
Provided the frequency difference is
not excessive, the state variable filter
oscillator will pull in to the injected
external frequency.
Increasing the amplitude of the
injected signal increases the frequency
range over which lock can be maintained. Designing the oscillator to operate at a lower Q will also increase the
frequency range over which lock can
be maintained, but at the expense of an
increase in harmonic content.

This sets the filter Q at 10.
The filter is driven by a limited version of its own output, applied as positive feedback via pin 6 and one adder,
again to the input of the high pass
stage. Element Aux 20 amplifies the
bandpass signal by 26dB (x20 ), producing a near squarewave, of peak to
peak amplitude limited to the maximum swing permitted by the supply
rails.
This signal is attenuated by 34dB - a
factor of 50 - and is then negated to
produce the correct phase for positive
feedback to pin 6. The result is a lowdistortion sinewave at the band-pass
filter output, due to the operating Q of
the circuit.
The Q enhances the fundamental
component of the positive feedback
signal by 20dB, while the action of the
integrator Aux 13 attenuates the third
harmonic component by 9dB. As the
third harmonic content of the positive
feedback signal is in any case only one
third the amplitude of the fundamental,
the harmonic content of the filtered
sinewave at the BP output is only
around I%, the harmonic content at the
LP output being of course lower still.
Aux 25 scales the BP output down
by 50%, while Aux 31 produces an
output of 86.6% of the LP output.
Combining these in Add 39/40 produces an output at 120° to the BP output. Similarly, combining a negated
version of the outp ut of Aux 31 with
the output of Aux 25 provides the third
phase. The outputs at pins 12, 37 and
41 - scaled to an appropriate level if
necessary - drive the inputs of the three
high power audio amplifiers.
In hardware, the three-phase oscillator runs as described. ln simulation, a
small input applied to pin I is neces-

Locked, or not?
When operating with the supply synchronised with an external signal, it is
important to know whether the circuit
is properly synchronised, or whether
lock has been lost. This is achieved in
conjunction with a dual retriggerable
monostable, not shown.
The external sync signal is applied to
log stage 45, which produces a squared
up version, approximately independent
of its actual amplitude. Th.is is attenuated by 36dB by Aux 49, differentiated
by Aux 53 and the positive spikes
selected by Rec 55.
The BP signal is processed similarly
by items 46-56, and the two sets of
spikes appear combined at pin 59. The
characteristics of this pulse train provide a means of detecting the 'out-oflock' condition as described below.
When the frequency of the external
input equals the free running frequency
of the oscillator, the BP output will be
in ·phase with the external input. When
there is a small difference, lock will be
maintained, but with a standing phase
shift between the two. As the frequency difference increases, so does the
standing phase shift, up to a maximum
of 90°. With a larger frequency difference, lock is lost, and a beat frequency
appears.
The period of the 400Hz waveform is
2.5ms. When the oscillator is in lock,
the phase shift between its BP output
and the locking signal cannot exceed
90°. There will therefore be ' pairing' of
the pulses at pin 59, the gap between
pairs being at least l .875ms - i.e. 75%
of 2.5ms.
Positive going spikes at pin 63 are
applied to a retriggerable monostable
with a period of l.6ms. As a result, it
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will always time out while the oscillator is in lock.
The output of the I .6ms monostable
device is applied to a retriggerable
mono with a 2.8ms period. This
monostable remains permanently triggered while the oscillator is in lock.
But if lock is lost, as the two frequencies drift, a point will be reached where
the spikes at pin 63 are evenly spaced
at l.25ms intervals. Therefore the
1.6ms mono no longer times out every
cycle. Hence it no longer keeps the
2.8ms monostable triggered, and timeout occurs. This may be used to drive
an interrupt on a controlling micro, or
may be latched to illuminate an out-oflock indicator lamp, sound an audible
warning etc.
Apart from the usual passive components associated with AUX blocks, and a
dual retriggerable mono with its timing
components, the exciter is realised entire•
ly with Zetex TRAC020 devices.

Inputs representing the simulation stimullii applied to the
exciter to get the results shown in Figs 2, 3 and a list of
the values applied to the auxiliary functions.

Inputs
Pin
1

45

Generation
Sinewave
Sinewave

Amplitude

Frequency

002
0.02

400
400

Auxiliaries
Pin
AUX functio n
9
Amplify
13
Integrate
14
Amplify
17
Integrate
20
Amplify
Amplify
25
26
Amplify
31
Amplify
Amplify
49
Amplify
50
Differentiate
53
Differentiate
54
Amplify
61

Value

1
2513
0.1
25 13
20
0.5
0.02
0.866
0.02
0.02
0.1
0.1
1
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1GHz power transistor. Ericsson's
PTF/0007 n-channel, laterally
diffused mosfet shows a flat gain
curve of at least 13dB at up to 30W
and is meant for use at frequencies to
1GHz. It is designed for a 28V supply
and has a maximum drain/source
breakdown of 65V. The device has an
advantage over bipolar types in that
intermodulation r_
e duces as power is
reduced and, at 20W in class AB, the
two-tone IMD3 is -36dB. The
PTF10007 is an alternative to the
MRF182, which is in an identical
package. Ericsson Components AB.
Tel., 01793 488300; fax, 01793
488301.
Enquiry no 501
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Linear integrated
circuits
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2+

10+

25+

50+
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15
30
50
60
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150
160
225
300
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750
1000
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2500

14.59
16.04
17,63
18.02
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21.54
25.98
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34.32
46,19
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58.39
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82.45
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114,45
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10.21
11.23
12.48
12.61
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14.74
15.08
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32.32
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44.23
55.16
57.72
73.63
96.13
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8.45
9.40
9.49
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11.35
13.70
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15.87
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26.61
31 .14
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41.54
43.46
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72.39
85.94
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7.72
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9.53
8.73
11.04
12.58
16.94
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20.57
23.17
28.89
30.23
38.53
50.36
59.79

These prices are for 240volt primary and two equal secondaries with 8" colour coded fly leads.
Each transformer is supplied with a mounting kit (steel dish
washer pads, nut and bolt)
Mail order prices include vat and postage.
Please do not hesitate to telephone or write with your
particular requirements.
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Memory chips
Discrete active devices
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Power op•amps. MSK's
MSK0021/41 are let-input amplifiers
producing output currents of 1N2A,
suitable for use in video amplification,
comparators, line drivers and fast
integrators. Each is a replacement for
a military component, the 0021 in a
T0-3 package meets the DESC SMD
51651-850088 requirement and the
0041 in T0-8 meets DESC SMD
51651 -85087. Ashwell Electronics
ltd. Tel., 01 438 364194; fax, 01438
313461.
Enquiry no 502
Quad, fet•lnput audio amp. Very low
distortion of 0.00008% thd and
voltage noise of 8nV/,/Hz are claimed
for Burr-Brown's OPA4134, the quad
version of the 134 and 2134. A let
cascoded input stage prevents input
bias current varying throughout the
common-mode range and the output
swing is 10 within 1V of the rails. It is
unity-gain stable and shows no phase
inversion or overload problems.
Characteristics are: 8MHz gain
bandwidth, 20V/µs slewing, 5pA input
bias and a supply range of ±2.5V to
±18V. Burr-Brown International. Tel.,
01923 233837; fax, 01923 233979.
Enquiry no 503
Quad switch. Siliconix has the
DG213 low-cost quad analogue
switch that has two normally closed
and two normally open switches. It is
intended for analogue signal
processing and replaces the more
expensive 06403/413. On resistance
is 450, a current consumption of 1µA
and supply tolerance of 3-22V
rendering the device very suitable for
use in battery-powered equipment.
Packages on offer are TSSOP-16,

Mtp flash. Many•time programmable
flash memory by Silicon Storage
Technology combines the !unctions of
flash and the cost of eprom; each mtp
may be electrically erased and
reprogrammed at least 1000 times by
the use of an external programmer.
Lower cost is obtained by means of
the company's SuperFlash technique
which uses a thick oxide process to
give better retention and reliability and
also by reducing peripheral circuitry
such as single power supply and insystem programming, although the
faster write performance of
SuperFlash is retained. The devices
are pin•compatible with standard
eproms and one-time programmable
types. First to appear is a 1Mb device,
organised as 128K by 8, having the
option of reading at either 5V or 2.7V,
programming and erase at 12V,
access at 55ns and program time
70ns. Silicon Storage Technology Ltd.
Tel., 01784 490455; fax, 01784
490512.
Enquiry no 505
512Kx32, 3.3V sram. EDI has a new,
fast, 3,3V 16Mb sram having access
times of 15, 17 and 20ns. The
asynchronous £OI18L32512Vis byteaddressable and provides a singlechip data memory for !he T l
TMS320LC31 processor or, since the
device may be arranged as a 1Mbx16
memory, for the Analog Devices
SHARCdsp. EDI (UK). Tel., 01276
472637; fax, 01276 473748.
Enquiry no 506

Microprocessors and
controllers
C-programmable controller.
Z-World's PK2400is a
C-programmed controller with a
built-in graphic display and keypad,
meant for use in machine control,
embedded systems and any
applications needing operator input.
There are nine protected digital
inputs, two conditioned analogue
inputs for a variety of sensors, six
high-current outputs for solenoids and
relays, 2A relays, two serial ports and
128K of non-volatile flash memory.
Programming is carried out using the
company's Dynamic C version of
standard C, which is optimised for
real-time, multi-tasking and has an
easy editor, compiler and interactive
debugger. It also has a library of
functions and software drivers. A
development kit is available. Impulse
Corporation Ltd. Tel., 01543 466552;
fax, 01543 466553.
Enquiry no 507

Motors and drivers
Mlcrostepper drive. Digiplan's
OEM750 microstepping drive has a
7.7A output, yet is contained in a 127
by 91 by 4 1mm module. Outputs are
optimised, for 57 and 83 frame size
steppers three-state current control
being used for efficiency and cooler
motor operation. Operation may be
from any voltage between 24V de and
75V de, due to the use of current-loop
gain control, which also allows the
range of motor inductances to lie
between 0.2mH to 80mH - in other
words, most of the available motors.
With Parker motors, holding torque
may be up to 3Nm and resolution is
selectable from 200 to 50 800 steps
per revolution. Parker Hannifin pie,
Digiplan Division. Tel., 01202 699000;
fax, 01202 695750.
Enquiry no 508

Programmable logic
arrays
24000-gate pld. Altera announces
lhe EPF6024A, the newest and
densest recruit to the FLEX 6000
family of programmable logic devices,
this one having 24000 gates and
operating from 3.3V. It uses a 0.35µ,
triple-layer metal sram process and
incorporates the company's MultiVolt
feature that allows the i/o to work with
5V, 3.3V and 2.5V interfaces. All
members of the family meet PCI
specifications. Altera UK Ltd. Tel.,
01494 602020; fax, 01494 602021.
Enquiry no 509

Power semiconductors
7mQ power mosfets. Power mosfets
in the DPAK by Siliconix, the
SUD50N03•07 and SUD45P03·10 are
made using the Siliconix Trench
technique and offer 7m0 and 10mQ
on resistance respectively and
provide about one•third more current
at 20A and 15A. Siliconix/Temic
Marketing. Tel., 01344 707300; fax,
01344 427371.
Enquiry no 510

PASSIVE

the range 6-18V ac and the
transformers are rated at 0.08VA.
Stontronics Ltd. Tel., 0118931 1199;
fax, 0118 931 11 45.
Enquiry no 512
Inductors. PKH radial lead inductors
from Total Frequency Control are
wound on flat cores and provide twice
the inductance and Q values of axial
lead types, as well as taking up less
board space. Values range from 1µH
to 4700µH to within ±10% of nominal.
Total Frequency Control Ltd. Tel.,
01903 745513; fax, 01903 742208;
e-mail, eddie@tfc.co.uk.
Enquiry no 513
Thin•film delay lines. Thin-film lines
in the CL, GL and DL 1LS series by
Thin-Film Technology Corp. are
based on microstrip, stripline and
multiconductor transmission lines. All
work at frequencies to 5GHz, lhe GL
chip lines having delays of 20-200ps
in 20ps steps. Tolerance is ±1 Ops,
impedance 550 and rise time under
1 Ops, with insertion loss at 0.5dB at
1GHz. GL surface-mounted models
delay in the 0.1-4ns range with 200ps
transition times and the microstrip
DL1L5 type covers the delay range
0.1-5.Sns with transitions of under
l ns. Three-pin types in the DS1L5

Cameras
Miniature camera module.
GMC-810 by Fujitsu is a ccd
camera measuring 38 by 43 by
20mm and intended for use in
security or multimedia work. It
generates a standard composite
video output and there is a dcto-dc converter to supply the
logic and ccd. A 0.25in ccd
array has 440 000 pixels and
handles both Pal and NTSC
formats, with an s :n ratio of
48dB with age off. Automatic
sensitivity control has a range of
300:1 and the camera will work
with a minimum illumination of 1
lux at 11.2 (6 lux at f2). Through•
the-lens sampling effects auto
white balance. Adital Ltd. Tel.,
01296 337755; fax, 01296
398085.
Enquiry no 511

Passive components
Minute mains transformer.
Stontronics believes it has the world's
smallest, printed-board-mounted
mains transformer, the Mini EE 2014,
Which weighs 18g and is 12mm high.
It has a double-section bobbin for
maximum insulation and is rated for
use at 70°C, being approved to UL,
CSA and VOE 0551 /EN 60742; it is
also short-circuit-proof. All versions in
the range take 230V ac input or 115V
ac tor the USA. Output voltages are In
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range cover 0.1-1 Ons. Rhopoint
Components Ltd. Tel., 01883 717988;
fax, 01883 712938.
Enquiry no 514

Connectors and cabling
USB plug-and-play. GTK has a
range of Universal Serial Bus
connectors to work as 'hot pluggable'
units for those applications needing
plug-and-play capability; they are
available as single or dual connectors
and support low and high data rates.
Series A or 8 types are on offer in
through-hole or surface types. GTK
(UK) Ltd. Tel., 01344 304123; fax,
01344 301414.
Enquiry no 515

High-temperature DIN connectors.
Made by Elco, part of AVX, the AVX
8557/8577DIN 41612 connectors are
fabricated in a liquid-crystal polymer
to withstand up to 15s at 150°C,
which allows them to handle the
surface-mount process and 20min of

Materials
Thermally conductive gel.
Raychem announces the new
HeatPath thermally conductive
gels to improve the thermal
management of heat-sensitive
components, its compliant nature
allowing it to fill all gaps between
components and heat sinks with
little pressure, so avoiding
damage and the need for clamps.
Three types are available: CTO
1000 is a thin gel on woven glass
fibre in thicknesses of 0.25mm,
0.5mm, 0.75mm and 1mm; GTQ
200 is an open-cell reticulate of
1.5-4mm thickness for large
gaps; and GTQ 3000 is cast into
a sheet or specified profile in 5·
15mm thickness. No heat or
curing is needed and the material
will not flow away over time.
Raychem Ltd. Tel., 01973
572692; fax, 01973 572209.
Enquiry no 533

pre-process and post-process heat.
They are supplied in three-row
versions with 48 or 86 contacts in
standard and inverted form and in
four-row types of 128 contacts,
inverted. Hawnt Electronics Ltd. Tel.,
0121 784 3355; fax, 0121 7831657.
Enquiry no 516
Erne gaskets. With five new types of
D-type anti-emi gaskets, Brandauer is
now able to cover all standard
9-50way DIN connectors. As a lower
cost alternative to silver-loaded
models, these gaskets use berylliumcopper as standard or stainless steel
with various finishes. Gasket crosssection is wave-like in form to provide
maximum attenuation and improve
surface contact between surfaces.
Brandauer & Co. Ltd. Tel., 0 121 359
2822; fax, 0121 359 2836.

Displays
Led kit. Display Solutions has a kit,
assembled from components by
various manufacturers, to provide an
led for mobile computers and vehicle
instrumentation. The display itself is a
4. 7in or Gin transmissive vga colour
type or a 5.3in mono screen in
reflective, transmissive and
transflective versions. There are
options of software-controlled
contrast and backlight control and
resistive touch-screen control. Addon modules include processor
motherboard, floppy and hard drives,
solid-state disks, a modem, a-to-d
converters, a sound card, a SCSI
port, wireless Ethernet and four-port
serial cards. Display Solutions Ltd.
Tel., 01480 463377; fax, 01480
468989.
Enquiry no 520

Enquiry no 517

S-m backplane connectors.
Siemens believes its DensiPac
surface-mounted backplane
connectors to be the first available.
576 pins are accommodated in a
100mm strip on a pitch of 1.25mm about 40% more than is available in
other designs, and data rate
supported is up to 622Mb/s. For even
greater density, the connectors can,
being surface-mounted, go on both
sides of the board. Siemens pie. Tel.,
01344 396313; fax, 01344 396721.
Enquiry no 518

Crystals
S-m crystals. HC-49/U-SMX crystals
by Advanced Crystal Technology are
said to offer the best value for
surface-mounted use. The crystals
are AT-cut and come in standard and
2.5mm high form, frequency and
temperature stability both being
±50ppm. Frequency range is
3. 18MHz to 72MHz, with others
available to order. Flat-tab
terminations allow the use of reflow
soldering. Advanced Crystal
Technology. Tel., 01635 528520; fax,
01635 528443.
Enquiry no 519

Data logging displays. Two new
data logging displays by Lascar have
joined the EasyLog range: the
EL- 1-128/Tpanel-mounted unit and
the EL-2-128IT, which is in a small
enclosure. Both measure, display,
record and control voltage, current
and temperature, a 12-bit a-to-d
converter producing a 1999
maximum count with a 1 count
resolution on the high-contrast led.
There is an 8000-reading memory
and a selectable sample rate up to
12h. Both may be set up using the
same EL-WIN software as the earlier
8-blt models. Lascar Electronics Ltd.
Tel., 01794 884567; fax, 01794
884616.
Enquiry no 521

Saw filters. Fourteen members of RF
Monolithics' SF family of low-loss
transversal surface acoustic wave
filters cover the frequency range
71MHz for GSM ifs to 459MHz for
cable television pilot tones, with
centre frequencies of 110.59, 135.5,
254.4, 254.5 and 350MHz, minimum
3dB pass-band widths being
680kHz-1.5MHz. Acal Electronics Ltd.
Tel., 01344 727272; fax, 01344
424262.
Enquiry no 522

Hardware
Quiet fans. Papst now produces fans
with sleeve bearings for a quieter life,
these being sleeve versions of
existing 4400, 4300 and 4200
ball-bearing types, which will still be
made. The bearings use in the
patented Sintec technique, which
lasts as long as ball bearings but
tolerates a wider temperature range,
costs less and makes less noise.
Further advantage of the sleeve
bearings are that they are less
vulnerable to shock and vibration and
that the noise does not get worse with
age, in contrast to the ball type. Papst
pie. Tel., 01264 333388; fax, 01264
332182.
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Test and measurement
5kV megohmmeter. Danbridge's
08600 megohmmeter range, now
available in the UK, includes three
models: the 08601, a generalpurpose unit for 1kV/25mA working; a
capacitor tester, the 08602; and lhe
08604, which is able to test at up to
SkV, in 1V steps. All have a large
backlit led to show variation of
leakage current or insulation
resistance with time as a bargraph or
X/Y curve, the bargraph using either
autoscaling or eight fixed two-decade
scales. All the instruments carry out
limed sequences of up to 60min and
can use the results to sort
components into bins. RS232 and
GPIB interfaces are fitted, as is an
optically insulated interface. Thurlby
Thandar Instruments Ltd. Tel., 01480
412451; fax, 01480 450409.
Enquiry no 525

Filters

Enquiry no 523

Optical-fibre management. RadiallTransradio's Fibre Management
Centre is an aid to the secure
routeing and connection of multiple,
multi-fibre cables, catering for the use
of over 2000 connectors. It allows for
the breakout and connection of fibres
or re-routeing by splicing and
accommodates a number of standard
connector interfaces. Four standard
steel cabinets can be used, which
have a central support bar to carry the
casseltes and magazines, there being
twelve cassettes to one magazine.
Cassettes protect fibres and allow
access, each holding 12 connectors.
Transradio Ltd. Tel., 0181 997 8880;
fax, 01819970116.
Enquiry no 524

Digital wattmeter. Yokogawa's
WT110 single-phase power analyser
measures voltage, current, effective,
apparent and reactive power, power
factor and phase angle to an
accuracy within ±0.25% over the
0-50kHz frequency range. Six voltage
ranges are 15-600V and six for
current in the 500mA-20A range.
Measurement mode is true-rms or
mean and there is an optional
harmonic analysis function with output
to a printer. External current sensors
with voltage output such as clamp-on
transformers and Hall devices may be
used. RS232 or GPIB interfaces are
standard and an integration facility
provides measurement of watt-hours
or amp-hours. Martron Instruments
Ltd. Tel., 01494 459200; fax, 01494
535002.

with black figures, a locking
transparent cover being provided.
There is the option of RS 232 output.
Farnell Components Ltd. Tel., 0113
263 6311; fax, 0113 263 3411.
Enquiry no 527

Visual behaviour analysis. Vision
Control Systems announces
Testimony, which is a pc-based
instrument able to detect, record and
analyse the exact point of observation
of a user's eyes, which is of
advantage in pilot and driver training
and surgery. The instrument
combines this technique with a
miniature field-of-view camera,
Tesrimony using retinal reflection to
provide a cursor to indicate precisely
where the user is looking. Currently,
connection to the pc is by the serial
port, but a radio link is also on the
cards. Vision Control Systems. Tel.,
0161 236 9880; fax, 0161 236 09730.
Enquiry no 528

Plcoamp current source. PA- 1
precision picoamp current source
from the Indian company Laxtronics
is a secondary standard calibrator,
providing outputs of 1pA-199.99µA in

-,sor.
sem1COnductor
lst1ve sensor detects
In the 0-1SkHz range at
~ u res between -40°C and
1IKl"C. The device 1s said to be
an Ideal replacement for variablereluctance and Hall sensors often
used In vehicles when crankshaft
and camshaft positions must be
sensed, offering improved
tolerance of poor conditions and
better low-speed detection; it also
maintarns a constant output with
speed and no amplification is
needed of the 0,8-4.8V output
voltage. Panasonic Industrial
(Europe) Ltd. Tel., 01344
853862; fax, o1344 85331 o.
Enquiry no 540

five ranges, selected by a front-panel
rotary switch, with fine and coarse
continuous settings. Current set is
displayed on a 4.5-digit led. Power
needed is 16.5mW from mains or
batteries, battery power offering
freedom from stray pickup and
ground-loop leakage and allowing the
instrument to 'float', if required.
Output resistance is more than
101sn. Laxlronics. Tel., 0091 253
383737; fax, 0091 253 381873.
E-mail: 1axtron@bom4.vsnl.net.in.
Enqu iry no 529

Literature
Fairchild website. Over 5500
products and more than 10 000 pages
of information, Fairchild's site is
divided into search tools, What's
new? Products, Contact Fairchild and
Company. New information is posted
on the same day arid customers
receive replies quickly and in private.
The search facility looks at the whole
site when given one word or even a
partial part number to show data
sheets, application notes and static
html pages, and the search process
may be narrowed by asking for details
under a number of requirements part number, number of pins, price,
etc. Fairchild Semiconductor
Corporation.
http://www.fairchildsemi.com.
Enquiry no 530

Data communications. A free
catalogue of Industrial Data
Communications Products is
available from Dataforth. There are
60 pages of product data,
applications mechanical details and
installation Information on modems,
pc serial i/o boards and rack-mounted
modem systems. For systems using
RS-232, 422 and 485 and optical
networks, the company has products
to isolate, protect and extend the
operating distance of computers and
peripherals. Impulse Corporation Ltd.
Tel., 01543 466552; fax, 01543
466553.
Enquiry no 531

Enquiry no 532

Power supplies
Switched-mode, pie supplies. A
large number of single-output,
switched-mode power supplies with
power factor correction is introduced
by Coutant Lambda. The EWSP range
contains more than 40 models, all in
metal cases and designed for use in
industrial applications where
conditions can be extreme. Outputs
are from 100W to 600W at 2-48V,
efficiencies being in the 60-84% range,
depending on the model. EWSP-100
and 150 models accept 47-63Hz input
and autoselect input voltage of
85-132V ac or 170-265V ac, while the
300 and 600 types take 47-440Hz and
85-265V ac. Overvoltage and
overcurrent protection and remote
sensing are all standard and the
higher-power versions are fitted with
fans. Coutant Lambda Ltd. Tel., 01271
856666; fax, 01271 864894.
Enquiry no 534

Zero-standby regulator. Offering low
dropout and zero standby current, the
surface-mounted 8AOOASFPvoltage
regulator from Rohm has p-n-p
transistor output and provides an
output voltage of 1.5-15V at up to 1A
from an input of 4-25V; dropout is
300mV. Protection includes output
over-currenVvoltage and thermal
shutdown. Package is T0252-5DPAK
measuring 6.5 by 2.3 by 5.5mm. Rohm
Electronics UK Ltd. Tel., 01908
282666; fax, 01908 282528.

Radio oommunications
Agc/demod for digital cellular radio.
RF2667from Anglia Microwaves is a
5-300MHz if age amplifier and
quadrature demodulator for batterypowered dual-mode cellular radios,
spread-spectrum cordless telephones
and related equipment. Voltage supply
needed is 2.7-3.3V, current taken
being 20mA from 3V in receive mode
and 20µA in power-down, which is
digitally controlled. The dual if stages
produce a maximum gain of 50dB with
100dB of control; noise figure 1Pa is
-50dB. An evaluation board is
available. Anglia Microwaves Ltd. Tel. ,
01277 630000; fax, 012n 631 111 .

Enquiry no 526

Panel meter for power. Multi-DIN
from Howard Butler is a panel meter
to measure twelve electrical quantities
in the installation and maintenance of
power systems, including reactive
power, active energy, reactive energy
and frequency, any three of which
may be displayed at once. The
instrument is contained in a DIN 96
case and has a green, backlit screen
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Motor control. Ericsson's 1998
Industrial Circuits short brochure
provides an introduction to the
company's stepper motor lcs and test
boards. Applications information
includes circuit diagrams and design
help, guidance on thermal
management and heat sinks. This
family of stepper-motor drivers
includes single and dual channel
drivers with outputs to 1.5A continuous
and voltage handling to GOV. Also
described is a chip set for
microstepping control and drivers for
inductive load control. Ericsson
Components AB. Tel., 01793 488300;
fax, 01793 488301 .

Enquiry no 535
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Air-pressure sensors.
Sumitomo high-sensitivity airpressure sensors stocked by
Anglia include the AS102basic
sensor and the AP104
complete sensing module.
Both are immune to normal
pressure changes, which
makes them suitable for
applications such as air-control
systems, door and window
opening monitors and intruder
detection. Operating
temperature ls -1 o•c to 00°c
and sensitivity ls 0.1mm of
water at frequencies down to
0.1Hz. The sensors are in T05 cans and the supply is 2.2·
1OV, the I 04 having extra
circuitry to make a complete
instrument in an inch square
metal case, having analogue
and digital output. Anglia. Tel. ,
01945 474747; fax, 01945
474849.
Enquiry no 539

Protection dev~oes
Connector protector. The EMC
range of hoods, housings and
accessories for components and
connectors by Wieland is announced.
Hoods and housings for multi-pole
connectors are corrosion resistant and
afford 360° hf protection, with
shielding to limit em emission.
Standard multi-pole connector
protection is about 40dB at 500MHz,
against 80dB for the EMC
components. Versions in 6, 10, 16, 24
and 40/64 ways are available.
Wieland Electric Ltd. Tel., 01483
456262; fax, 01 483 505029.
Enquiry no 536

SwHohes and re1ays
Power relays. New relays handling
25· 125A by Crydom come in two
versions: the CMRD Coolpak, with a
heat sink; or the GMO Prcpak,
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without. The relays are fully enclosed,
input and output terminals having
captive screws for easy installation
and maintenance, a safety cover
being provided and the units may be
panel or DIN rail mounted. A green
led indicates the state of the control
signal. Output is from an scr with or
without zero-crossing switching and
all types are available with 240, 480
and 600V ac operating voltages.
Crydom. Tel., 01202 897969; fax,
01202 891918.

Surface-mounted reeds. C P Clare
has a new group of reed relays, the
SMR Series. These are lower-cost
alternatives to solid-state and GaAs
switches for high frequencies. A new
process ensures a better hermetic
seal and an assurance of internal
continuity in the presence of thermal
stress. These relays handle 0-1.5GHz
and 150ps rise-time pulses and there
is a coaxial shield to match a 500
line. C P Clare nv. Tel., 0032 12
672002; fax, 0032 12 672003.
Solid-state relays. Teledyne's
military/aerospace and COTS solid•
state relays tor surface mounting are
optically isolated and are in various
packages: the gull-wing CA for ac
operation and CD tor de; a plastic
package to military specification SR75
COTS DC; and the SEO and SGD
ceramic leadless chip carriers. There
are also commercial types in the C60
for ac and de and the G4S for ac. All
may be mounted on both sides of a
board for space saving and lower
costs and all are short-circuit
protected with status indication.
Teledyne Tel., 01236 453124; fax,
01634 863494.

Enquiry no 537

Small rt relays. Ultraminiature T0-5
relays by Teledyne, the RF300 and
RF303 series are meant for switching
duty at over 3GHz. Rf signal insertion
loss over the whole 300kHz-3GHz
bandwidth is ±0.1dB or better. The
relays are in metal enclosures and
there is a ground pin, high
control/signal isolation and good
resistance to esd. The two types are
7mm and 10mm high respectively.
Teledyne Electronic Technologies.
Tel., 0181 -571 9596; fax, 0181 -571
9637.

Enquiry no 538

Transducers and
sensors
Medical pressure sensor. Intended
for use in b lood pressure
measurement, in infusion pumps and
in dialysis machines, the NPC- 107
disposable pressure sensor is
compensated and calibrated to the
requirements of the Association for
the Advancement of Medical
Instrumentation. It is calibrated for the
- 30 to 300mmHg (-0.58 to 5.81b/in2)
and gives an output of 100mmHg with
no pressure. There is a radiation•
tolerant sensor die, compensated for
low temperature and coming as an
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19" RACK CABINETS

OBSOLETE - SHORT SUPPLY - BULK

Superb quality 6 foot 40U

6,000,000 items EX STOCK

'AT286'
40Mb HD + 3Mb Ram

For
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Top quality 19' rack cabinets made in UK by

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS
One of the highest specification
• monitors you will ever see - •
..,. At this price - Don't miss it!! ..,.

Optima E nclosu res L td. Un ils leature

array of 120 sensors. A thick-film
resistor network is laser trimmed to
provide a linearity of better than 1%
over the -15°C to 40°C temperature
range. Maximum risk current is 2µA
and offset drift 1mmHg over eight
hours, maximum. Multytech Ltd. Tel.,
01747 870079; fax, 01747 871155.

LIMITED QUANTTTY only of these 12Mhz HI GRADE 286 systems
designer, smoked acrylic lockable front door.
full heigh! lockable hall louvered back door
Made in the USA to an industrial specification. the system was
designed for total reliability. The compact case houses the motherand louvered removable side panels. Fully
board, PSU and EGA video card wijh single 5¼" 1.2 Mb lloppy disk
adjustable internal fixing struts. ready punched
drrve & Integral 40Mb hard disk drive to the front Real time ciock
for any configuration of equipment mounting
wilh battery backup is provided as slandard. Supplied in oood used
plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp
socket switched mains distribution slrip make
condition complete with enhanced keyboard, 640k + 2Mb RAM, Mltsublahl FA3415ETKL 14" $VGA Multlsync colour monlor with fne
,...
026 dot pitch tube and resokiion of 1024 x 768 A
1hese racks some of the most versatile we
DOS 4.01 and 90 DAY Full Guarantee. Ready to Run I
~
vanety of inputs alclNs ~ loa hOst of oomput- have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore
OrderasHIGRADE286 ONl y £f29. 00 E
ers hciucr,g IBM PC's n CGA. EGA. VGA. & SVGA require only two side panels to sland singly or in multiple bays.
Optional Atted extras: VGA graphics card
£29.00
modes, BBC, COMMODORE (ird>..<iig Am,ga 1200), Overall dimensions are: 77½" H x 32½" D x 22' w. Order as:
1.4Mb 3½' floppy disk drive (instead of 1.2 Mb)
£19,95
ARCHIMEDES and APPLE. Many features: Etched
OPT Rack 1 Complele wllh removable side panels £335 00 (G)
taceplate. 18XI swlching and LOW RAOIATlON MPR
·
.
·
·
Wordperlect 6.0 for Dos · when 3½" FOO oplion ordered
£22.50
··
specificallon. Fully guruanteed, supplied n EXCEL·
OPT Rack 2 Rack, Less side panels
£225.00 (G)
NE2000 Ethernet (thick, thin or twisted) network card
£29.00
L.ENr lillie used oondition.

Enquiry no 541

Limlted quantity of this 2nd user, supurb small size desktop unij_

LOW COST 486DX-33 SYSTEM -nu

Microphone inserts. Versions of the
Magnetone range of microphone
inserts are available in sizes down to
6mm diameter and 3.8mm high. A
sub-miniature type (9.7mm by 4.5mm}
has a coverage to 16kHz at 40dB s:n
ratio, the smaller one covering 30Hz20kHz. Both offer a sensitivity of
58dB. Various terminations are
available to order, but solder-pad
types are in stock. Anglia Microwaves
Ltd. Tel., 01277 630000; fax, 01277
631111.

Many other opt(ons avalable • call for dtltalls.

COMPUTER
Computer board-level
products

i;,:~gi=,7~~i~~iu:!9J~:er::d~~~·:M

temperature monitoring . Hot swap
power supplies, accessible filters and
two fans with thermistor control
further reduce the possibility of
serious trouble. Choice of passive
backp lane is between a 14-slot ISA
and ISA/PCI and ATX, provid ing fo r
the use of 486 or Pentium cpus;
alternatively, a segmented backplane
can be fitted to take multiple pcs. Two
5.25in and two 3.5in drives can be
fitted in a shock-proof cage. The
computer is in a stainless steel case,
44 0mm deep and fitting a 600mm
19in rack, or in a benchtop case. Blue
Chip Technology. Te l., 01829
772000; fax, 01 829 772001.

Enquiry no 545

MMX Pentium cp u card. PCA-6154
from Advantech is the size of an ISA
interface card and will take a range of
processors including Pentium and
MMX, AMD K5/6, Cyrix M1 IDT C6.
Being much smaller than usual, this
pc motherboard has applications in
industrial control and embedded pcs.
There is also a 1 OOBase-T-compliant
Ethernet adaptor. A socket is
provided for an M-Systems
DiskOnChip 200 flash d isk of 2-24Mb
capacity, with 72Mb soon to arrive. A
PCI svga takes a crt and shared
system memory of 1-4Mb and two
IDE devices may be connected.
Power management is on board.
Semicom UK Ltd. Tel., 01279
422224; fax, 01279 433339.

Enquiry no 544

Computers
Industrial pc. For use in industry,
Blue Chip's ICON pc is claimed to be
rather more reliable and maintainable
than the average computer, being
provided with special features with
this in mind. There is power rail
monitoring that can be fitted with an
alarm and warning system and an
enhanced systems status display to
give cpu diagnostics and internal

Mobile pc. Densitron's Mobile PC is
exactly that - a single-board pc in the
boot of a vehicle and a 10.4in vga tit
led on the dashboard (passenger
side, one hopes}. Processing power
is a 486 or Pentium and the unit
works from 12-24V de, internal
batteries being under constant
charge to allow working when away
from the vehicle. A 72Mb flash
memory looks after the system
applications software. Touch-screen
operation is provided, so there are no
externals, and there a re up to four i/o
ports, a video card/flat-panel
controller, floppy and hard-disk
controllers all on the mother board,
leaving room for two half ISAbus or
standard PC104 expansion card s,
with provision for a PCMCIA
cardholder. Densitron Europe ltd.,
01959 700100; fax, 01959 700300.
Enquiry no 546

Software
Engineer on a ed. DAvE is a d igital
applications engineer and is of the
virtual persuasion, being on a cd-rom.
The disk is by Siemens and is meant
to assist designers of embedded
systems using the company·s C500

11

Massive purchases of standard 5¼' and 3½" drives enables us to
present prime product at industry beating low prices! Ali units (unless
staled) are BRAND NEW or removed from often brand new equipment and are fully tested, aligned and shipped 10 you with a 90 day
guarantee and operate from standard voltages and are of standard
size. All are IBM-PC compatible (if 3½" supported on your PC).
3½" Panasonic JU363/4 720K or equivalent AFE
£24.9518
3¼" Mitsubishi MF355C·L 1.4 Meg. Laptops only
£25.95 B
3½" Mitsubishi MF355C-D. 1.4 Meg. Non laptop
£18.95 B
5¼" Teac FD· SSGFA 1.2 Meg (tor IBM pc's) AFE
£18.95 B
S¼' Teac FD·55F·03·U 720K 40/80 (for BBC's etc) AFE £29.9S(B
5¼• BRANO NEW Mltsublshl MFSOl B 360K
£22.95!8
Table lop case with inlegral PSU for HH 5¼' Flopp or HD £29.95 B
8" Shugart 800/801 8" SS refurbished & tesled
£195.00 E
£195.00 E
8" Shugart 810 8' SS HH Brand New
t
leS ed
Mitsubishi M2896-63-02U 8" OS slimline NEW .
£285.00 E)
Dual 8" cased drives with inl ral power suppl 2 Mb
£499.00 E)

Rotary encoders. Grayhill Series 25L

Enquiry no 543

£399.00 (E)

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 3 ½" - 8
5¼" or 3½" from only £18.95 !

Enquiry no 542

single-deck mechanical encoders are
made with between eight and 36
positions and generate a 2-bit
quadrature code, the 16-position
version also being available with hex.
and Gray code output. The encoders
are less than an inch square and
various shafts, rotation stops a nd
seals may be specified, as may
terminations. EAO·Highland
Electronics Ltd. Tel., 0 1444 236000;
fax, 01444 236641.

SW1w11 BMe £4.75

Only £119 rEJ

M~:~

~~-~~IBM PClllCludecl.
Fully featured with standard simm connectors 30 & 72 pin. Supplied ,....,, _ __,, 1or
lypesolcomputersCALL
with keyboard, 4 Mb of RAM, SVGA monitor output, 256k cache and
As New - Used on film set for 1 week only!!
integraf 120 Mb IDE drive with single 1.44 Mb 3.5" floppy disk drive.
15" 0.28 SVGA 1024 x 768 res. colour monitors.
Only
Fully tested and guaranteed. Fully expandable

Reference retrieval. GetARef,
the reference management
packag e by the Swedish
compa ny DatAid AB, is now
able to gain acc ess to data on
the Internet. The system is a
Windows-b ased program that
will locate refere nces from
vario us sources, fo rmat them
and p ut them into a word
processor document, the latest
versio n taking references from
other sources including
university and publfc libraries.
As well as accessing data
from Medllne, Silverplatter.
CDPlus, Compact Cambridge
and Data Star, the system now
takes BIDS data fcom the
University of Bath and the do$based Papyrus, using a new
conversion module GarConv
which 1s a11a1labte free from

m~:ii!~

End ot line purchase scoop! Brand new NEC 02246 a· 85 Mbyte
drive with Industry s1andard SMD ln1erface, replaces Fujitsu
equivalenl model. Full manual. Only £299.00 or 2 for £525.00 (E)
3¼" FUJI FK·309·26 20mb MFM 1/F RFE
£59.95lC
3½' CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE,1/F (or equiv )AFE
£59.95 C
3y,• CONNER CP3044 40mb IDE VF (or equiv.)AFE
£69.00 C
3¼" RDDIME A03057S 4Smb SCSI VF (Mac & Acom) £69.00 C
3W' WESTERN DIGITAL 850mb IOE 1/F Brand New £185.00 C
5¼' MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM 1/F (or equiv.) AFE £49.95 C
5¼' SEAGAT E ST•238A 30 mb ALL 1/F Aefurb
£69.95 C
5¼' CDC ·94205-51 40mb HH MFM 1/F AFE lesled
£69.95 C
5¼' HP 97548 850 Mb SCSI AFE tesled
£89.00 C
5¼' HP C3010 2 Gbyle SCSI d/fferentlal AFE lesled £195.00 C
a• FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD 1/F AFE tested
£195.00 E
Hard di~c controllers for MFM , IDE, SCSI, ALL elc. from £16.95

THE AMAZING TELEBOX
Converts your colour monitor Into a QUALITY COLOUR TVII

TV SOUND&
VIDEO TUNER
CABLE COf.fPA flBLE'

The T ELEBOX is an auractive fully cased mains powered unit, containing all eleclronics readv to plug into a host of video monitors
made by makers such as MfCROVfTEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY,
COMMODORE, PHILIPS, TATUNG, AMST RAD etc. The composhe
video outpu1 will also plug directly into mosl video recorders, allowing
receplion of TV channels _not normally receivable on most 1elevrsion receivers• (TELEBOX MB). Push button controls on the (ronl
panel allow reception of 8 fully tuneable 'off aif UHF colour television
channels. TELEBOX MB covers virtually all television frequencies
VHF and UHF incfudlng the HYPERBAND as used by most cable
TV opera1ors. A composije video ou1pu1 is localed on the rear panel

http//www.adeptscience co
Adept Scientific MJav
Sy51ems Ud. Tel 014et
480055· fax 01462

E1tqully no Ml

for d irect connection to most makes of monitor o r desktop computer

and C166microcontroller families. He,
or rather it, will help an engineer to
select the best controller for the job,
obtain the relevant configuration and
then automatically generate the C
code. There are context-relevant links
to explanatory info rmation, to user
manuals and to function registers by
menu-clicking. More such support is
to be distributed for new controllers
ove r the web site
http:/twww.smi.siemens.com/DAvE.ht
ml, any new files acquired this way
working with the cd-rom, even though
they will be on a hard disk. Siemens
pie. Tel., 01344 396313; fax, 01344
396721.

•
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• video sys1ems. For complele compatibilily - even for monhors with·
' oul sound • an integral 4 wait audio amplifier and low level Hi Fi
audio output are provided as s1andard.

TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monilors
£36.95
TELEBOX STL as ST but lilted with 1n1egral speaker
£39.50
TELEBOX MB Multiband VHF/UHF/Cable/Hyperband tuner £69.95
For overseas PAL versions slate 5.5 or 6 mHz sound specification.

"For cable I hyperband re ceplion Telebox MB should be connected
to a cable type service. Shipping code on ail Teleboxe's is (BJ

DC POWER SUPPLIES
every tr,pe of power
I
mag l ne o e

v f rt u a If y
5

':f'c,P y you c;n

Swivel & tilt etc. Full 90 day guarantee. £145.00 (E)
Jus1 In • Mlcrovl1ec 20' VGA (800 x 600 res.) colour monitors.
Good SH condition - from £299 - CALL lor Info
PHILIPS HCS35 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled 14"
colour monitor wilh .b.o.111 RGB and e1andard composite 15.62S
Khz video Inputs via SCART socket and separate phono jacks.
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses.
Will connec1 direct lo Amiga and Atari BBC compuiers. Ideal for all
video monitoring I 1ecurlty applicalions wilh direct connection
to most colour cameras. High qualily with many features such as
front concealed flap cont_rols. VCR correction bullon etc. Good
Only £95 (E)
used condition• fully lested • guaranteed
Dimensions: W14" x H12¾" x 15½" D.
PHILIPS HCS31 Ullra compact 9" colour video monitor with standard compostte 15.62S Khz video input via SCAAT socket. Ideal

for all monitoring/ security applications. High quaii(y, ex-equipment
fully tested & guaranteed (possible minor screen burns). In auractive square black plaslic case measuring w10• x H10" x 13½" D.
Only £79.00 (D)
240 V AC mains powered.
KME 10" 15M10009 high definttion colour monttors wtth 0.28" dot
pitch. Superb clarity and moafe rn slyling.
Operates from any 15.625 khz sync AGB video
source, with RGB analog and composite sync
such as Alarl. Commodo re Amiga , Acorn
Archimedes & BBC. Measures only 13½" x 12' x
Only £125 (E)
11·. Good used condition.

20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS
Superbfy made UK manufacture. PIL all solid slate colour monllors.
complele with composile video & optional sound input. Auraclive
teak style case. Perfect for Schools, Shops, Disco, Clubs, elc. ln.
EXCELLENT ltttle used condttion wilh full 90 day guarantee.

20".... £1-35

22".... £155 26" ....£185 (F)

SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS

I 32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab I
Made by Eurocraft Enclosures Lid to the highest possible spec,
rack features all steel construction with removable
side, fronl and back doors. Front and back doors are
hinged for easy access and all are lockable with
five secure 5 lever barrel locks. The fronl door
is constructed of double walled steel with a
'desi gner style' smoked acrylic front panel lo
enable slatus indicalors lo be seen through the
panel, yel remain unobtrusive. Internal!)> the rack

~=~~~~;~l~y t!l~~l~~; e;."~~~~=~tv~;11r:!, f~~~i
equipment. The two movable vertical fixing struts
(extras available) are pre punched for standard
'cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internal·
ly mounted to the bottom rear, provides 8 x IEC 3
pin Euro sockets 11J1d 1 x 13 amp 3 pin switched
utlllty socket. Overall venlilalion is provided
fully louvered back door and double skinned lop seclion
with top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for filling
of Integral fans to the sub plale etc. Oiher features Include: filled
caslors and floor levelers, prepunched utility panel at lower rear for
cable I connector access etc. Supplied in excellent, slighlly used
condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensions
mm=l625H x 6350 x 603 w. ( 64" H x 25" D x 23¾" W)
Sold at LESS than a third of makers price !!

A superb buy at only £195.00 (G)
Over 1000 racks - 19 " 22" & 24" wide
3 to 44 U high. Avai lable from stock!!
Call with your requirements.

TOUCH SCREEN SYSTEM
The ultimale in 'Touch Screen Technology' made by the experts ·
Micro Touch • bul sold al a price below co st !! Syslem consists of
a flal 1ranslucen1 glass laminated panel measuring 29.5 x 23.5 cm
connec1ed 10 an electronic controller PCB. The controller produces
a standard serial RS232 or TTL output which continuously gives
simple serial data containing positional X & Y co-ordinates as to
where a linger Is touching the ~el • as the finger moves, the dala
instanlly chariges. The X & Y information is given al an Incredible
matrix resolution ol 1024 x 1024 positions over the enlire screen
size !! A host of available translation software enables direct connection to a PC for a myriad of applications including: conlrol pan·
els. pointing devices, POS systems, controllers for the disabled or
computer un•trained etc etc. Imagine using your finger with
'Windows', instead ol a mouse !! (a driver is indeed available!) The

MITS. J.. FA3445ETKL 14" lnduslrial spec SVGA monitors £245
£POA
2kWto400 kW - 400Hz3pmMix-sou-ces-exstock
£950
IBM 8230 Type 1, Token ring base unit driver
IBM 53F550t Token Ring res 20 port lobe modules
£750
IBM MAU Token rin~ distribution panel 8228·23·5050N
£95 apptlcar/ons for this amazln9 product are only 1/mited by y our
AIM 501 Low distortion Oscillator 9Hz to 330Khz, IEEE
£S50 imagination/I Complete system including Con1roiler, Power Supply
Trend DSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 Vo
£POA and Dala supplied at an incredible price of only:
Marconi 6310 Programmable 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator £6500 Full MICROTOUCH sottwa,. support pack
•
(8)
HP1650B Logic Analyser
£3750 •nd manuals for IBM compatlbl• PC'1 £29.95 RFE • THI«/

£145 00

HP3781A Pallem generator & HP3782A Error Deteclor
£POA
HP APOLLO RX700 system units
£950
HP6621A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160 walls £1800
HP3081A lndustrila workslation c\w Barcode swipe reader
£175
HP6264 Rack mounl variable 0·20V @ 20A melered PSU
£675
£POA
HP54121A DC lo 22 GHz four channel lest set
HP7S80A A1 8 pen HPGL high speed drum plo11er
£1850
£6S0
EG+G Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock in amp
View Eng. Mod 1200 computerised inspection system
£POA
Ling Dynamics 2kW programmable vibration tesl syslem £POA
Computer controlled 1056 x 560 mm x Y lable & controller £1425
Keithley 590 CV capacitor/ voltage analyser
£POA
Racal ICR40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system
£3750
Flskers 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS . New batts Oec.1995
£9500
ICI R5030UV34 Cleanline ultrasonic cleaning syslem
£POA
£2200
Mann Tally MT645 High speed line ?(inter
Intel SBC 4861133SE Multibus 486 syslem. 8Mb Ram
£1200
Zeta 3220-05 AO 4 f)en HPGL last drum plolters
£1 150
Nikon HFX-11 (Eph1phot) exposurecon1rol unit
£1450
Motorola VME Bus Boards & Components List. SAE/ CALL £POA
Trio 0-18 vdc linear, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New
£S50
Fujitsu M3041 R 600 LPM band printer
£1950
Fu ltsu M3041D 600 LPM printer wilh network interface
£1250
Perkin Elmer 2998 Infrared spectrophotometer
£POA
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meler £3750
Andrews LARGE 3.1 m Satellite Dish+ mounl (F«Voyager!) £950
Sekonlc SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder £199S
TAYLOR HOBSON Tallysur1 amplifier /recorder
£750
System Video 1152 PAL w;aveform monitor
£485
TeotLab -2m11 square quiel1Sedacoustictestcabinets
£300
Kenwood 9601 PAL Vec1orscoP:9•NEW
£650

LOW COST RAM & CPU'S
INTEL 'ABOVE' Memory Expansion Board. Full length PC-XT
and PC-AT compatible card with 2 Mbytes of memory on board.

Card is fully selectable for Expanded or Ex1ended (286 processor
and above) memory. Full data and driver disks su1111lied. AFE.
Fullrtested and guaranteed. Windows compatible.
£59.95(A1)
Hal length 8 bit memory upgrade card s for PC AT XT expands
~~ae~h: :

~J8.': '3o~fi~:~ ~~~•':!·~1~yd!'fa~ be used 10 fill

Order as: XT RAM UG. ~56k. £3f 9s or512k £39.95 (A1)

SlMMSPECIALS
1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 120ns
Only £16.50 (Ali
1 MBx9 SIMM 3chip80ns £19.50 or 70ns
£22.95 1A1
1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 80 ns £21.50 or 70ns
£2 3.75 A 1
Only £9 5.00 A1
4 MB 70 ns 72 pin SIMM -with parityINTEL 486-DX33 CPU £55.00 INTEL 486-0X66 CPU £69.00 A1)
FUU. RANGE OF CO.PROCESSOR'S EX STOCK-CAU. FOR W:

FANS & BLOWERS
EPSON 0 0412 40x40x20 mm 12v DC
£7.9510 1£65
PAPST TYPE 612 60x60x25 mm 12V DC
£8.95 10 / £75
MITSUBISHI MMF-06012DL 60x60x25 mm 12v DC £4.95 10 / £42
MITSUBISHI MMF-08C12DM SOxSOx:25 mm 12v DC £5.2510 1 £49
MITSUBISHI MMF-09812DH 92x92x25 mm 12v DC £S.95 10 I £53
PANCAKE 12-3.5 92x92x18 mm 12v DC
£7.9510 I £6!1
EX-EQUIP AC fans. ALL TESTED 120 x 120 x 38 mm specify 110
or240v £6.95. 80x80x38mm - specify1 10or240v £S.95
IMHOFB261900 rackmn13U x19'Blower1 10/240vNEW £79,9S
Shipping on all fans (A). Blowers (BJ. 50,000 Fans ExStock CALL

rtfo /el~ s Et ::C. Svto rc k
Please call for furtherdetalls on the above items
Issue 13 of 'lJispfay _'l{,ews now avallable - send large SAE - PACKED with bargains!
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ALL MAIL & OFFICES
Open Mon-Fri 9.00-5;30
Dept WW. 32 Biggln Way
Upper N orwood
LONDON SE19 3XF

LONDON SHOP
D'1rs't~I - Sat 9:00- 5:30
tehorse Lane
5 OU!h Norwood
On 81.A Bua Rout•
..-.Thornton Heath &

~ hum Park SR Rau Station•

~DISTEL©

The O rlgln al
On line Database
Info on 20,000 + stock ltemal
RETURNING SOON !

ALL ff ENQUIRIES

0181 G79 4414
FAX 0181 679 1927

Al proes for UK Mailland. UK cust001ers add 17.5% VAT 10 TOTAL order amo..nl. Mmum order £10. Bena Freie aCOOl.fll orders accep1eC1 ffan GoVl!!Mleni. Schools.
Universities and Local Autho(lies • mnmurn aa:ouit order £50. Cheques (N9( £100 are subject 10 10 worki1g days clearance. Carnage chru1les (A)=£3.00, (A1)=£4.00.
(B)=£S.50, (Cl-:£8.50, (0)=£t2.00, (E)=£1500. (F)=£1aoo, (G)-C.AJ..L />bN awox 6 days for snj:)pr,g . 10!.ster CAU. Scotland surcharge CALL Al goods supplied lo OU'
Standard Coodiloos ol Sale and ..,iess stated guaranleed for 90 days. All guarantees on a rellJm to base basis. All riglls reserved 10 change poces I specificat,ons without pnor
YEARS notiee. Orde<s 51.t,jea lo stock. Dis0()U'11S for l<lflffl9. Top CASH prices paid for surplus goods. Al lrademalks etc acknowledged.© Display lcledroni::s 1996. E & 0 E. 06'6
CIRCLE NO. 135 ON RfPLY CARD
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The Home of

~t-9~. Its not what you do,
its HOW you do it that counts! .

Letters to "Electronics World" Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey, SM2 SAS

Hart Audio Kits and factory assembled units use the unique
combination of circuit designs by tho renowned John Llnsley

SPECIAL OFFER!. SOLENOID CONTROLLED
FRONT LOAO CASSETTE DECK SFL800
H,gh qvahIy (0.08%W&F) cassette mechanism with capability of
using standard or downstream monitor RIP head. Offers all
standard lactllties under remote. log,c or software control. The
control requirements are so simpte thal for many applications not
needing all luoctions manual switches will suffice. Power
requirements are also simple with 12v solenoids and 12v speed
controlled Motor, total power requirement being under 300mA.
Logic control and wiring a rcu1ts are mclud&d free with each ded<.
SFL800 Deck with Standard stereo head . .•.. . , ... .. £29.50
SFL800D Fitte<l with High Ouality Downstream moollO< head. £44.90
(The Head alone Is normally over £601)

SHUNT FEEDBACK PICKUP PREAMPLIFIER

Hood, the very best audlophlle components, and our own
engineering expertise, to give you unbeatable performance

Modelling quartz

in Spice
This letter is in response to Hands on
Internet, February I998, in which
Cyril mentioned Tele Quarz's crystal
oscillator design tool.
l still regularly use negative
resistance models to establish the
activity of quartz crystal maintaining
circuits, as described by Tele Quarz.
This company's design tool,
downloadable from its web site, is
particularly valuable for SC cut
crystal oscillators, where it is
necessary to ensure that only one of
two closely spaced modes is
activated.
You may find the Wireless World
article "Quartz crystal oscillator
circuit without inductors" interesting.
Published in the October 1969 issue,
it was written by me, J. Roberts and
G. Haynes. It involves the same
negative resistance method, without
benefit of PSpice, to design a
maintaining circuit for a 2.5MHz
fifth-overtone crystal. This design
provides only sufficient activity to
set the required overtone mode into
oscillation.

Douglas Dwyer, Frequency
Precision ltd .
10 7505.3427@compuserve.com

Okehampton
Devon

Are your ears flat?
Current hi-fi equipment reviews
seem to favour systems with a
'warm, rich and detailed' sound. It
has been said that the 'warm rich'
sound results from a slightly
enhanced - but smooth - lower-mid
and bass response.
The extent to which the 'warm,
rich ' sound is l iked can be measured
by the growing number of new
advertisements for speakers, valve
amplifiers and valved-to-a
converters specially designed with
this attribute in mind.
Ironically the wann, rich qualities
are usually appreciated best when
listening at low levels - precisely
where the human ear starts to
become less sensitive at the lower
frequencies. This characteristic is a
well established fact, illustrated
graphically by the famous Fletcher &
Munson equal loudness contour
curves. These curves show the bass
and treble lift required to obtain the
same subjective, or perceived,
loudness level as that of a given
reference level, say, at !kHz.
For example, at a sound-pressure
level of 60dB, around + 1OdB of bass
lift is required at lOOHz to produce
the same subjective level as at 1kHz.

At higher pressure levels, for
example 90 to IO0dB, very little or
no bass lift is needed, confirming the
level dependent characteristic of our
hearing. ln other words, our hearing
becomes •Daner ' at higher sound
levels.
dB
Amplifier designs of the late fifties
and sixties almost always included a
loudness control to compensate for
the car's non-linearities. Why is it no
longer considered a useful addition?
A loudness-override switch would
keep those with ' Jlatears ' happy.
Could it be that some
manufacturers already provide the
required lift, mainly ind-to-a
0
converters, on the quiet to achieve
the sound qualities that earns them
0.02
the best-buys and four/five star votes
in the reviews?

George Evans
Lymington

and unbellevable value for money.
Loudness level= tOOPHON

We have always led tho field for easy home construction to
professlonal standards, even In the sixties we were using
easily assembled printed circuits when Heathkit In America
were stlll using tagboards!. Many years of experience and
innovation, going back to the early Dinsdale and Balley
classics gives us Incomparable design background in the

needs of the home constructor. This simply means that
building a Hart kit Is a real pleasure, resulting Jn a piece of
equipment that not only saves you money but you will be
proud to own.
Why not buy the reprints and construction manual for the kit
you are Interested in to see how easy It fs to bulld your own
equipment the HART way. The FULL cost can be credited
against your subsequent kit purchase.
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Fletcher-Munson perceived loudness curves show that you need
more than just a perfectly linear audio system to experience faithful
reproduction at al/ listening levels.

Hants

Confused? Read this•••
In the letters section of Electronics World, February 1998, Malcolm Bloor stresses the need to fastidiously check
code, which I totally agree with. However, he also suggested that assemblers can kill: this is worrying since the
assembler he trusts is at fault.
Depending on how the Small Assembler describes its instructions' semantics, it would appear that the issue of
the 80x86 instruction format is causing confusion. Let me explain.
The comparison instruction for the AX register will always take the form 'Ox3D,0xNN, 0xMM'. Here, NN and
MM are the two hexadecimal digits of the 16bit numbers being compared with AX.
However, for the BX, CX and DX registers, the normal format of the instruction is a bit more complicated. It is
a four byte string and sometimes three bytes. It is four bytes when the instruction is comparing 0xFFIF (-0x81)
to 0x0080 (+0x80) and three bytes when it is comparing in the range 0xFFFF (-OxOI) to 0xFF80 (-Ox80) AND
Ox007F (+0x7F) to 0xOOOO ( +0x0O).
In other words the most-significant bit, bit l 6, indicates the sign. If the number is between - 128 and+ 127 then
the instruction is a three byte one, possibly due to Intel wanting to use less program space on frequent
comparisons. Let me demonstrate.
mov
mov

AX,

0x1234
0xFF34

gives
gives

0x3D
0x3D

0x34
0x34

0x12
0xFF

mov
mov
mov

BX,
BX,
BX,

0x1234
0xFF34
0xFF81

gives
gives
gives

0x81
0x81
Ox83

0xFB
0xFB
0xFB

0x34
0x34
0x81

mov
mov

BX,
BX,

0x0062
0x0090

gives
gives

Ox83
0x 81

0xFB
0xFB

mov
mov

BX ,
BX,

0x62
0x90

gives
gives

Ox83
0x81

0xFB
0xFB

AX,

-
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This tantast>C John Linsley HOOd designed amplifier is the flagship
of ou, range, and the ideal powerhouse for your ultimate hifi
system. This kit is your way to get £K performance at bargain
basement prices. Unique design fealures such as fully FET
stabilised power supplies give this amplifier World Class
perlo,mance with stanllng clarity and lranspareocy of sound, allied
lo the lamous HART quality componenls and ease of consl.ruction.
Standard model comes with a versatile passive front-end giving 3
switched inputs, wilh ALPS precision "Blue Velvet" low~noise
volume and balance controls, no need for an external preamp!.
Construction is very simple arld enjoyable with all the ditticutt woik
done for you, even the wiring ls pre-terminated, feady for instant
use!. All versions are available with Standard components or
specially selected Super Audiophile components and Gold Plated
speaker terminals and all are also available factory assembled.
K1100 Complete STANDARD Stereo Amplttier Kit, . . .. , . £415.21
K11 OOS Compie le SLAVE Amplifier Kit, . . . . . . . . . . . . . £353.62
K1100M Complete MO'NOBLOC Amplifier Kit, . . . .• . .•.• £271 .20
RLH11 Reprlnls ol lalesl Amplifier articles ..... . .... . . ... £1.80
K1100CM Construction Manual with full parts fists • , •• . .•. £5,50

0x12
0xFF

Now you can throw out those noisy ill-matched carbon pots and
replace with the famous Hart exciusive ALPS 'Blue Velvet' range
components onty used selectively in the very top flight of Wortd
class amprifters. The Improvement in track accuracy and matching
realty is incredible giving better tonal balance between channels
and rock solid image stability. Motorised versions have 5v DC
motor.

0x62
0x90

0x00

0x62
0x90

MANUAL POTENTIOMETERS
2-Gang 100K Un. , . .
. . . .. , .... . .. , .. , .. .. . £15.67
2-Gang 10K, 50K or 100K Log ...... . .... . . . . . . ..... . £16.40
2·Gang 10K Special Balance, zero crosstalk and zero cent,e
loss. .. .. .. . .. • . . .. • .. .. .. .. .. • .
. £17.48

0x00

In the case of the Small Assembler, it produces 'Ox83, OxFB, 0xFF' for a 'CMP BX, OxFF' where it should
actually be producing 'Ox81, 0xFB, Ox FF, 0xOO' (see line 29 of the SMALT.ASM listing from the original letter).
Also in error is line 28 of the SMALT.ASM listing for similar reasons. MASM, DEBUG, and the like all produce
the correct results, although the following are equivalent and would work just as well.

cmp
cmp

BX,
BX,

0x7f
0x7f

gives
gives

0x83
0x81

0xFB
0xFB

0x7F
0 x 7f

0x00

cmp
cmp

BX,
BX,

0xff80
0xff80

gives
gives

0x83
0x81

0xFB
0xFB

0x80
0x80

OxFF

I hope that has cleared things up. If anyone is interested there is more information like this, and also about
electronics and obsolete computer systems on my web site a1 http://www.tardis.ed.ac.uk/-lucien.

Kl 450 also has an advanced front end, specially optimised tor low
impedance moving coil cartridges as well as moving magnet types.
Selected discrete componenls are used Uuoughout for ultimate
sound quality. The combination of John Linsley Hood des1gn, high
quality components and an advanced doubts sided printed circuit
board layout make this a product at the leading eoge of technology
lhal you will be proud 10 own. A recenl review in ~Gramophone•
magazine endorsing this view. Bought in kit form our step by slep
instructions ii is very easy and satisfying to assemble, or you can
buy a factory assembled version lf you wish.
This magniticent kit, comes complete with all parts ready to
assemble inside ltie fully linished 228 x. 134 x 63mm case. Comes
with full, easy to follow, Instructions as well as the Hart Guide to
PCB Construction, we even throw In enough Hart Audiograde Silver
Solder to construct your kill
K1450 Complete Kit ..
.. . £116.58
K1450SA Audiophile Kit . .. , .. . ... .. . .. . .. ...... . , . £138.94
A1450SA Fae1ory assembled Audiophile unit . , .. . . . . .. £188.94
"CHIARA" HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER.

ALPS "Blue Velver PRECISION AUDIO CONTROLS.

MOTORISEO POTENTIOMETERS
2-Gang 20K Log Volume Control . .... .... . .. . . . , , ... , £26.20
2-Gang 10K RD Special Balance, zero crosstalk and less than 10%
loss in centre position . . .
. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . ..... £26.98
TOROIDAL MAINS & OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
for EL34, 32W VALVE AMPLIFIER

Highest quality, purpose designed. 'single ended' class 'A'
headphOt\8 amplifier for 1stand alone' use or to supplement those
many power amplifiers that do not have a headphone facilily. Easy
installation with special signal link-through feature, the unit uses our
'Andante' Ultra High Quality power supply,
Housed in lhe neal, black finished, Harl minibox it features the wide
frequency response, low•distortion and 'musicality' 1hat one
associates wilh designs from the renowned John Linsley Hood.
Volume and balance conlrols are Alps ~a,ue Vetvel" componenls.
Very easy to build, or avalla~e factory assembled, the kit has very
detalled Instructions. and comes with Hart audk>g<ade silver solder.
A valuable personal listenlng option and an auractive and
harmonious addition 10 any hifi system.
1<2100 Complete Standard Kil, .. , .. . . . . .
. £112.50
K21 OOSA 'Series Audiophile' Kit with selected audiophile
components
. . ... . .... , , . . . . .
. £115.46
A2100SA 'Series Audiophile', Factory Assembled.
. £115.46
CM2100 Construction Manual ... , ......
. , .... . .... £2.50
"Andante" Linear Technology
AUDIOPHILE POWER SUPPLIES
The HART "Andante"' series power supplies are speciajty designed
lor exacting audio use requiring absolute minimum noise, low hum
field and lotal freedom from mechanical noise.
Utilising linear technology throughout tor smoothness and
musicality makes it the perfecl partner tor the abOve units, or any
equipment requiring fully stabilised ::t15v supplies.
There are two versions, K3550 has 2 z.15vsupplies and a single
15v for relays ere. K3565 is identical in appea{ance at1d has one
:15v. Both are in cases lo matoh our 'Ohiara' Headphone Ampllfler
and our K1450 .Shunt Feedbaok" Pickup preamp.
K3550 Full Supply with all outputs .• . • ..
. .... £94.75
. .... £84,42
K3565 Power Supply for K1450 or K2100 ... . . .
, . . . £147.25
A3550 Factory Assembled Full Supply . .

PRECISION Tr iple Purpose TEST CASSETTE TC1 D.

SPEAKER DESIGN SOFTWARE.
VISATON "Speaker Pro 6" is a complete speaker design program
lor use on IBM machines. Covers cabinet and crossover desPQn and
contains a full expandable database of drive units. Earning a "most
reccommendable"' accolade lt tests this program is ideat for the
professional speaker builder or serious audiophile.
0303 Speaker Pro 6. 3.5"Disk . . . . .
. . . , . . . . . , , . . £45.51

Ara you sure your tape recorder is set up to g:ive its best? Our latest
triple purpcse test cassette checks the three mosl important tape
parameters without tesl equipment Ideal when fitting new
heads. A professtonal quaftty, digitally mas1erecl test tape at a
nee anyone can afford
est Cassette TC10. Our price only . . . . . . . ... £9.99

SPEAKER DAMPING MATERIALS
Polyester Wool and Pure Lambs Wool bolh have optimal damping
properties and a re pleasant to handle. Standard 125g bag Is
sufficient for 20 litres encJosure v~ume.
5070 Polyester Wool. 125g . . .
. •...•..... . £3.20
5069 Pure Lambs Wool. 125g . . . , .. . ... .. . .......... . £6.73

Special set of toroidal transformers, 2 output & 1 mains for the •Hot
Audlo Power- valve amplifier design described in the Oct. 1995
issue of "Wireless world•. Total Wt 4.8Kg. SpeciaJ price for the set.
£99, Post £8
RJM1, Photocopies of the Article by Jeff Macaulay. £2

" AUDIO ELECTRONICS" John Unsley Hood . .•.. . . . .. £19,95°
" THE ART OF LINEAR ELECTRONICS"
John Linsley Hood. 1994 , ......... , .. ....... . .... £19.95·
" THE ART OF ELECTRONICS" Horowitz & Hill .• •. •..• £35.00'
" DIGITAL AUDIO AND COMPACT OISC TECHNOLOGY"
. ... . .... . ........ £19,95'
Jrd.Edn. 0-240 51397 5 . ..
" INTRODUCING OIGITAL AUDIO CD, DAT ANO SAMPLING"
ISBN 1870775 22 8
.. ... .. ... . . . . . . . . .. .. .. ... . £7.95
"ACTIVE FILTER COOKBOOK" Don Lancaster . .. . . ... £19.95
" THE ART OF SOLDERING" 0-85935·324·3, 0 . . . • . , . .. .£3.95
" TOWERS' INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR"
0-572-01062·1 .. . ... . . . . , , . .. , . . .... . .... .. .... £19.95'
" AUOIO" F.A.Wilson. BPl 11 , ... . , . • • . , . .. , . .........£3.95
" HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT"
A.A.Penfold. BP267
.. ... . £3.50
" THE HART PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARO CONSTRUCTION
GUIDE." .
. . .. £2.50
"A SIMPLE CLASS A AMPLIFIER"
. . £2.75
J.L.Unsley Hood M.I.E.E. 1969, RLH12 . . , ••.• ,
"CLASS-A POWER" Single Ended 15W Amp.
J.L.Unsley Hood M.I.E.E, 1996. RLH13 . , . , . . . . . . .
. . £2.50
LOUDSPEAKERS; THE WHY AND HOW OF GOOD
REPRODUCTION. G.Briggs. 1949.
. . £8.95
" THE LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK"
. £23.95·
Vance Dickason, (5th Edn.) ..•. . . •.
ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION Ronald Wagner BKT6 . • , ••.• . •... . . £15.95
"THE ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK"
Roger P.Sandors. 1995 . .... . .... , .. . . . .... , ...... £24.95
" BULLOCK ON BOXES" Bullock & While .. ... . . .... .. £10.95
"AN INTRODUCTION TO LOUOSPEAKERS & ENCLOSURE
. . .... .. . £3.95
DESIGN" V. Capel. BP256 . . . . . .
" LOUDSPEAKERS FOR MUSICIANS" BP297 , • , .. . . . •. £3.95
"THEORY & OESIGN OF LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURES"
J.E.Benson . .... . .... . .... . .. .. , .... .. , .. . ... .. . £21.95
"QUICK & EASY TRANSMISSION LINE SPEAKER DESIGN"
Lany D.Sharp . . .
. .. .. . .... , . , .. , ....... £8.95
"THE COUPLED CAVITY HANBOOK" David Purton, , . . .. £4.90
"VISATON. HOME HI Fl CATALOGUE." Full Specifications and
Thiele Small Data on all Orive Units . . . . . .
. £4.50
" VISATON. CAA HI Fl CATALOGUE." lo car guide ... . . £3.50
"VISATON. CABINET PROPOSALS" Book 1. In GERMAN £6.50
" VISATON. CABINET PROPOSALS" Book 2. In GERMAN £6.50
" SPEAKER PRO 6." VISATON Cabinel Design Soltware . . £45.51
"SPEAKER PRO 6." Demo Version with drive unit database £9.28
"VALVE AMPLIFIERS" Morgan Jones. 199516 . .
. • .. £24.50
.. . £17.95
THE VTL BOOK David Manley 1994. BKVT1 . . .
MULLARDTUBE CIRCUITS FOR A UDIO AMPLIFIERS BKAA27
... . . .... . , . , .. .. , .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . .
. . £11.95
"THE WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER." 0-9624-1918-4 .. , . . .. £6.95
AN APPROACH TO A UDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER DESIGN.
GEC 1957
..
.. ..... ........ . ...... £17.95
AUDIO ANTHOLOGIES, articles from Audio Engineering. Six
volumes covering the days when audio was young and valves were
king!. BKAA3/1 IO 6.
. . , . ..•. . . . , , ..... . All £12.95 each
"THE RADIOTRON DESIGNERS HANDBOOK" (CO) . . . • £49.00
"PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRON TUBES" H.D.Reich PH.D. £25.95
"POWER AMP PROJECTS" Anthology. 1970.1989.... .. £15.50
" WORLD TUBE DIRECTORY" 1996•7 Sourcebook of valve
relateo products .. , . , . . .. . . . .............. . ..... . .. £5.95
Fuller descriptions at the contents ot aJI our books is given rn our full
catalogue, price .... . .. . . , . , .......... .. .. . .. , .. ... £4.50

Postage on all books, unless starred, ls only £2 per book,
maximum £4.50 tor any number, any size!. Slarred items are heavy
books costing £3.50 to send.
Don't forget No waiting at HART!. All listed books are normally
In stock!. Just ring with your Credit Card Number for instant
despatch!.

Lucien Murray-Pitts
Edinburgh

Send for Your FREE copy
of our LISTS
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If you want the very best sound out of vinyl discs lhen you need our
high quality preamplifier with Shunt feedback equalisatlon. The

'AUDIO DESIGN' 80 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER.

HART TECHNICAL BOOKSHELF
Try us for:• Bigger Range of Books, Better Prices,
NO "28 Day Wair
New Tit.las.
" A BEGINNER' S GUIDE TO TUBE AUDIO DESIGN" Bruce
Rozenbtit. A practical book that does exactly what its title says arld
takes a modem look at valve amplifier construction. 132pp. ISBN 1·
8828().13·3 . . . . . . .
. ... , . .
, . • . £18.20
" HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKERS" Edn.5. Marlin
Colloms. Latest edition, just out. A really in-depth coverage ol the
whole World of speakers and high quality sound reproduclion. but
entirety readable in style. Just reviewed in "HiFl Warier. 478pp.
ISBN 0-4719-7089-1
. . £24,95°
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WILMSLOW AUDIO Tel. 01455 286603
Fax. 01455 286605
CIRCLE NO. 136 ON REPL Y CARD

All Prices include
UK/EC VAT.
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Remember, though, that this type of signal is
always going to be there and is not a characteristic of the equipment being used. Of
course, the technical specification of the radio
may be too good and cause it to be too sensitive. Attenuation in the antenna lead, which
would reduce sensitivity and transmitted
power, might help.
Radio telemetry modules that we make are
capable of letting you hear what is on the chosen frequency by simply connecting to the
recovered audio output with a high impedance
ear piece or small speaker driven amplifier.
This is a simple method of monitoring the frequency but very effective.

sources and solutions
In today's crowded radio spectrum, it is all too common for radio users to
experience interference, the causes of which can be complex. Alan Wood
details potential sources of interference in telemetry applications, and
suggests possible solutions.

I

nterference on radio links falls into three
categories. There is interference internal to
the radio and associated electronics, interference classed as ' in-band' and interference
that is described as being •out of band'.
Reference timing clocks in associated equipment are a source of internal interference.
Modem electronic equipment invariably contains a clock for timing purposes. Quite often
such clocks are derived from a high-frequency
crystal that is divided down to match the
lower frequency of the circuitry in use.
It is possible for higher multiples or harmonics of the clock souree crystal to fall on
the exact frequency that a radio link is
attempting to operate on.
Modem high-quality radios use a heterodyne
or mixing technique to convert the high frequency uhf or vhf signals to a low frequency
that can be filtered and processed more readily. Typically this will be a conversion to
45MHz, 2 1.4MHz or 10.7MHz, followed by a
second conversion to 450kHz, 455kHz,
470kHz or similar. A clock sub-multiple at
any of these frequencies will cause problems
for the radio user.
Radio-related sources
In its conversion processes, a radio receiver
needs a locally generated frequency source to
mix with the incoming signal. The difference
between the frequencies of the incoming rf
signal and the local oscillator is the intermediate frequency and, as detailed above, is usually a commonly accepted frequency. The second conversion process is likewise.
For each conversion, the local oscillator sig-
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nal could be a source of self-interference. This
occurs when, perhaps, a multiple of the second
local-oscillator signal falls on the frequency
being listened to.
For example, 20.945MHz is often used in
receivers to convert 21.4MHz to 455kHz. The
21st harmonic of 20.945MHz is 439.845MHz
and therefore could cause a problem if this is
the frequency being used.
At my company, we use test procedures to
bring such problems to light and cure them
before any product is issued.
Power-supply ripple
Modem equipment often has a switch-mode
power supply to ensure maximum power efficiency. Switch-mode power supplies are electronic chopper circuits that create an ac waveform from a de input to allow it to be
transformed to a new potential where it can be
rectified and smoothed back to de.
This process causes switching noise at the
chopper frequency. A great deal of care is
needed to ensure that this noise is fully filtered
and suppressed from the power supply lines to
the radio module. Also, careful choice of
switching frequency is needed.
If, for-instance, the switching frequency was
25kHz and this were to pass through into the
transmitter, it could cause spurious sideband
signals at 25kHz intervals around the main
carrier output. Any receiver listening to adjacent channels would hear these as interference
signals. Likewise, a 25kHz ripple on the
receiver local-oscillator signal would create a
whole array of mini local-oscillators on the
adjacent channel frequencies, causing over-

laying of many channels onto the wanted one.
Careful filtering of the supply to the modules is therefore essential. All Wood &
Douglas modules accept -an unstabilised supply since they incorporate stabilisation and filtering. However, it is difficult to ensure total
immunity to all possible frequencies that could
be carried on the power supply wiring.
In-band interference
In-band interference can be defined as problems due to signals within the rf pass-band of
the module in question.
On-channel interference is the worst and
most obvious form of interference. It occurs
when one user has chosen exactly the same
frequency as another user. It can be most frustrating to verify this type of interference if the
other signal is intermittent, or if it has a long
duty cycle and leads to data loss on the
required link for no apparent reason.
A site radio survey is needed to identify the
existence of this type of interference, to locate
its source and, if necessary, its legality. Data
corruptions can then be logged and plotted to
determine when and how often the problems
occur. Is it only during working hours? Is it at
the same time each day or hour, etc?
Having traced the source and its legality,
there may be potential to negotiate with the
other user to modify their power output levels
or the antenna configuration to reduce the
impact on your service. It may also be possible to improve your receiving site's immunity
to the interference by use of directional antennas, or by changing from vertically polarised
antennas to horizontal or vice versa.
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Adjacent-channel interference. The vhf and
uhf radio spectrum is divided up into channels
spaced either 12.5kHz or 25kHz apart. The
channel either side of the one you have chosen
is the adjacent channel.
The ability of your receiver to only listen to
the signal on the required frequency, while
ignoring any signals on the adjacent channels
and beyond, is called the selectivity of the
receiver, or adjacent channel rejection.
The ability of the receiver to discern only
the channel you wish is a reflection of the filtering of the first and second intermediate conversion frequencies. More filtering will ensure
better rejection of signals on adjacent channels
and typicaIJy, figures of 60dB should be
sought to ensure relatively trouble-free operation.
What does this mean in practice? It simply
means that a signal on the adjacent channel
has to be one million times bigger than the

Receiver block diagram
showing possible areas
of interference.
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Reciprocal mixing
A more complex cause of adjacent-channel
interference can come about due to reciprocal
mixing, which is more common in poorly
designed synthesised receivers.
Reciprocal mixing can occur when a poorly
designed synthesised local oscillator in a
receiver doesn't inject a pure signal into the
conversion mixer. Imagine it as a signal with a
host of noise sidebands gradually diminishing
in amplitude as you move away from the centre frequency.
Mathematically, if any of this energy
spreads over into the adjacent channels and
beyond, it will provide a 'local oscillator' of
noise, for any signals on the adjacent channels.
This will mix and create a down conversion to
the intermediate frequency in use, just as the
required signal does.
Because this is an 'accepted' signal to the
receiver due to its mathematical relationship
of rf to local-oscillator to intermediate-frequency conversion, no amount of IF filtering
will make any difference. It's a real signal as
far as the receiver IF is concerned and will
bave an impact in relation to the relative
amplitude of wanted to unwanted local-oscil-

14 channels

18 channels

Third-order intermodulation-free
channel options.
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• Careful choice of frequencies. An optimum
intermod bandplan should be considered;
• Careful choice of transmitter/receiver siting
and use of the minimum power necessary for
error free operation helps avoid overload;
• Careful choice of the receiver module is a
major factor.

Magnified view of reciprocal mixing effect.

signal you are trying to receive, to be heard at
the same level. This sounds impressive but
such variations in levels are possible and do
occur.

to the receiver, causing an overload to occur.
The effects are made worse if there are lots of
overloading signals. Overloading can be
avoided in the following ways:

lator energy.
This is an important factor to check with the
receiver supplier. Ask what the adjacent
power of the receiver oscillator is. It should be
specified for a transmitter but rarely is for a
receiver. A good figure is 70dB but 80dB is
ideal. Figures below this will falsify the adjacent channel rejection figure based purely on
poles of IF filtering.
It is worth noting that the accurate measurement of adjacent channel rejection is also
subject to how noisy the signal generator
being used for the measurement is.
Of course, paying a little more for a quality
receiver will help to avoid this type of problem. Very low cost receivers, which have Little
adjacent channel filtering, could admit the
entire band at once if sufficiently strong signals were on every channel.

Intermodulation
Intermodulation can be an in-band or out of
band effect. If two signals get mixed together
in an overloaded circuit such as a receiver
front end, a mathematical combination of spurious frequencies are generated. These are calculated from 2FA±FB where FA and Fa are
the frequencies.
The '+' part is not such a problem as it creates a signal 'miles away' in frequency terms.
But the '-' term could be. Suppose you have a
signal on 458.650MHz and another on
458.700MHz, this would create a signal on
458.600MHz and another on 458.750. These
are real signals. Admittedly they are at a low
level, but they could cause a problem for
receivers trying to listen on these frequencies.
The effect is obvious when a receiver listening to its required signal has a very strong
signal also coming down its antenna lead on
another frequency and a secondary signal at
another frequency. The combination of these
two signals gets churned up in the receiver
front end and the product is a signal 'phantom' on the required channel.
Such a situation can arise on a mu.Iii-transmitter site where one transmitter is very close

For a receiver to be able to cope with very
large signals in a relatively intermod/overload
free manner, the front end design needs attention. The. filter on the receiver front end is
always more than one channel wide and so
will allow lots of signals, including the signal
you want, through to the first rf amplifier
stage.
To avoid the array of inputs causing the
receiver to go into overload, the front end
device, and subsequent rf stages, will generally need a significant amount of supply current passed through it.
Therefore, a radio receiver designed for low
current operation won't be as effective on
strong signal handling and intermodulation
performance. This is important to note if you
have crowded radio spectrum on site.
Typically 5-lOmA will be needed in each rf
stage to ensure relatively trouble free operation.
Check the manufacturer's total current consumption and ask what the intermodulation
specification is; some receivers offered on the
market consume only 5mA in total. A figure
of 50dB minimum is ideal for a really good
product, a figure of 65dB is typical.

Desensitisation. Desensitisation is a dynamic
effect caused by strong signals in band, rather
than on the operating frequency. These signals
totally overpower the front end of the receiver causing it to partially or fully shut down.
This leads to a loss in sensitivity and a reduction in the strength of the signals that the
receiver is trying to hear. It can be heard as
sudden 'silence' on the receiver audio.
An example of this is when MPT1329
telemetry products operating at 458MHz are
used by utilities on prime sites which are also
using MPT1411 equipment. MPT1411 frequencies are duplex and straddle 458MH.z at
457MHz and 463MHz. As up to IOW could
be radiated from an MPT14 I l device, even a
well designed, local MPTI329 receiver would
struggle.
The solution, once again, is careful design of
the receiver to ensure that the larger signal
handling parameters, such as blocking, have
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been addressed. Again, a very low current
receiver will not perform as well as one with a
robust front end.
Ask your supplier what the blocking specification is and then decide if it is appropriate
for the site being considered. A typical figure
would be 80-lO0dB.
I

Out-of-band effects
In-band effects are defined as occurring within the input acceptance bandwidth of the
receiver. Signals outside this band will be
attenuated or rejected by the front end filter
components.
If the signals outside the front-end 'window'
are significantly large to exceed the attenuation due to the filtering circuitry then they will
be just as likely to cause in-band type interference.
In-band and out of band effects tend to overlap somewhat; both depend on signal level
and receiver characteristics but in general, out
of band effects are accepted as being outside
the tuned bandwidth of the receiver front end.

example, while 455MHz mixed with 4IOMHz
gave 45MHz, so does 365MHz mixed wilh
410MHz. This second frequency, which is
acceptable to the IF, is called the image frequency.
If the receiver front end filter does not reject
any signals on this image frequency, they will
pass through and be just as acceptable to the
IF processing electronics as the required signals, causing a serious problem.
The image-rejection parameter is specified
on radio data sheets and you should look for a
figure of 60dB or more. A manufacturer usually achieves this figure by using a high first
intermediate frequency. This simplifies the
front-end or rf filtering needed.
This is a brief outline of all the more obv ious mechanisms for interference that can
occur with modern superheterodyne receiver

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • fl • • ii • • • • •

Capable of working in a
crowded spectrum, this 10100mW synthesised
telemetry transmitter can
be set to a new frequency
simply by sending a
programming sequence
down a serial or parallel
interface. The module is
approved to ETSI 300 683
and MPT1361. It operates
on the UHF 430-470MHz
band and has a switching
bandwidth of 5MHz.
Channel spacings are 12.5,
20or25kHz.

The main feature of this
telemetry receiver is that it
provides programmable
operating frequency with
the performance of a fixedfrequency crystal
alternative. It includes an
fsk data extractor and has
either modem or controller
options. Operating
frequency is 450 to
470MHz, programmable
either by replacing the PIC
microcontroller or by
downloading serial data
from a pc.

Technical support
0

0
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In summary
If you want a robust, reliable device to withstand today's demanding telemetry bands,
then you must pay attention to and ask questions about those confusing spec sheet parameters such as intermodulation, blocking, desense, image rejection and adjacent channel
rejection. The success and reliability of your
radio link may depend on it. But so will the
•
price.

Telemetry module examples

Image rejection. The mixing process in a
superheterodyne receiver takes the incoming
radio signal and mixes it with a locally generated signal derived from a crystal or synthesised source within the receiver module. The
difference frequency between the two is then
processed to recover the information being
carried by the signal. This difference signal is
usually chosen from a long list of standard frequencies of which 45MHz, 21.4MHz and
I 0.7MHz are the most common.
If an incoming radio signal is on 455MHz
and you need a 45MHz intennediate frequency, then 410MHz must be generated locally to
create a 45MHz difference.
Alternatively, you could generate 500MHz
and still create the required difference. These
two possible injection frequencies from the
local oscillator give the same result; one is a
'low side mix' and one is a 'high side mix'.
EquaUy, for any one injection frequency
there will also be a second radio frequency to
give a 45MHz intermediate frequency. In this

B;s~d i~ B;~gh~r; t: ~e;r Tadley,
Wood & Douglas is a radio te lemetry
design and manufactu re specialist for
the low power radio market. The company provides technical support at
both design and after-sales stages.
Tel 0118 981 1444,
fax: 0 118 981 1567. Also e -mail, to
info@woodanddouglas.co.uk or see
our web site http://www.woodanddouglas.co.uk+info@woodanddouglas.co.uk

modules and transmitters. The problems of
spurious responses in receivers are made
worse with crystal derived local oscillators as
there is more potential for other frequencies to
be present at the mixer of the receiver.
Modern synthesised receivers have a local
oscillator generated at the final injection frequency and are therefore cleaner.
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At the forefront•••
or

1t you lnwnst~ on 0JM of our oppor(ubities 1111d
wonld like tn give ronr cal'ftt" a kick..tart, ,ead 111;
your CV, eitltf'r by ~ fa:t or ..,mail and OM of
001" tl)flCWha1tts will confact you to ditll85 the
situation. If ynu c-nnMt SH what you are lookiaa
for chttk out nur wPb mtie whit'h curttntly ~its
more thnn 200 opportnnitit<I.
tAf..q~
South

RF DESIGN ENGINEERS
Mobile Radio

SOFTWARE ENGINEKRS
Set Top Tecbnoloo'

to '40,000+

Hampshire

This client pmv1des end-to-end solutions for digital
brv~at.ing, Tolally focusod on providine lcadi.n.& systems and
services forthe managdnent ~trot and broadcast di$lribuliuo of
eutcrtairo:neni -,d information to 'IVs and personal eompu.tcts,
they are already m.-nct leaders in Dlgttal Video Compreniuu and
Co.11w1Jc,nal A~wss. Continued arowth means that they ~
seeking a ollAlbea uC Suf\WllR £ ns i = to develop softwort
prod!.ICts lo support the ccnvcrgcncc of set top box and Int.cmet
tecla1Julot0· for lhe diitributiou ofailmainment md daui.
Cand11Utc., ~hould be QJ)Cneote 10 QC++ and lavo: • solid
aw•~ess of html and other Internet u:chnologics. Candidates
shollld also have au i11le1e.t m Multimedia dcvelopmcnlB and
familiarity 'tl'ith the wortc of DAVIC,. JAVA and Scnpt Fditors
would be an advllJ.!Ug\:. Opportunities are 1vail1blc fan
Graduate to PrinciJ)41 Engineer lc:vcl.

RARDWARE DESIGN ENGRS

to :£35.000 + OT

Wiltshire
llus cbeut, ji .iii mtaoationally nmowncd consultancy, Bue Station Dnico
spe<:u11Jsiog m communicntion~, c~.c1a1ly mobile Cl'.lllllllS. A world !Cider in GSM/PC'N base station development i:lCCC:IIC:nt
Continued e."pal'lsion roquin:s lb.cm to l'CCl'llit a number nf pnnc.1pal opport11rutios for Dieiw Design Eng.inc:crs, ideally with a
tadlo S}stems eug1o~cr~ (Radio Arthitecture} to provide II
consultancy 9Cr\'1CC to clients Otrougbout the world, You o,v~t
have., # nurumum of eight years e,q,crienco of RF circiu1 design
ll(ld/oi rod10 orchitcclllrc dc.~,gn You should ba~e c,.pe,ie,m:, IA
GSM 111 llllillo11ue ~llular tenninal or base station design 8Jld b11vc
e,q>ertise 111 5YDlhcsiwr, 1'1.1. I.NA Mr"l'.cr, Filter, PA. Tx/Rx etc
dc~i191 Alll..-m~l!'-'Cly, )'OIi Jtll)' ha,•c developed the ilbo,·c skills in
other tll'CAS ofmoh1lc rad 10, ,ncludmg DECT, TETRA, PMR, CT2 01
similar. It will be an Mlvllltll$C 1f you 11190 hl\'C teem lcadios
cxpcn(flce

lo f40.ooo+
E. Anglia .

ASIC DESIGN ENGINEERS

Mobi.lt bdiu
Tlus client, i!I an c'ltablt'\hed h1&hly successful, dcsigu hous1:
:sod c;onsulLml~·. ~~iahsing in mnovativo and complcx
soluuons for mobile comm~ product.~ ·1hey ~re r¢lai.ncd by mm}
foa,}jug wmpwn:s throughout the world tordlc1r p1•l!~rmg a.nd
<native designs.

Cont1nmne

weuss

has

kd

to

ne\l.

opwnunities Y.1tbin the company and they are DO\\ looking to
recruit a n11mbM"ot key 1ndtv1duals. at VllftOIIS le~c1._ lo i:ombim:
1echnical challenge with the opponunity to V1ortc directly with
(;hcnts Oil a wio.: , a,i,::l\ of produc;I.$, in plll'ric11l:ir. me COIIIJ)lll)'
is seekmg a nwnbcr of ASir Oc..ig71 l·.ngmecrs. Candidates
iJ,oulJ luivc cxpcnem:e m die design and imple~ntt1riQII of
DigilAI, Analogue anrl/or Mnod S1t;nal ASIC's

mmlm\mofthtee yea.tS o:xpeiidl4.:c:. Candidates ahQ\lld b1Ve skills
in some of the following: EPLD~, AST~, Pf.J;X, ISP Devices,
680<,0. 56166. DSP and High SP"() Digital Logic with Meow
Graplucs And VHDL. Exceptional packages!

SOFIWARE ENGINEERS
Mobile Radio Ha11dset&

to £45,000

Middx

Our client ,s part of ~ of the wotld's 1110St iunovative and
su~M multlnaiooal compenics. They MC seeking a nmnbr:T ~
Sc!lior & Pnni;ipal SoftWlR ~ to provide c:ompctcnt
'IIOfiw3t'e design expcmsc fortbc ckvelopment ofGSM, Dual Band
and Satelli1e phones. You must have 1111 appropriate amount ~
rul•tlmc emboddod CIC++ and in i.oterfaci11g with hardware.
Ex~\lent packaser. includ!Jlg ~ 111 pri™1ipal cn&inoer level.

uo,ooo+

RF D:MIGN ENGINEERS

to

Mob~ ~dio Solution

Ha.nb

Eltcellcm oppoJt\l.l!ities fer RF Design Engincc~ at all levels to
de~elut> thcir career with oo.e oftbe m06I innontive companies
ll10Und. If you are 111> orig,nal thinker and hn·e a miu.unumof two
y e a r s ~ of RF circl.lit design 10 2GHz this could be the
npport1Jn1ty to pi1t your bnght ideas into practice! Ideally, your
II background in mobile radio and/or
COJdlcss phone de.,elopwent will, cxpc:rlia: in >101DC: of the
following ; Tiu'RK Areb.itecturc, VCOs, Synthesiscn, PLLs,
filters. MixcB. LANs, P~ etc.

expcrieoce should iocludc

DSP SOFIWARE ENGlN.t:!!:KS
Mobile Rlldio

10£40~000

M4 East

A mu.jor inll::mational client involved in -de\•eloping GSM. D\1.111
&nd and Satellite phone!! They are seektng USP Softwme
Engi°"rt 10 deSJsn, implement and inLegrate DSP softwaro.
E.'tCCllCnl Clll'CCl' opportunitic!I With first elaM pad(11~s ld<-.ally,
you wilt hiive at kw..l one year's experience o( de,·eloplng real
time embedded DSP =ftwatt., llll W(>II as ~ c e « developing
sofiware in • i;ommumcations environment. This company offers
tho tdeal c.nviroruncol for creative thinking and innov11tive
design.
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CDMA

Lateral Connections
We ure one the m&rket leadt-ni for J"ttruitment in
thi! mooi.le nulio and tebommunkatinnli &1ds. W•
currt'ntly have II wide ra~c of opportvnities with a
wade range of clierds. These vacor,~~ embrace all
disciplines aoo at all Inds 11nd in ttm 11ch'crdsement
" 11H w~ cl'llt do i'I to giYe yo11 11 IJ;Jvour of what is
available.
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to £45,ooo+
V ariout M3/M4
Mobile Radio
A wide
qf opportunities, all '11 levels with a variecy ·of.
clients involved in cellular, satellite and cordless phone

SOFTWARE ENGINtf.RS

nm.;

rk~lQlllll.all. You should hive an appropriaie level ofexporieoe&
of developing embedded '"'C" and wgcung tl/16 b,t pmceuors

At the Cutting Edge of
Mobile Communications••

Bfftd in Surrey, within easy ruch of a number or mntorw•y~ our client b the European HQ and tbt
premier dmign centrs of a major ioleraational manufacturer or n1obile ao(I ~rdleu telephones. At the
cuttin• edJCe of commu• kation, technology, they produtt • wide range of celJular products, inc:ludlng
GSM. NMT. tTACS, <\MPS and CDMA phones. In this la1t area. tll~ are uodoabted world leaders
and sn curnntly thf' only company with COMA phontlll in volume producdon.

With ~veral exdtin2 ntw proj~ in the CDMA are• a, oar clieat is pinning to signlflcanfly grow the
development team and bs uked utend Coon«tiOIIS to J~tc tbe key Jtaff they are seekina.
PROJECT MANAGER

to £40.000 + C• r + Bo1u

You should ha~ a strong technical bdtkground with prodlkJ

development experience gained in RF. &scband or Softwore.
Ideally some of dU3 experie111:e will have be1:n pl~ in a high
~olume mobile comms environmmt Howe~ l'X~ptionlll
candidftle, wtll he c.ormllered fmm nltler hackgmund.\.

SOFJWAll ENGINE£RS
M&1y of the wRwan: fwa:tiou~ are conm.,ou to n11.-.re l.'1.1111 00!!
product and the Software Group ia OtgAni5Cd mainly in functiOlllll
rather than project baied team. MovC'llmlt betwe,in learns is
enc.ooragc'lrl and thcrrlorc viftwlttt fflgme,et'\ nre trequently
c..._1'()3Cd to di.ft"C1C111 produe1$ and ~ of
Currently die

to DB.000 + Bo• u1
num~ of roquuements. from grad.WU~ to te1111 ICGdcr le1r-c:I.
Preferably, }Oil ~ill be dcaree q1J31i8ed, majoring in RF and
Communkiwo1c. Jurit]M yvw !itial year. Depending on }001
RJ' DESIGN £NGTN1:ERS
A

seruonl) you wtU h,11,~ an arrmpriatc level of ei.r,encncc in
designing low power. low oost. high perfotmMCe RP Circuhry
up to 2GHz. for tommercial, hi!,t11 volume t1pt1lil,;ll(.ivn.i..
Weal!). ;1ou should also be fluent in the us,- of Smith Chan tmd
famili111' wnh at leos1 one RF C'I\D pock.Gae suoh as Super
CQI11p11;1. Tcam LelldcT llPJ.)li'-<lals )l1wJJ -.lw ha~,: 11ll111
m~ment ~kill, 1111d eiq,n,= of lc:admg JI ~II leant. 11.!
\I/ell as the pou:nllal for !\llurc dc4.elopm.ern and promorion In

won..

Group i• ~ inkl the fullowmj! toum.: Ca.JI Prucnai.aw,
D•la ~rvkcs. MMI & Drin:n, Amllotiwe & Cordlas
lludvn Hd Softwart Too11. flp(lOltl.lnit1e~ Cl(in in all of
lllese IC411lS and our client would llkc IO oonsider applicallons nr
all le,el from Engin-.:er 10 T"111 Lc:ader.

A backeround In mobile radlo or teleoomms is deslmble, but 001
Hvwc:•er • .)'UU .IJOUld lave • 1uin;,nUJ11 of 12 ,nocitlb

•1e<.~IU).

cxpcncnce of developing rcal--t.ime embedded software USU!g
"r, wllh experience of integrating and debugging softwan: on
~ largci bardWMe Additionally, you most be ~f-mCll, vatcd ti..
able to work 11.'l OJI individll41 and es pan of a team. You must
also have • flexible attitude and be willing to undertake some

HARDWARE ENGINEERS

COl3&000 + BoDILS
The HMdware Oroup i.5 responsibk for the hlltdw11tt oocband
dc~gn of hand.,cl, and ~ c s . the design. 01od.!tiC4tion

nnd de-bui oflow-level driver software and the ~graiion of

th~c dc)i!!I~ ~ ill, llllJKbri software and RF ~ign. Our client
" keen to comidcr spphcabons from Hardwt11C Enginccr, at all
ltvtls 10 join this Group. A bac:k{lround in mobile radio or
telcc.omm~ wnllld he u~fiil but i~ nnt ~'IA!). I lo-~er,
you must hllve 1111 appropnate level of eiq,enlse In em.bedded
8/16-bit proc:=ur Ji;vclvpmi:nl. JiJliLal ll~i11n ~l111h1ur;) 11.111J
wM1c1ng knowledge nf"('.. and A..'IC/Tlhlc:r, ideally gaiflfld ma
medium to hith volu.me environment

f1V,.,on fr,ovl'l

MECHANICAL DESIGN ENG.RS
lo ~.oot + Bu••
Two fl(CCUffll opponunltles foe MfCbanlcal .Dc8l'1J) Enginem a·
c,JtMr I:.ngi.llCff or Senior Enginocf' level YO//Jr bric,f will lx ro
de:sian and development w! meatwikel C$JleCtS of cellular
l11100¥C~ 1111d wnll~~ i,hurin. II i~ tbt:n:'roro: ~tial llmt yuu
have CXJ"Cl"ICnte of c:lec\tgn1ng fot high volume m 10me or all ot
the foilowin& BreGS: Electr0nlc Pa.ck4elne, Pl&tlcs.. lnJectlon
MuulJin», Extnaivrl), Sl'Illlll ~ Mt.1Jll Pwb, i:lc. It -..w.Jd
l\l~o be u1en1I to have nn uodenuu·IC1ing ot rachn n.~~ name.I)
screening.
PCB DESIGNER

••ail

to m,ooo + &,.u.u.s

Your opponunity 10 desil(Jl PCBs fur marl.et ll:llding cc:llulllT 111W
MNile.1., p ~ . You :lhoold have cxpencncc of destgning hi$1)
densily, multi-layer, surf~ mourn PCBt. ideally for hil(h
vnlum('. ~ prndnch An 1mdc:r'1Mldin8 nf laying nut RI
boards would be ll distinct odVIIIU.G&!l. ~ would PADS or

AulOCad cl(J)erimce.

Ir you • NI laterwtecl la rwdia& out more • bow Ollr
dlent. pleue mall, fu or
yOGr CV to Lat1ral
Connedto• s at tbe addw.1 bdo"', quotlnt R•r:
LC/EWW 374S.

Latera1 Connections
Doncastle Hoqse. Doaeastle Road.
Bracknell. Berk.,hire RG 12 8PJ,
Tel: 01344 fflgO Fu: 01344 S!lSll
£..a.all: tl111ilroomr.t11•tfflla.-.C'glll
Web:
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GSM NETWORKS

PRINCIPAL ENGINEER

Systems Specialists
Technical expertise in cellular switching,
signalling or radio systems and excellent
communication skills will enable you to specify
the future architecture and technical strategy of
the most dynamic European mobile network/s.
One of top 3 infrastructure companies heavily
investing in people & technology to work
directly alongside operators key specialists.
Flexible base.
Ref:AW/10

M3/M4 Corridor
Excellent Package
Lead a tactical design team of performance
planning/analysis engineers to plan and build
national carrier grade ATM data network. Help
create a new age of communications
infrastructure. Desired experience ATM/Frame
Relay/ Legacy data networks, Newbridge and
Nortel platforms, network support/ management.
Excellent prospects in leading national telecoms
player.
Ref:AR/10

RF IC DESIGN TELECOM APPS

RADIO PLANNING LEADER

UK/Europe/USA

UK & International
World leader requires experienced radio planner
with understanding of cellular systems
implementation and optimisation to take a key
role in a UK based international project leadership
group. As much responsibility as you can handle
on the latest licenses across Europe & MEA.
Excellent Company, group, salary and benefits &
relocation if required.
Ref:AW/12

Excellent Package

Major semiconductor manufacturers require
talented RF IC design engineers with proven
initial design experience of min. 2 years in analog
(RF) design, biopolar or BICMOS technologies.
Knowledge of design tools such as Cadence, Spice,
Spectre RF and experience on GSM, DECT, DCS
or Radiocom systems would be a plus. Full
relocation for all positions.
Ref: ML/10

To find out more about these
opportunities, please telephone
quoting reference number on
01273 820911 until 7.00pm this
week or next. Alternatively,
post / fax / Email your CV to:
Quest Recruitment Solutions Ltd
24-26 Meeting House Lane
The Lanes
Brighton
East Sussex
BN1 1HB
Tel: 01273 820911
Fax: 01273 820922.
E-mail: quest@pavilion.co.uk
Web: www.questsolutions.co.uk

HARDWARE DESIGN
UK/Europe

Excellent Package

VLSI/LSI DESIGN
UK

to £45k

A background in digital design will enable you to
join this dynamic organisation working on leading
edge electronics hardware and software technology
for embedded processor design. You will have
between I to 10 years digital design experience
using microcontrollcrs, FPGA design, ideally
knowledge of high level system design tools and
be educated to degree level.
Ref: EM/11

Rapid expansion within leading JC design
houses involved in comms, consumer,
automotive and computer markets has created
the need for experienced engineers in ASIC and
LSI design using Verilog or VHDL and synthesis
tools such as Synopsis. We require engineers at
all levels from junior through to
Principal/ Project Leader level.
Ref: EM/10

SOFTWARE

SYSTEMS ENGINEERS - SDH

Get into GSM

>£35K
Mobile comms company willing to provide
training to R/T design engineers with a good
understanding of embedded systems. Systems
analysis and specification through to
implementation of design with as much
responsibility as you wish to take on. Project
ownership /leadership available to experienced
GSM engineers. Excellent salary + benefits +
relocation.
Ref: AW/11

MICROCONTROLLER DESIGN

South UK

Superb opportunities for

* RF

•

ENGINEERS

I

*MICROWAVE

* ANTENNA
* RADIO SYSTEMS

experience in either teleco1ns transm_ission or

datacorns protocols, together with a degree
enabling you to contribute to new 10 Gbit/s
(and above) system design. Excellent career
prospects with real opportunities for ongoing
training and travel.
Ref: EM/12

Our clients are world leaders in the design, manufacture and support
of mobile communication systems and they are all expanding rapidly.
Consequently they can offer a broad range of career opportunities
both Permanent and Contract.

IC DESIGN/ APPS

Call the STS Recruitment team now to see what is available and what
it could mean to you, there's never a better time than the present.

Europe/ USA Full Reloc Excellent Salaries
Key players in microelectronics require
experienced design and applications engineers
with at least 3 years experience in one of the
following: full custom digital CMOS, full custom
VLSI, semi custom CMOS and bipolar, AS ICs
with experience of leading EDA tools. Excellent
career opportunities for talented and motivated
engineers.
Ref: ML/ 12

SOFTWARE TEAM LEADER
GSM RADIO PLANNING TOOL

R & D IN EUROPE

South West

Top class engineers are required to join "state of
the art" R& D centres involved in wireless
developments for the next millennium.
• RADIO FREQUENCY bipolar/frequencies
1-2 Ghz.
• HARDWARE high speed baseband
architectures for terminals, DSP, algorithms.
• SOFTWARE C, C++, systems & protocols
design for ATM, GSM, DECT, A Pis, MM!s,
Real Time OS, speech recognition & synthesis.
Ref:JPR

International, young rapidly expanding telecoms
company needs experienced software developer
to lead a team of software engineers to design
network planning tool software. Opportunity to
work with market leaders across the world.
UNIX/C, X Windows, Embedded SQL
essential, GSM and team management
experience preferred.
Ref:AR/11

CONTRACT

Excellent Salaries

Excellent Package

Excellent Package

Tel: 0 181 652 3620

Join this world leading telecom multinational
and work on exciting, state of the art systems
projects on SDH. Ideally you will have

As a result of significant investment in Europe, a
brand new design centre dedicated to
microcontrollers has been opened by one of the
world leaders in electronics. They now seek
experienced design engineers to work on next
generation microcontrollers.'You will be able to
contribute from the outset to the success of future
products. Opportunities also exist within
Ref: ML/11
Europe/USA.

Europe/USA
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Full Relocation

Excellent Salaries

STS Recruitment
Radley House
8 St Cross Road
Winchester
Hampshire
S023 9HX

Telephone: 01962 869478

Precisely the right people

Home: 01962 715530
Fax: 01962 841982
Email: sts@tcp.co.uk

-

SUPPLIER OF QUALITY USED
TEST INSTRUMENTS

-

CLASSIFIED

Tel: 0 181 652 3620

ARTICLES FOR SALE

~
1 nal
fnt er n•t o

**** WANTED ****

~~t~81req~r,:i~ ju;i~~v~~:ela~~r;~:~Jici~~

eng ineers.
If you are q uick and willing to learn, flexible,
har dworkinij, reliable, enthusiastic, tidy and
have an aptitude for micro mechanics then
please contact us i mmediately.
Knowledge of anal ogue audio w ill also be
beneficial .

u,,0"""wot.1~',,,_.. l'O'l1ct•

Coo k e

Ill~~...:':..:_:::... .~~~,~-

u,-o.t.,,

Fax 0181 652 8938

~'°""~:.!~>\.')')I

.,...

AUDIO &RF DESIGN · DC to 3GHz

So whatever your need call usl

LtsQa.

solutions

T~I. 0161-426 2:176

B/W 32mm lens or pinhole

I
I

£39+vAr (5+ £35 each)
BfW 42mm w ith audio fens or
pinhole

£45.vAr (5+ £39 each)

I
I

WANTED: W.W.2. Mili1ary Radios. Old Crypto
gear. Suitcase sets. OZ8RO, Rag Otterstad. ·
Hosterkobvej 10, DK-3460 Birkerod, Denmark.
EMail: ooterstad@inet.uni2.dk.

Colour 42mm twin board with
audio and lens
+v

£99

CONTACT

Cooke International

~I~

:.~~·

--l•

CONTACT

Cooke International

Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Barnham,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex, PO22 0HD, U.K.
Tel: (+44)01243 5451 11/2 Fax: (+44)01243 542457
Web: http://www.cooke-int.com
E-mail: info@cooke-int.com

CIRCLE NO. 137 ON REPLY CMW

CIRCLE NO. 1 !HON RlPLY CAR/J

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

534

TEL: 0181-684 1166
FAX: 0181-684 3056
WANTED: PRE-WAR TV. Offered: Network
Analyser HP850SA. Jae Janssen, Hogeham 1170.
NL-5104JD Dongen Netherlands. Fax: +JI 13
4624684. Thanks

NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS . . . . . . . .... .472
OLSON ELECTRONICS .... ... . .... .450

development considered

Power Meters, NRVS £900,
HP435A £400, Analysers HP141T (1250MHz)
£700, HP8444A (Opt049) Tracking Generalor
£700, HP8555A £300, TEK576 Curve Tracer
£600, TEK2445 Scope £800, HP3478A £300,
HP80128 £1 00, PM6668(1 GHz) Counter £l00,
Racal 9081 Generalor £150, DVMs, Couplers.
Attenuators, olher equipment.

Offers?

FOR SALE-TEST EQUIPMENT
LAB Clear Out

QUICKROUTE . . . . ...... . . . . . . . ....455

MARCONI 295S Radio communications test set
with GPIB. Full working order. £2,000 (No
VAT). 0 181421 6606.

1,'1'\Ul'-l~'-IH IP\\IIH l t ll((}\1\\l l '\.I I '

)'

I\\ JSTOl{ J\: !'1 ( )1>[ 1

Salary range £24,351 to £27,543 per annum
dependent on qualifications and experience

IWATERBEACH ELECTRONICS!

ROTEC 320 & 350. HP 331A,
350D,465A, E2373A
AVO 8 Mk5. BRADLEY 192.
THANDAR TG101 Plus more.
Offers Invited. Detailed Listing

V

)

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER

from concept to production.

Tel: 01752 781504 Eves. Only

TANDEM TECHNOLOGY .. .. . . . . . ...IFC
TECHNOLOGY SOURCES . ...... . ...457'.
TELFORD ELECTRONICS . ... . . .. ...491
TELNET .... .. .. . . ...... .. ........505
THOSE ENGINEERS .. . . .. .. ........515
TIE PIE . .. . .... ..... ..... . ....... .484

-

V

~

Ir,~""
~_,,.!
..,....

\NEST IVIERCIA

~~J

All aspects of RF hardware

PICO . . . . ... .. . . ..... . . . . . . ...... .479
PS CONSULTANTS ...... . ....... ..OBC

SEETRAX . . . ... . . . . .. . .... . ... . . . .455
SOWTER TRANSFORMERS . . ... . . . .477
SPEAKE & CO LTD . . .... . . . ..... ...479
STEWART OF READING .... . . . . . . . ..518
SURREY ELECTRONICS .. . ... . . . . ..463

... .

~
,.,L.,

RF DESIGN
SERVICES

TEL: 01223 862550
FAX: 01223 440853

DATAMAN .. ... . ....... . .... . . . .. .461
DISPLAY ELECTRONICS .. . . . .. .. . . .523
EQUINOX TECHNOLOGY . .... . ... .. .IBC
HART ELECTRONICS ............ .. .525
JOHNS RADIO .... . .. . ..... .. ..... .493
JPG ELECTRONICS ..... . .... . .. .. .518
LABCENTER ELECTRONICS . . . . .. .. .452
LANGREX .. . ..... . ...... . .. . .....479
M & B RADIO . .. . ...... . . . .. .... .. .504
MILFORD INSTRUMENTS .... .. .. ...457

1 Mayo Road, Croydon
Surrey CAO 2QP
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Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Barnham,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex, PO22 0HD, U.K.
Tel: (+44)01243 545111/2 Fax: (+44)01243 542457
Web: http://www.cooke-int.com
E-mail: info@cooke-i nt.com

ADEPT SCIENTIFIC ......... ... . .. .473
ANCHOR ....... .. . .. .......... .. .494
AIRLINK .. . ... . .. . .... . ...........518
BOLTON INSTITUTE ... . . . . .. . ..... .457
CMS . . .... .. ........ . ........ . ...504
COLOMORE ........ .. . . . . ... ... . .477
CONFORD ...... . .. .... . .. . . .. .. : .463
CROWNHILL .. ... .. ... . . . .........477

Langrex Supplies Limited

APPOINTMENTS - - ·

mnoar<Olglob,ilnet-.co.uk
~~

For all your valves, tubes, semi
conductors and !C's.

Call Gerry on 0171 434 2884
between 09.00-18.00 hrs

• Stereo Coder5 & prOU650r5
• RF Amplifier5 & Transmitter5
• Wireless Control Sy5tems
• 2.4 GHz Audio & Videolinks
• Aerial combining System5

TOP PRICES PAID

Tel: 01276 603452

FOR SALE, Copies ofWirele,s World from 1970
10 1982, UV Exposure box and electronic
components. For details telephone; 01952 SI 0454
or fax: 510414.

EMC Receiver 30MHz £250. HP8414A £45.
HP4 12A £60. HP8746B £140. MSI 868 C-V
Plotter£400. 547/IA4 £150. TEK603 £40. 01476
550826.

A progressive and dynamic organisation, West Mercia Constabulary
is at the forefront of organisational and technological change. As a
senior manager, you will have a vital role to manage the service
provision of radio communications for the constabulary and to
ensure a continuing programme of maintenance in respect of
existing communication systems.
It is essential that the post holder has a thorough understanding of
VHF and UHF radio schemes knowledge of radio/telephone control
and emergency service radio systems.
The successful applicant will have a minimum of seven years
experience working in radio communications three of which should
be at management level, with previous experience of budget
management. In addition candidates should have a HNC/HND in
communications technology (degree level would be advantageous).
Good communication and interpersonal skills are essent ial qualities
for this post.
For more information and an application fom, please contact
Amanda Roberts on 01905 723000 Ext 2228.
Completed application forms to be returned to Personnel Services,
(Support Staff Recruitment), Hindlip Hall, Worcester, WR3 8SP, by
Friday 29th May 1998

Policing

ARTICLES WANTED
VA.LVES etc WANTED
Most types considered but especially KT88, PX4/PX25, KT66, KTI7,
El34, El37, ECC83. Valves must be UK manufacture to achieve top
prices. Also various valve-era equipment e .g. Garrard 301.

COURTEOUS, PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
Ask for a free copy of our wanted List.

BILLINGTON EXPORT LTD., Billingshurst, Sussex RH14 9EZ
Tel: 01403 784961 Fax: 01403 783519
Email: billingtonexportltd@btinternet.com
VISITORS PLEASE PHONI; FOR APPOINTMENT.

in

Herelordsh1re, Shropsh1re. Telford & Wrekin and Worceslersh1re

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE NOTE
For all your future enquiries
on advertising rates
Please contact Joannah Cox on
Tel: 0181-652 3620
Fax: 0181-652 8956

WARTH . .. . . . .. . . .. .......... ....463
ELECTRONICS WORLD

June 1998

June 1998

ELECTRONICS WORLD

535

ELECTRONICUPDATE

Contact Joonnah Cox on

0181 652 3620

A regulor odvertising feoture
enobling reoders to obtoin more
inlormotion on companies'
products or services.

••••

CABLING SOLUTIONS
FROM THE LCD EXPERTS

Newfor'98
FREE Data Acquishion
Software Tool

Trident Microsystems' new LVDS
system , provides the cabling
solution to overcome all the
problems associated with driving
Digital TFT over long d istances.

DAQ Designer '98 from National
Instruments, is a free system
configuration tool that reduces
the complexity and time it takes
to configure a PC-based data
acquisition system and assures
that system developers have
the right plug in boards,
signal conditioning products,
cable assemblies, and software
packages for their application.
Co// National lnstnaments
now for your FREE copy on
0 1635 523545

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

Trident's new LVDS system now
allows for digital d rive of J.m..!Q..2Q
metres in length.
For further details call
Trident today
Tel: 01737 780790
Fax: 01737 771908

•
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Supports:
M ICROCONTROLLERS
Atmel 89(,895, 90S(AVR),
Generic 87C, Dallas 87C 520
FLASH MEMORY
Atmel 29C, 49F
SERIAL/ PARALLEL EEPROM
Atmel 24C, 25C, 59C, 93C, 28C
CONFIGURATORS
Atmel 17C, Xilinx XC17

SYSTEMS

IAR Mi<;rocontroller Development Tools

CIRCLE N O . 139 ON REPLY CARD

(-Compilers, Assemblers, Simulat o rs

NEW JENSEN TOOLS
CATALOGUE

Professional Test &
Measurement Equipment

Colourful new Catalogue, hot off
the press from Jensen Tools,
presents unique new tool kits for
service/support of
communications equipment. Also
latest test equipment from many
major manufacturers. Includes
hard-to-find tools, PC/LAN
diagnostics, bench acccessories,
static control, technical manuals .
and more.

Ra/fe Electronics are suppliers of
high end, professional T&M
equipment on a second-user basis.
Wi specialise in stocking, and
sourcing, HP; Tektronix, Marcom
etc all 1SO9002 quality assured. .
Call or fax us for our stock
inventory or download it from:
www.ralfe-electronics.co.uk
Tel: +44 0181 422 3593 .
Fax: +44 0181 423 4009

Ring 0800 833246 or
Fax 01604 785573 for a free copy.
Jensen Tools, 10-12 Ravens Way,
Northamoton NN3 9UD
CIRCLE NO. 142 ON REPLY CARD

8051, Atmel AVR, Hitachi HS

Not all devkes may be supported within each family.

PROFESSIONAL AVR™ MICROCONTROLLER STARTER SYSTEM
System Contents
• Combined Serial & Parallel Device Programmer
• Evaluation module for 8, 20 & 40-pin DIL devices
• In-System Programming (ISP) Cable
• Integrated Windows™ Development Environment
• AVR™ Basic LITE (1 k bytes code) Compiler
• AVR™ Assembler
• Mains Power Supply Adaptor
• PC Serial Cable (Connects t o PC COM Port)
• Atmel CD-ROM Datbook
• One AT90S1200 DIL Microcontroller
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Order Code: AVR2-ST

WRITE IN BASIC RUN IN A FLASH

,.1"'!~!11-•

Only ...

•rww·

FLASH 8051 Professional
Starter System
System Contents
•
•
•
•

' ' Following just one ye

our customer base ~a'
by 55% in the UK z.

• Compiled BASIC generates
tight AVR 1M machine code
• Not a Run-Time Interpreter;
NO code overhead 1
• Target speeds comparable
with assembler
• Breaks the cost barrier for
small projects
, Ideal for educational, hobbyist
and professional use

170,000 buyers are using the UK Kompa
every day to find companies like yours.
you they're finding or your competitors?
rmation, Wmdsor Court, East Grinstead House, East Grinstead, West Sussex Rlll9 IXD
747
j
Please contact me to advertise in the next edition of Kompass.

I

Job Title:

I

Initial:

Sy,tem layout shown in Fig I above

Order Code: EQ-8051 -STl

•Jf{Sf•

Only ...

• Optimising Ansi-C
Com piler
• Macro Assembler
• Linker
• Softwar e Simulat or
• Int egrated Edit or
• Hex Creato r

----

Title:

•
•
•
•

U ':Jil~ATE 8051 TOOL SET

e in the next edition, simply fill in the coupon and post it back today to:

I

Order Codes:
AVR•BAS-LITE
AVR-BAS-8K

Combined Serial & Parallel Device Programmer
Evaluation module for 20 & 40-pin DIL devices
ln-Syitem Programming (ISP) Cable
Keil PKS1-2K Integrated Windows™ Development
Environment (2K code limit) Includes (-Compiler,
Macro Assembler, Linker, Hex Creator, Editor & Simulator
Mains Power Supply Adaptor
PC Serial Cable
Atmel CD-ROM Datbook
One AT89582S2 40-pin DIL Microcontroller

Surname:

dScope

E-mail:

Software Simulator &
Target Debugger

Company:

Starter Systems supplied with 2K
Toolset & Development Systems
supplied wit h 8K Toolset are
available for Atmel, Dallas,
Siemens, Temic 8051
microcont roller derivatives

Micro-1$,~Pm
Serial Programming
System for the
""~ •IC!:'l=:..;~
Atmel AVR™ &
89Smicrocontroller ~ I
I
families
II! 4Ei1

s, ~
,,F
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Typica1In-System Programming (ISP)
Scenario show n below:

Supports: Atmel 895, 89LS, 90S(AVR)
PC
10•Way IOC Cable
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S.rf,11

M i cro

RESET

Mos,
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Programnwr
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Target Po wer LED

SCK

ISP 10-Way Header

Order Code:
UISP-Sl·SYS

CE
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EOUINOX
TE C H NO L OG I E S
EQUINOX T'ECHNOlOGtES UK UMITEO

3 Atlas House St Georges Square Bolton BLl 2HB England

Address:

For sales tel: +44 (0) 1

Post Code:
Natureof BusinCM:
~
Tel:._:N::
'o:_

_ __

_
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_

_

_ _ __ _F_ax_N_o:_

_ __ _ _ __

_

H

9000, fax: +44 (0) 1204 535555, e-mail: sales@equinox-tech.com, Web Site: www.equinox-tech.com

EQUINOX OISTlUBUTORS:
1 AUSTRALIA Fa,nel 't61 2 9645 8888 AUSTRIA ~rn<>Ut43 0660 87 75 BELGIUM Akom Electronicl Nv/sa +32 3 227 J6 47farlleil ,32 03 22736 4) BRAZIL Haste< ,ss 11 122 1199 Macom +51 1145J 5588 DENMARK farnell t45 44 SJ
66 44£1RE Fa•nel +35J 830917)1FINLAND4Farn~I t358 9 3415 400 fl!ANCE Fa1nell +33414 65 94 66 Newtek +33 1 46811200 GERMANY Elek110n~ t.ldM t49 52 32 81 7l Farnell +49 89 61 39 o9 39 lnel1ek Gmbl! t49 7311 93850, :.15( Ve!tnebs Gmblt t49 08
9945532 ll GREECE MKrolec +30 5395041 HONGKONG Famellsoo 968280 (HKIJirect ~ I free) ITALY farll<il t 44 113 lll 1311 Grifo ltalfan Techoo!Ogy +39 II 892012.~,el< Italia +39 2 33 106308 MALAYSIA farnell +60 3 773 8000 NETHERLANDS Al(om
f~<S8Y•ll l0 dSl9Sll Anlralek t3l t04504949 Farne. +3130 2412323 NEWZEALAND fa,ne!l t64 9 JS70646 NORWAY ACIE ~'( +47 63898900 Jaitob Hatte!and Electrooic AS +47 53]63000 PORTUGALAnallOnic ,JS 119 l71834fatnell +441131890040
SIN<JAJ'OR&farnell , 65 788 0200 SPAIN An<lro/ioc IA +34 136601 59 Farn<>II +44 113131 0447 SWEDEN AW NC +46 8 445 28 70 Farnell +46 8 730 SO 00 SWITZERLANOAnaiec Ag +41 41 748 32 41 fa,ne!I t4112046'164 UNITED KINGDOM Abact11Pol,r
t44 1915 616616. Farnell +44 113 263 6311 Ra~H'ectron<, +44 1W6 751166 Qu.irndon Elewooics +44 1331 332651 USA Htools Ill<:+ 1 408 298 9077 Newark Elect1001CS +t 800118 1991, Peachlree lecbnolog1 +1 770 888 4001 Proneer Standard• I 888 832 3916

Equinox reserves the right to change prices & specifications of any of the above products without prior notice. E&OE. All prices are exclusive of VAT & carriage. AVR'" is a trademark of the Atmel Corporation
CIRCLE N O. 10 2 ON REP Y CARD

Is this the
of

·rel

Couple all the power of the latest
Windows PCs (not just the fraction
that you can squeeze down an
RS232 connection) to the latest
synthesised receiver
design techniques,
and you'll get the
ultimate in wide
range, all mode
programmable
radio reception.
The WR3000iDSP
include AD hardware
signal processing for
total signal processing.

end

as we know it..?
WiNRADiO™ provides a complete
communications system on a fulllength ISA PC Card, with software
for Windows 3, NT or 95.

-
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New optional Digital Suite
software includes facilities
for recording,
audio
•
spectrum, packet radio ,
__),,.
oscilloscope d isplay, HF
fax, Sque lch-controlled
Audio
Recorder and
Playback, Signal Classifier,
DTMF, ACARS, CTSS - use
with SoundBlaster™ compatible
audio cards.
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W iN RADiO

Your choice of virtual front panel

VisiTune TM spectrum tuning display

Use WiNRADiO™scanning PC communications receiver systems for...
Broadcast , Media monitoring • Professional and amateur radio communications • Scanning
r'
Spot frequency and whole spectrum monitoring • Surveillance (and recording) • Instrumentation
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New! Digital Suite Software option- only £69+vat
(requires a SoundBlaster 16 compatible sound card),
and currently features facilities for:
0 WEFAA / HF Fax

0
0

Packet Radio for HF and VHF

0

Audio Oscilloscope, real time Spectrum Analyzer with

Aircraft Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)
calibration cursors

0

Squelch-controlled AF Recorder and Playback

0

DTMF, CTSS decode and analyse

WiNRADiO and Visitune are
trademarks of WiNRADiO
Communications pty.
CIR< I f NO 1111 0'\' Rfl'lt < ARIJ

